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QPINIQ.N 

x.. mmrmax:y: 

Today's deeision grants, "in part, AT&T Communications o~ 
california, Ine.'s (AX&T-C) request tor limited regulatory 
flexibility in accordance with the guidanee we set forth in 
0.87-07-017_ We allow ~&T-C both- upward and downward flexibility 
in its rate bands. However, in instances where' the requested 
flexibility is qreater than ± 15%, we limit the authorized rate 
band t~ 15% above and below the referenee rates. In instances 
where AX&T-C has requested less than 15% flexibility, rate bands 
are adopted as proposed at hearinqs. Since AT&T-C's reference 
rates will change as a result of other deeisions we maket~y, we, 
will order a compliance filinqby AX&T-C to incorporate its new 
reference rates: and rate bands that we authorize·t~ay. 

We adopt AT&T-C's proposed definition of new services 
which will be allowed t~ be introduced via the advice letter 
process after uniform costinq methodology is developed in an 
application. However, we will not allow AT&T-C's PRO california , 
application to. be the forum: for developinq a uniform costinq 
methodoloqy for new services. By AT&T-C's own acbnission.. PRO 
california is not a Wnew service'" and therefore an inappropriate 
vehicle to. develop unifor.m costinq methodology for all future new 
services .. 

We order that the advice letter process for new services 
, II 

must take the full forty days allowed under General Order (GO) 96-A:" 

instead o.f a shortened period as proposed by .M"&T-C. ' 
Finally, we adopt ,CACO's 'proposed monitorinq plan to. aid, 

the Commission in wobservinq'" the effects of the flexibility we 
qrant AT&T-C t~ay .. 
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II. Pxo.s<edurA1 ~ound 

By its Application (A.) 87-10-039, A'r&:'r-C seeks. approval 
of its plan for limited regulatory flexibility consistent with the 
Observation Approach detined by the Commission in its Interim 
Opinion of July 8, 1987 (0.87-07-017). 0.87-07-017 was our first 
decision in Investigation (I.) 85-11-013, which we opened in 198$ 
to establish a tramework for consideration of whether, and on what 
terms, regulatory flexibility should. be granted to AX&T-C, the 
dominant firm in the interLAXA telecommunications market. 
Originally, in 1.85-11-013, our approach was to- determine that 
AT&T-C's market power was greatly attenuated or absent before 
easing regulation ot AT&T-C. Parties tiled extensive comments and 

reply comments stating their positiOns on AT&T-C's market power and 
the state ot competition i'n Cali!ornia .. In 0 .. 8:7-07-017, after 
reviewing these comments, w&recoqnized that it would not be 
possible,.. even a:t:ter extensive proceedings, tOo reach 1JJ:1y concrete 
conclusions or predictions about AT&T-C's lIlaX'ketpower.· 'I'berefore; 
we laid out the paralDeters ot the Observation Approach whi<=h would " 

allow AX&T-C to tile an application red.ucing the need for 
conclusions reqarding market power prior to- implementing- regulatory:: 
change .. 

Under the Observation Approach, the effects of regulatory, 
flexibility would. be measured rather than predicted. Limited 
flexibility would be qranted initially and the results closely 
monitored to assess actual marketplace responses and any benefits 
or costs to ratepayers. As 'we stated in· 0·.87-07-011, the pricing
flexibility which we would be willing to- grant initially under such' 
an Observation Approach would, be relatively limited: because ot our 
concerns about the potential adverse ilnpacts ot AT&T-C using such 
flexibility to- wield marketpower~' 

In 0.81-07-017 we'ofteredAT&T-Cthe option to- tile an 
application following the oriqinal approach envisioned in the 
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I.8S-11-013 in which the granting of flexibility would rest on a 
prior determination that AT&T-C's market power was too weak to 
allow it to enqage in anti-competitive practices. (Also known as 
the Prediction Approach.) 

In addition to ottering AT&T-C the choice of filing an 
application under either the Prediction Approach or the Observation 
Approach, the Commission also,initiated the development of a 
monito:ring pl~ in 0.87-07-017. In compliance with Ordering 
ParaC]X'aph 2 of D .. 87-0.7-017 the Commission Advisory and Compliance 
Division (CACO) tiled a report,. presenting a monitoring prOC]raln 
which CACD believed would enable the Commission to measure and 
assess the impact flexibility may have on A'l'&T-C's competitors and 
customers of interLATA services in calitoX':l'Ua. The proposed. 
monitoring plan was the outcome ot workshops participated in by 

many parties. CACD's proposed monitoring plan and parties' 
, . 

comments on that plan will ))e. discussed in a later section beloW'. 
On October 30·, 1987,. A'r&'r-C opted. to tile an application 

under the Observation Approach.. The Oivision of Ratepayer 
Advocates (ORA) filed its opposition toAT&T-C's ori~inal 
application, arquinq that A'r&T-C's submission ot tinancial.' and cost. . ,;, 
d.ata was incomplete, and that AT&T-C had failed. to address certain 
lIlatters required by 0.87-07:'017. Several other protests were filed" 
to that application by the followin9 part~es: General Telephone 
Company of' Calit'o:rrUa, '0" .. S. Sprint Communications Company (US 
Sprint),. MCI Telecommunications Corporation (Mel:), 'l'oward "O'tility 
Rate Normalization (TORN), PaeifieBell,. and several independent 
telephone companies. Some of these protestants also argued that 
AT&'l'-C had not provided sutticient·cost justification to support 
its application. for rate tlexibility. AT&T-C replied to these 
protests on December 8, 1987, requesting a waiver of those sections.' 
of Rule. 23 of the Commission's Rules.ot Practice and, Proeeclure 
which required a detailed cost presentation by AT&'l'-<:: • 
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Additionally, AT&T-C sought a ruling from the commission on the 
completeness of its application. 

On Oecember 21, 1981, the assigned Commissioner issued 
his ruling which directed AT&T-C to amend its original applieation. 
AX&T was ordered to comply with Rules 23(c) and 23(e) by amending 
its application Wto provide three intrastate ,rate of return 
summaries, using a depreciated ratel:>ase for 198.8, showing 
intrastate results if (1) rates were raised the maximum amount 
requested for all services for all of 1988, (2) rates were lowered, 
the maxilnum amount requested, and (3) rates were maintained at the 
midpoints .. w (Assigned commissioner Ruling, p'" 3.) The ruling 
also concluded that Rules 23(<=) and 23(j), reciuirinq in.tormation l:>e 

provided by rate classifications, should be waived. Likewise, the 
requirements of Rules 23(f), 23(i), and. 23.(1)., were also waived. 

On February 3, 198:8:, AT&T-C filed its amended application 
in order to comply with. the requireJDents of the assigned 
commissioner's December ruling. As allowed by the assigned 
Commissioner ruling, several parties filed comments on AT&T-C's 
amended application:, ORA, 'l"C1RN, Mel, 'OS Sprint, california 
Association of Long Distance Telephone· Companies. (CAL'l'EL), anel 

Pacific Bell.1 In its comments, ORA requested ana was qranted an 
opportunity to file additional reply comments .. 

On April 6, 1988:, 'A'r&T-C submitted a. letter to the then' 
assiqned Administrative Law Judqe CA:L:i) and all parties of record .' 
offerinq modifications to its initial proposal. Additionally, 
A1'&'l'-C sought the Ali]'s support in conducting a settlement 
conference in an effort to resolve outstandinq issues without the ,. 
need for additional co~ents or hearinqs. The ALJ qave ~&'l'-C and:· , 
all parties until May 10" 1988: to. continue its settlement 
aiscussions, requiring sul:>missionof a joint status report.. By 

1 Pacific Bell later withdrew its protest'on April 14, 1985. .. 
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letter dated May lOth, 1988, AT&T-C with the concurrence of all 
parties, requested additional time to continue settlement 
discussions. A'r&T-C reques'tecl until May 31, 19S5 to s~mit another 
joint status report outlining any agreements which may ~e reached 
and stating whether there is any reason to' continue settlement 
discussions. On May 31, 1985 AT&'l'-C informed the ALJ that further 
settlement discussions would not ~e productive, and proposed that 
further comments be solicited on A'l'&'l'-C's proposal. 

A prehearinq conference was scheduled for June 1&, 1985 
where the ALJ established the schedule for the remainder of this 
proceeding. AT&T-C was ordered to. serve testimony incorporating 
any modifications to its amended application on July lS, 1983. In 
addition, AX&'l'-C was instructed to file a separate document or 
wposition paperw addressinq whether hearings were necessary for, 
each element of its proposal. Any addi tionalcomments on 
monitorinq plan issues were also. to ~ included in that position 
paper... All other parties were required to. file' tes'timony and 
position papers on Auqust 26-, 1988:. (Later extended to Auqust 30, 

1988.) AS 'to. eacl:l. issue of AT&T-C's, proposaJ. parties were 
instructed to state in their position papers whether they :believed, 
hearings were necessary and their basis for that opinion. 

On Auqust 9, 198&, Mex filed a motion t~ compel responses 
to inforlllation requests and for adj,ustlnent to the procedural 
schedule. The ALJ directed Me! and ~&T-C t~meet and eo~er 
immediately in an effort to infor:znally resolve their discovery 
dispute. 'l'heir dispute centered on·· the detail or cost data . that 
M&T-C should :be required t~ provide parties. under, the Observation 
Approach. The parties were unable. to reach a~eem.ent.. In 
addition, US Sprint riled a similar motion to compel 
on September 1,. 1988. A'l'&'r-C filect its respOnse to- MCI's· motion 
on August ZZ, 1988 and to US Sprint's motion t~ compel on 
September 9, 19S8. 

- 6 -
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On September 16, 1988 the ALJ issued a ruling resolving 
both discovery motions ana ae~ermining which issues would be 

addressed in hearings. While' still asserting that cost data was 
irrelevant under the Observation Approach, ~&T-C offered to 
provide cost data restr1ctea to long run incremental costs. (LRIC) 
on a service-by-service basis in the spirit of compromise. The ALJ 

adopted ~&~-C'8 suggested eompro~se regarding the motions to 
compel. 

Based on evaluation of the position papers filed by the ' 
parties, the ALJ ruled. that three issues would. be addressed in 

hearings and were the proper subject for rebuttal testimony. Those 
issues were: (1) should upward flexibility be allowed. in the rat~ , 
banda? (2) what is the appropriate wid.th of the rate bands? and 
(~) what conditiOns should control ~&T~crs offering of nev ' 
sexv1ces?' Other issues reqa:cl.iD.q ,A1t&T-C"s proposal, were believed ' 
by the :KLJ to be adequatelY"addressed by the parties' position' 
papers. However, parties were allowed to file ,additional comments,. 

, on these issues. in their fiMl briefs in th1.s proceeding. 
Hearings commenced, on October, 3" 19'8:8:', and concluded on 

c ' 

October 6, 1988:. This, matter was. submitted upon the filinq of 
concurrent opening briefs on OCtober 18:, 19Sa and concurrent reply 
briefs on OCtober 25, 198~. The' parties filing briefs in this' 
proceed1nqinclUdedAT&T-C, us Sprint, MeI, DRA, CALTEL,. and TORN. 
Finally,. 'in, compliance with'the:KLJ's order, ~&'.r-c submittec11ate..,. 

• I ' • 

filed. Exhibit 17. No party has objected to. the admission of "', 
Exhibit 17 into evidence.. Mr. Sidney Web'!>, while participating in 
the hearings, did not' file either openinq or reply briefs. 
Co_ents 

Comments, on the ALJ's, proposed: decision were filed by 
Mel, 'US Sprint, ,TtmN, anc:lDRA.. Reply comments were filed :byAT&T~ 
ancl DRA. 'These comments 'have been reviewed,' and, carefully 
considered by . the Commission. ArJ.y cb.4nqes required. by the eomments, 
have been 1neoJ:pOratec{.' in this opinion. 
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III. S!?-ery of Al&X-C' s CUrrent Proposal 

In order to understand better the sections to follow we 

will now briefly describe AT&T-C' s current proposal. Our summary 
of AT&T-C's proposal here is not an endorsement of tho entire 
package. Our endorsement or rejection of each of the elements of 
AX&T-C's proposal W£ll be discussed in later seet~ons of this 
decision. 

Fundamentally, AT&T-C seeks approval of rate bands aro\llld 
the rates adopted by the Commission in AT&T-C's current rate case 
(A. 85-11-029), and· the 4bilityto change rates and introduce new 
services through es~lished advice letter filing procedures., 
AT&T-C: maintains that th.iswouldafford it some relaxation of 
present requlato~ restraints while still providing sufficient 
protection to A!r&T~'S C4.lifornia customers and competitors •• 

The first component of AT&T-C:'s propo54.l are rate :blt.nds

for each rate ',element of its-Message Toll Service' (HrS), Wid~Area:: 

Telephone Service (~S), 800 service', and Private Line Service,' . '. . 

including a l!mited band~ for new services. A'.r&T-C's proposed rate, 
bands fori tIS l£S, WATS,. and, 800 ,service are set forth in 
Appendix.:s. to this decision. AT&T~ proposes a rate band' of plus. 

, , .' . 

or m1nus10t: for all private line, se:rv!ce elements.. Additionally,. 
AT&T-C proposes thAt any new ,service offering will h4ve an upward 
flexibility no· greater than.:10% above'its original price, and a 

downward flexibility set at or above the LRIC for the new service _ '.' 
The s8Condbasic' element of" AT&T-C's, pro];)9sal is the 

flexibility to introduce new services, in a manner which, AT&T-C 
believes. is more consistent' with the streamline(i. procedure 
cur.rentlyallowed all of AT&T-C"S ,in:eerexchange competitors., 
AT&T-C: has returned to the defin1tion of, new serVices',ofiu' 

, ' 

<, ' 

original application, meaning an offeringwhicheustomers. perceive" 
as a new service, and which has a combination of technoloqy, access;. 

, , , 

features" or functions. thAt distinquishes it from any'existinq 
service. 

The third. basic element of· AT&T-C'sproposal 15 the 
adoption by the CoDllll1aaion of a stanclardized:costinqmethodology' , 
which 'AX&T-C will use ~ support. of' futuread"'1ce letter fil1:nqs., 
P'ollOwinq' the ,ad.option of· this stanclarcU.zed'methodology, AT&T-C:· ' 

- 8·-' 
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proposes to provide appropriate cost information with anyadvice" 
letter filing' seeking to revise a rate outside of an approved rate 
band or when it introduces a new service. Given the time frame of 
this proceeding, AT&T-C recognized and urged that the Commission 
not approve such a standardized costing methodology in this 
proceeding. AT&T-C recommends that the issue be addressed in 
AT&T-C's A.SS-08-05l, its request to provide AT&T-C PRO california., 
AT&'l'-C acknowledges, however, that its PRO-california does not ~eet 
its own definition of a new service. 

The fourth basic element of AT&T-C's proposal is a 
request for, in its view, limited exceptions from existing advice 
letter filin9 procedures. First, AT:&T-C seeks. a s-day notice 
period. to adjust rates within approved rate bands. AT&T-e 
maintains that its competitors currently enjoy this. l:i.mited. notice, 
period. for any rate c:hanges. Second, AT&T-C requests a 
20-day notice period for any rey-ision of a rate element below the 
lower band of an approved rate band,... anel for My.reduction of an 
existing rate for which no rate band has been established, whenever 
that revision is consistent. with a national. plan already approved: . :, 
by the Federal Communications commission (FCC). 

The fifth basic element- ofAx&1'-C's proposal is a 
monitoring plan. AT&T-C supports the CACD recommended:monitoring 
plan in all respects, except the scope o~ it$ proposed pilot 
program. The details of AT&T-C and other parties' comments on , 
CACI)'S monitoring plan will be discusseel in a later section of this· 
decision. The final ele~ent of AT&'l'-C"s proposal consists of 
several additional commitmentsby'AT&T~C designed to assure the 
Commission that AT&T-C cannot abuse what it views as limited 
flexibility outlined· above-.. AT&T-C commits to: (1) maintain 
statewide average rates~ (2')- introduce all new services. on a 

, " 

statewide basis~ (3) make only tour rovis.ions within approved rate:, 
" 

bands per service per year;' (4) not ilDpose restrictions on the, 
resale and sharing ot its services~ (5) not abandon any service 
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except by formal application ~~ the Commission: (6) not seek t~ 
withdraw any service from a community on a qeOqraphically 
discriminatory ~as1s; (7) use the formal application pr~ess for 
any new service submission or tor the revision of existinq service 
where that submission or revision departs trom the approved 
standard costing methodology: and (8) use the formal application 
pr~ess for any service Submission that utilizes a combination ot 
existing tariff services discountea in order t~ provide a 
competitive response to a specific customer. 

AX&T-C believe~ that its proposal,. summarized above, 
meets all of the requirements of the Observation Approach as 
defined in 0.87-07-017. In the sections to· folloW' we will discuss 
the concerns of other parties reqarding AT&T-C's proposal. 

XV.. Sb9J11d 'tJpward nexibility= be Allpwed.· in the Bate BMds? 

Parties have d.isagreecl sinceAT&'l'-C tiled. its original 
application in October, 1987 as to-·whether AT&T-C' should be allowecl' 
upward. flexibility trom its current rates in a rate :band. proposal 
under the observation. Approach.. It is. our understanding that 

disagreement over this issue was a major reason the parties were 
unable to· settle this case.. Both sides of this controversy rely. on:. 
O.e7-10-017 to support their view. 
A. DBA's Position 

ORA believes that AT&'l'-C should be granted no upward 
flexibility from current rates. ORk believe$ that present rates 
should represent the upward cap. in the' rate bands. ORA. po.ints to' 
various sections ot 0.8:7-07-017 t~ support its concern reqarding 
the dangers of upward flexibility. 

*Based on widespread agreement among requlato~ 
economists,. we posited in the. OIl that the 
effects of loosening ot interLAXA regulation 
would bing-e on the extent· of AT&'l'~'S:: market 
power ~ If l?ricinq tlexibili ty is granted· while 
AX&T-C reta1ns significant market power~ it may 
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en~a~e in various types of anticompetitive 
pr~c~nq practices. It may increase its return 
above levels realized by truly competitive 
firIlls through the formation of an oliqopolistic 
market with price following by the OCCs. On 
the other hand, it could undercut the OCCs by 
predatory pricinq practices su~ported by cross
subsidization fromnoncompetit:Z:ve ser.rices." 
(0.87-07-017 m.imeo. p. 7.) 

ORA arques that the Commission recognized that the 
ratepayers, AT&'I'-C, and the other common carriers (OCCs) had 
potentially conflictinq as well as common interests. DRA believes 
that the Commission acknowledqed that a rate flexibility plan 
requires a balancinq of these interests. A plan such as. A'r&'r-C bas 
proposed in ORA's view, would bene~it AT&'I'-Cand some ratepayers 
with hiqh volume and elastic demand and could, harm other ratepayers 
with low volume or inelastic demand as well as the OCCs ... 

ORA notes that the commission offered A1'&T-C two 
alternatives for seekinq relaxed regulation. 0.87-07-0l7 invited 
A'I'&'l'-C to file a proposal under either the Prediction Approach, 
developed in I.8S-11-013 or the Observation Approach developed in 

0.87-07-0l7. Under the Prediction Approach, the Comm.ission 
directed A'I'&T-C to demonstrate a reduction, in market power and to 
use such measures. to. help predict the outcome of any flexibility •.. 
DRA interprets this decision'as allowing A1'&'I'-C' greater fiexibilitY 
the more convincinq its demonstration of lack of market. power under 
the Prediction Approach. However, under the Observation Approach~ , 
ORA notes that the Commission would not require any showinq of the\;' 
absence of market power. The Observation Approach would require a,: 

monitorinq proqram and permit less pricing flexibility initially. 
'I'hus, in ORA's view the Commission offered AT&'l'-Ca tradeoff 
between price flexibility and, ,a demonstration of the absence of 
market power. However r ORA.. maintains that the Commission did' not 
offer specific guidelines to define the degree'of pricing
flexibility appropriate under each approach. Therefore, ORA 
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believes that the Commission intended to proceed cautiously because 
of its repeated concerns regarding AT&T-C's possible abuse of its 
market power .. 

ORA acknowledges that the Commission stated that if 
AT&T-C proposed rate bands with midpoints set at the rates approved 
in the pending A'l'&T-C rate ease (A.SS-l1-029), then A'l'&T-C was not' 
required to tile further *detailed cost studies* (Id., ~. 68). ORA 
maintains that this requirement seemingly allows AX&T-C greater 
discretion if it accepts the 198& rate case rates asm.idpoints. than 

if it chooses midpoints which are even slightly d'ifferent. ORA. 
:celieves that sueh an interpretation is clearly ineorrect and that 
'the Commission's language reinforces. its interest in limiting rate' 
flexibility. ORA notes that with this language, the commission is 
expressing strong interest in using the 198& rate case rates as a " 
reference.. With the delay of regulat.ory fleXibility until 1989, 
ORA. points out that the 1986 rates do not necessarily reflect 
changes in input prices and productivity which has occurred in' the 
interim betweentbe, test year 1986- and the present. 

ORA argues that in'dete~ing the regulatory flexibility 
that should be granted to AT&T-C' under the Observation Approach, 
the commission must realize there is some inherent risk to', the 
ratepayer. Indeed, the Commission expressed a concern about wthe 
potential harm to ratepayerS of, allowing companywide flexibilityW 
CId., 'p. 5). Additionally,. ORA. argues that the Commission, by , 
calling ::or a monitoring plan' to track the effects of requested 
flexibility, clearly recognized the risks- ot granting a dominant 
carrier regulatory flexibility. By aecepting ORA's proposed cap at' 
current rates, while at, the same time allowing other customer's 
rates to be lowered, '.ORA. claims the Commission will x:eduee the 
potential adverse effects ot rate flexibility while retaining 
nearly allot its. benefits. DRA. concurs with the Commission's. qoa1: 
of bringinq the. beneti ts of a competitive telecommunications market: .. 

. " .' I, 

to california. ORA also asrees that while the qoal of the 
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commission was not to protect AT&T-C~s rivals, the OCCs, 
nonetheless, their existence is vital for effective competition in 
california (Id., p. la). ORA believes upward flexibility will 
hinder the development of effective competition. 

Further, ORA believes that there should be a slow 
transition from the current rate design to one in which competition 
drives prices toward costs. Because callinq patterns of customers 
have evolved as a result of historical rate design, both customers 
and telecommunications providers would 'be disrupted by sudden 
chanqe in the rate relationships amonq services. ORA claims this 
is further support for their proposal to, cap the rate bands at 
current rates. 

O~ arques that allowing AT&T-C to change its rates up 

and down within the rate band with a cap ateurrent rates would 
provide the obvious benefit of raisinq no customer's rates while 
allowinq some customers~ rates to. decrease. ORA points to its 
recent motion to reopenAT&T-C's qeneral rate case because ORA 
believes AX&T-C is currently earning in excess o.f its authorized 
rate of return. Existinq rates provide AX&T-C with a reasonable 

( , 

rate o.f return, in ORA's view, justifying 'no circumstance where 
~&T-C would need upward flexibility_ ORA asserts that by denying": 

the company the ability to increase its rates above current rates 

in noncompetitive services, the Commission would reduce' the abilitY 
ofAX&T-C to eng'age in predatory pric~ng, and other anti-competitivG 
pricing' policies. , 

ORA does not believe that A'l'&'l'-C provided any convincing 
evidence as to why it needs upward flexibility. AX&T-C alleges 
that it needs the ability to. raise its rates to bring rates more in 
line with costs. But in ORA's view, the, record. indicates that, the:, 

cost of providing servic~s was. beloW" the 'bottom of the proposed: ' 
rate bands. ORA is not persuaded by,.AT&T-C"s arg'UlDent that it 
needs to be able to. raise its rates in the event o.f future cost 
increases. ORA. points. to. Exhil>it 17 to. shoW'that the trend of 
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AT&T-C's"network costs is lower rather than higher costs. In 
addition, since current rates are well above current incremental 
costs, ORA maintains prices could increase significantly before 
AT&T-C would have to increase its rates. Further, ORA points to 
the testimony of A'l'&'l'-C witness Stechert, anticipating increased 
productivity for AT&'l'-C. The margin between current costs and 
current rates, combined with expected productivity gains assoeiated 
with competition, will in ORA's view, more than offset any 
potential increase~ in costs durin9 the initial phase of rate 
flexi})ility. 'l'herefore, ORA claima there is no- need for upward 
flexibility at this time. 

Finally, ORA. raises the question of whether the 
Commi~sion ean legally grant~&T-C upward priCing flexibility. 
ORA cites Pu))lic Utilities (Pt1) Code §" 454: 

weal ... no, public utility shall raise any 
rates or so- alter any classification, 
contract, practice, or· rule' as to result 
in any increase in any rate,. except upon a 
showing before the Commission and a 
tinding by the Commission that the . 
increase is j ustitied." 

"ec) 
* * * 

The Commission shall permit indiVidual, 
residential,,'public utility customers 
affected by a proposed rate- increase to 
testify at any hearing on the proposed 
increase ••• If, " 

AT&T-C"s- propos.al allows it to raise residential and 
other rates within the rate band using proced.ures similar to advice 
letter'tilings- with provisions tor comments within a specified 
numberot days. ORA. acknowledges that it could be argued that the I 
proposed. procedure constitutes a showing within, the meaning ot 
§. 454. However, DRA; believes that it woulcl :be- a rar better 
practice tor the Commission to- conduct public hearings- betore any 
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increase in residential rates were allowed. This, in ORA's view, 
is another reason not to grant any upward flexibility. 

Further, ORA cites PU Code § 454.22 tor the propoSition 
that the Legislature has only authorized zones of rate freedoms or 
rate bands for the transportation industry.. . ORA suggests tha.t 
since the Legislature amended PU Code § 454 to~ exclude passenger 
stage corporations from the provisions ot that section, supports 
DRA's ar~ent that the flexibility sought by AX&T-C in this 
proceeding must fall wi thin the provisions o'! § 454.. DRA argues 
that the problems surrounding the need for public hearings before 
any rate increase is granted can be solved neatly if the Commission 
simply adopts ORA's position and forbids upward rate flexibility. 
B.. 'l'QRN's Position 

L:i.ke DRA., 'l'O'RN maintains, as it has from the })eqinninq of 
this proceeding, that upwardflexibi11ty is inconsistent with the 
laws of California. 'rO'RN cites PU Code §§ 451 and: 454 ea) 'tor the 
proposition that all public utility charges must be just and 
reasonable,. and the utility carries the burden of proving that such: 
a rise in rates. is justified •. 

2 PO' Code § 452.2 reads as follows: 

WNotwi thstandinq section· 4 54, the commission may, upon 
application, establish a 'zone of rate freedo~' for any 
passen~er stage transportation service which the commission 
finds ~s operating·in competition with another substantially 
similar passenger stage transportation service or competitive 
passenger transportation service· from any other means of 
transportation, it the commission rinds that these 
competitive transportation services will result in reasona))le 
rates and charges when considered alonq:with the· authorized 
zone of rate freedom. An adjustment in· rates or char9'es 
within a zone ot rate freedom established by the Commission 
is hereby deemed just and reasonable·_ The. commission "JM.y, 
upon protest or on its own motion, suspend· any adjustment in 
rates- or charg'es under this section. and institute procee<linqs 
pursuant to section 4~1.6 
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TURN argues that just and reasonable rates connotes some 
narrow ranqe of reasonableness, but that range is heavily dependent 
upon the relationship that particular rate shares with rates for 
other services or service elements. TORN notes that AT&T-C's 
9Uidinq principles recognize the importance of historical rate 
relationships. Under a rate flexibility scheme, that relationship 
is sUbject to flux, makinq it possible t~ distort those historical 
relationships.. Thus, in TORN's view, it is impossible t~ determine 
the reasonableness of rates into the future, unless the Commission 
can conclude that even if AT&'r-C were to exereise its upward 
flexibility to the absolute limit~f every ',service element, the 
resultinq rates would be reasonable regardless of the circumstances:: 
sur:rounclinq the increase. t7nless the commission can do. this,. 'I'ORN',' 

asserts that the Commission is empowerinq AT&T-C with the ability 
to charqe rates which are not just and reasonable .. 

TORN also- cites ptT Code §- 12'S to- support its position 
that upward flexibility is ille9al. TORN notes that after a 
hearinq, if ,the Commission finds the' rates demanded by a utility 
are not just and reasonable,.. the Commission" ..... shall determine and', 
fix, by order, the just,. reasonable, or sufficient rate,. 
classifications, rules" practices,. or contraets to, be thereafter 
observed and in force" (PO Code § 72'S). TORN argues that the 
lanquaqe of § 12S implies that rate flexibility is not within the 
realm of just and reasonal:>le rates. 'rhe Code's reference to- WrateM:, 
as opposed to Wrates" is instructive in 'l'O'RN's view_ 'l'he remaininq 
directives within the Code f are all plural which reinforces T'ORN's 
notion that the Leqislature intended that only a sinqle rate,. not a 
rate band with many possible rates, could be deemed just and 
reasonable in considering the entire array of rates for services 
and the relationship between those services. 

'l'ORN believes that in light o!the language tound :i.n 
these code sections, the Commission would be, imprudent to tollow a 
path of rate flexibility, partieularlyupward flexibility, without 
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a clear directive from the Legislature. TORN argues that the 
necessary and convenient clause of PU Code § 701 is a general 
mandate for the Commission's power which Should not be used to 
circumvent the Legislative intent behind other sections of the PO 

Code. 
c. A1iT=C's Positi9n 

AT&T-C maintains that upward pricing flexibility, within 
limited rate bands to be approved by the commission, was clearly 
intended by the Commission as part of the Observation Approach. and 
is not prohibited by any law, rule, or regulatory principle. 
AX&T-C points out that such upward flexibility is a central element 
of the Observation Approach and is necessary tor any Commission 
determination ot whether competition in the intrastate interLM'A 
market could be an eventual ,substitute for traditional rate base, 
rate of return regulation. 'Moreover, inAX&T-C's view, upward 
flexibility is absolutely essential ifAX&T-C is to- respond to- the, " 
needs- of its customers and to operate effectively in the' iong 
distance marketplace. 

AX&T-C relies on 0.87-07-017 to support its proposition 
that upward flexibility is an integral part of the Observation 
Approach. ~&'1:-C agrees that N •• • naz:roW' rate bands around rates 
approved in AT&'1'-C'S general rate proceeding ••• appear to- be the 
most promising avenue ot flexibility if theobserva~ion Approach is, 
followed. N, (Id., p. $.) Further, AT&T-C quotes. that decision· tor 
the proposition that a detailed asse~sment of AT&'1':"C's costs would 

. only be necessaryi! A1'&T-C requested a ·change in the midpoints of 

the bands from rates to be adopted, in A.$S-ll-02'9.· (Icl .. , p. 68.) 

AX&'1'-C asserts- that the form. of limited flexibility envisioned" by, 
the Commission most certainly inclUdes the flexibility to adjust 
prices upward as well as downward within those bands.. AT&T-C 
proposes that the rates adopted by the commission inAX&T-C's 
general rate proceeding will constitute a reference point between 

the upper and lower limits ot the proposed rate bands. Thus AT&'1'-C :; 
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coined the term Wreterence ratesW to reter to the approximate 
midpoint ot its rate ~ands. 

AT&T-C disagrees strenuously with the assertions ot ORA 
and '!'URN that upward. pricing fle~d.bility is illegal. AT&T-C 
discusses at length in its brief the dramatic changes that long 
distance telecommunications businesses have und.ergone since the 
~reakup of the Bell System on January 1, 1984. M&T-C suggests 
that both Federal and State Commissions have recognized that the 
sort of traditional regulation necessary for utilities to provide a 
monopoly services is no- longer applicable to- the highly competitive 
interLAXA marketplace whiCh has emerged. AX&T-C asserts that its 
competitors are nearly universally free of traditional rate base, 
rate ot return regulation. AX&T-C points, out that za ot the 
nation's 39· multiLAXA states have already grantedM&T-Csome form.· 
of regulatory flexibility. (Exhibit B to A'r&T-C's Application 
AlnenClment, February 3, 1988.) 

AX&T-C clailns that this Commission has also aclalowledged' 
the evolutionary development in, the communications industry and is 
fully aware of the need to adj,ust existing forms ot regulation to !, 

accommodate this transformation;' Citing 0.g4-06-113, AX&T-C points 

out that the commission relieved all of AT&T-C's competitors of the 
requirements of the traditional rate ot return utility regulation.: 
All of these interexchange companies are now tree to introduce neW' 
services and to adj ust pri'ces up or down in resPonse to the demandS 
and pressures of the competitive marketplace, without prior 

. . . 

Commission review. A'r&T;"C points out that no, one has challenged 
the authority of this commission to grant all other interexchange 
companies what amounts to comple~e ratem.aking tlexibility. 

AT&'X-C ~urther cites 0.84-06-113 for the proposition that 

the Commission's intention was,. when it hael gained more experience 
with this' new competitive industry,. to examine whether and to.wbat 
extent A'l'&'X-C should. also. be granted some degree of requlatory 
flexibility. (Id.,. p. 9S.) A1'&T-C asserts that the Observation· 
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Approach, including upward pr~c~ng fle~ibility, is a reasonable and 
legally permissible first step in that process. AT&T-C alleges 
that there is nothing in the PTJ Code which binds this cOXlll1\ission to' 
the use ot a traditional rate base, rate ot return torm ot 
rec;ulation. It is obvious to AT&T-C, that the conunission has the 
same statutory discretion to consider flexible regulation tor 
AT&T-C as it had in granting complete rlex~ility to the other 
interexehange companies. 

AT&1'-C believes that PTJ Code § 7013. provides the .. 
Commission ample statutory authority to establish an appropriate 
and eftective torm ot tlexible regulation tor all interexehange 
companies, includ'ing AT&1'-C.. AT&1'-C believes. that the Commission 
is not restricted toa cost ot service torm ot regulation .. 

AT&1'-C asserts that the coXlll1\ission is not required to. set:. 
rates which produce revenues exactly equal to. a revenue requirement" 
determined pursuant to- a rate base,. rate ot return method ot 
regulation. A1'&T-C cites Federal case law tor the proposition that: 
the tOUChstone,. at both the state and Federal level, for 
determining whether rates are just and reasonable is whether they 
tall within a so-called ·zone ot .reasonableness· (~rsey; Central 
Power and Lish:t y PERC',.· (19SS) 768 F 2nd 1500, 1503). AT&T-e 

arc;ues tb4t the zone is bounded at the lower end by the- investors' 
interest against confiscation,-CppcyNatural' Gas Pipeline, (1~42) 
315- OS 57S, 585). A1'&T-C cites Fanner's union CentX'Al Exchange' 
versus FEBC, (1984) 734 F 2nd 1486,1502), tor the proposition that 
the upper end ot a zone of reasonableness is bounded by' the 

3 Section 701 states: 

·The commission may supervise and regulate. every public 
utility in the State and may do· all things,. whether 
specifically designated in·. this part or in addition thereto., 
which are necessary and convenient in the exercise of such 
power and jurisdiction. M 
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consumer's interest against exorbitant rates. A~&T-C believes that 
any proposea alternative to' cost-of-service regulation must result 
in a reasonable balance between those consumer ana investor 
interests.. AT&T-C believes that the Commission's Observation 
Approach recognizes the existence of competition and is aesi9ned to' 
test how effective that competition is in arivingprices toward 
costs, into, the zone ot. reasonableness. FUrther, ]l.~&T-C maintains 
that the comprehensive monitorinq plan recommended'by CACD orfers 
the commission a sufficient mechanism for detecting and correcting 
any failure of interLAXA market forces to' accomplish this task. 
~&~-C does not believe that the Commission is abdicating its 
responsibility 1:>y recognizinq the competitive realities that now 
exist in the' long distance communications business. On the 
contrary, AT&T-Casserts that: the pUblic interest will be more 
adequately served by permitting AX&T-C to' exercise limited 
flexibility in aajusting its rates upward. or downward,. within the 
approvea banas, in response to' the demana and constraints ot the 
competitive marketplace. 

AT&T-C does not believe that certainty reqarding the 
degree ot competition is necessary prior to- the 'C}rant O'f lUJ.y 
requlatory tlexibility, citing TURN' y P'O'~, 22 3a 529 (1978:).. That 
case aealt with 'I'ORN's appeal of the Commission's' decision to 
implement local measured service in certaingeoqraphic areas. 
A'r&~-C states that 'l"O:RN' alleged that the rate change at issue 
constituted automatic rate increases with no,justitieationthat 
such rates are just and. reasonable. AT&T-C argues that the. court 
found. that where practical experience would provide the reqaired 
answers r it was not unreasonable to' implement the rate change 
requested and monitor the results> to obtain hard. data .. 

A'r&T-C maintains that the Commission' is confronted with a . 
similar tact pattern in this proceed.ing. AT&T-C cites. D.87-07-017 
for the proposition that the commission has recognized the 
i~practicality of obtaining intormation on AZ&T~'s market power 
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and has proposed a limited experiment to develop practieal 
experience and information on that issue via its Observation 
Approach. Seconci r M&T-C points out that the commission has 
required a comprehensive monitoring program which in conjunction 
with its continuing regulatory authority, will allow the commission 
to act should any problem arise. Finally, AT&T-C argues that the 
Commission has betore it in this proceeding a sufficient record to 
find that this experiment in regulatory flexibility willo!fer a 
reasonable and fair method for setting rate :banc:ls-. A'r&T-C points 
out the commission has made it absolutely clear that it reserves 
the right to withdraw any pricing flexibility if it determines~ at 
anytime, that the marketplace is unable to· effectively control 
AT&T-C's behavior (D.8:7-07-017, p. 4). AT&T-C argues that the 
commission's selection ot limited.~ flexibility and its proposed. 
monitoring plan constitutes a reasonable discharge of its 
responsibility to maintain. rates that are just and reasonable. 

AT&T-C suggests. that this Wfirst step". of granting AT&'l'-C 
limited regulatory flexibility is not a total abandonment of rate ...•• 
of return regulation. AX&T-C contends that the limited pricing 
bands proposed by AT&T-C are directly .related to the rates which 
the commission has authorized inAT&T-C's rate case. The 
Commission's adopted rate will serve as the reference point tor.the 
rate band thus allowing the Commission to establish just and 
reasonable rates, according to,M&T-C. AT&T-C argues that the 
Commission has ample statutory authority and discretion 'to grant 
the degree of flexibility that they have requested in this 
proceeding. 

AT&T-C claims that limited pricing flexibility,· both 
upward and downward, is essential for several reasonS. First, 
AX&T-C believes. it neecls the freedom t<> make adjustments within 
service categories. to. more closely match prices. to cost. seconc:l," 

, ",' I 

AX&T-C claims t<> need the freedom to make price adjustments. between 
service categories t~ respond more effectively to competition by 
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lowering some prices and raising others. Third, AT&T-C claims it 
needs the freedom to. adjust prices to assure a reasonable return. 
Without the ability to adjust prices in both directions, AT&T-C 
~elieves it will have no opportunity to react effectively to the 

. demands o.f its customers and to. respond to. the competitive 
pressures o.f the interLAXA marketplace. 

In conclusion, AT&T-C arques that the preclusio.n of 
upward pricing flexibility would essentially destroy the 
fundamental purpose o.f the Observation ApproaCh.. If the 
Commission's intention is to grant some flexibility and o.bserv'e the 
impact ofAX&T-C's exercise of that flexibility in order to. 
determine if the marketplace is sufficiently competitive to control 
AT&T-C'S behavior, upward flexibility is necessary for there to,! be 

a meaningful test. As AT&T-C Stechert testified: 

D. 

• ••• the Commission has recognized that if 
competition is effective, market forces will 
maintain prices at reasonable levels.. However, 
in order to. protect ratepayers against the 
possibility that competition is not tully 
developed and an effective substitute for 
regulation, the commission may wish t~ set an 
interimceilin~ on prices--but that ceiling 
must be hi~h enough to, permit a tair 
opportunity to- observe whether competition is 
able to control market behavior.. If the 
ceiling, is; set toe low, the observed outcome 
will reveal little concerning the vi<jor of 
competition .. • (Exb..ibi t 1 p.... S.) 

Qther EN,:ties' Posi;tion 

Other parties that participated actively in the hearings 
do not oppose the concept of upward flexibility for AT&or-C.MCI, ,. 

US Sprint, CALTEL,. and Mr. Sidney Webb,. all agree that A1'&T~ 
should be a.llowed'some amount of upward rate :flexibility. Howeve,z:;. 
the degree of that upward flexibility is an issue that all parties 
have varying opinions on and will be discussed in the section to, 
tollow re<jardinq the width ot rate bands • 
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E. Discgssion 

We agree with AT&T-C that we stated our position clearly 
in D.87-07-01i that we would entertain a proposal which included 
upward pricing flexibility. We purposely used the term midpoint 
rather than cap in discussing the relationship we expectea AX&X-C's 
rate bands to have with the rates adopted in its most recent 
general rate case. In our numerous references to pricing 
flexibility in that prior decision, we made no caveat suggesting 
that it was only downward flexibility Which we intended .. ' We 
intended the Observation Approach to effectively replace the 
extensive data requirements and analysis necessary prior to. 
gr~t1ng flexib1l1ty under the Prediction Approach. Because ot our 
concerns about potential adverlSe' impacts if AT&X-C uses such 
tle~ility to. wield market power, the prieing flexibility which we 
would be willing to grant initially under the Observation Approach, 
would be relatively limited. But at no'time did we suggest that 
only downward flexibility would be approp';iate for consideration •. ' • 

We believe that AT&T-C' has adequately rebutted the 
arguments cf illegality that DRA and TORN have raised on this 
issue.. We note that the purpose of the Observation Approach is to 
in fact observe A1'&'l'-C's beha.vi.or once that' !lexi):)ility is grante<i~ 
'l'herefore, we believe that granting:A1'&'r-Csome lilnited form of 
both upward and' downward flexibility will result in j.ust and. 
reasonable rates. We believe we have ample authority und.er the PO' 

Code and case authority to. grant this limited flexibility.· We 
disagree with. TORN"sassertion that publie witness hearings were 
necessary before granting AT&T:-C some limited" upward flexibility. , 
Nr&T-C mayor may not ehoose to· exercise the' upward flexibility' 
that we grant them. today. The purpose of the Observation Approach 
is to give A1'&'l'-C' an opportunity to.. respond, to the marketplace in 
setting prices around its current rat,e ease prices. 

We emphasize our commitment to., carefUlly monitor the' 
effects of the flexibility we grant A~&T-Ctoday both upward. and 
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downward. As we stated in 0.87-07-017 we will not hesitate to 
reseind. what· we give today i:r AT&'l'-C behaves in a way that is 
detrimental to the interests of ratepayers. While we here endorse 
the concept of upward flexib,ility, the amo'lJ,nt of that flexibility, 
both in an upward and downward fashion will be discussed in the 
section to follow. 

v. !hat is the Appropriate width or the Bate Bands? 

A. Is 'lhe Cost Data That A1'&1'-C Jfade 
Available To other Parties ~:ricient 
To. .:ru.sti:ty The Size or Xts Proposecl 
Rate Bands 'ODMr The' ObseryatiOD Approach? 

1. »aekgroWld 

The debate over whether AT&T-C bas adequately cost-
justified the width of its proposed rate bands has been 
controversial throughout this proceedizlg. Prior to the' 
commencement of hearings MCl and US Sprint filed motions to compel' 
procluction o;f! cost clata. The debate :roeuses. on what the Commission 
meant in 0.87-07-017 when it said that "'detailed.'" cost' studies were 
not necessary under the Observation,Approach. How "'detailed is 
detailed'" is the question the parties could not resolve. As 

discussed earlier in this' decision, the AL;J, ruling of Septelllber 16, 
1988 ordered procluction of the results of the ~c studies on a 
service-by-service category, i.e. z.rrs, WA'l'S,etc. MCl and 'OS 

":.," 

Sprint continue to maintain that that information ord.eredproduced.: ' ' " ' 
is inaclequate to determine whether in faet A'l'&T-C could possibly" 
price certain rate elements below costs under its rate flexibility' 
proposal. 

2. Mer's Position 
Mel, has consistently maintained in its statement of 

position, testimony, and briefs. that the cost data A'l'&'l'-C has 
provided reg'arding' its rate bands!s insufficient for the 
commission to' determine 'whether the width, of' those rate.'bands 'are:' 
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~ just and reasonable. Mcr stresses that it has supported the 
concept of relaxed requlation tor AT&T-C,. including pricing 
flexibility for new and existing services. However, Mcr believes 
that the record developed in this proceeding conclusively 
demonstrates that the particular rate bands proposed by AT&T-C do 
not, in all cases, satisfy the requirements of the Observation 
Approach. MCI asserts that the eVidence, limited though it was, 
shows that AT&T-C's rate bands do, not cover the cost of providing a 
service on a rate element by rate' element basis. Within each 
service there are many rate elements. For example,. wi thin the MTS 
service there are many mileage rate elements. MCI argues that the, 
rate band around each rate element must be above cost. MCI 
disputes AT&T-C"s assertion' that so long as the service as a whole ' 
is priced above costs,. no harm can occur. 

• 

• 

MCI calls A1'&T-C's proposal the '¥))linc:1: toi:lith approach"" 
rather than the Observation Approach endorsed by this commission' in 
D.87-07-0l7. 'MCI asserts that AT&T-C itself raises: the issueot 
cost coverage for its proposed rate bands. But then A1'&T-C claims '.~ 

that when other poi:lrties attempted" to determine whether AT&T-C's 
proposed rate bands do, in fact,., cover costs, AT&T~ went back to 
its earlier argument that its costs are not an appropriate issue' 
under the Observation Approach. Mcr asserts that the Commission's 
determination that detailed cost stUdies were not neces~ under 
the Observation Approach was not meant to, preclude anyanalysisot 
AT&T-C's costs.' 

MCI argues that in order to prevent cross-subsidization 
and other anti-competitivepraetices each proposed rate band ,must 
cover the cost of providing a service on an rate element by'rate 
element basis.. MCI agrees that the Observation Approach does not "" 
require a findinq that a' competitive lD4rket exists before granting' 
any pricinq flexibility to, AT&T-C. However~ MCI urges a cautious 
approach to any relaxation ot the' regulatory procedures currently 
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~ applied to AT&T-C. MCl witness Wand testified, H.ooooabsent a 
finding that AT&T-C lacks market power, the need to· examine 
AT&T-C's underlying costs is essential to prevent the specific 
anti-competitive practices identified by the commissionH (Exhibit 
12, p. 2). MCl asserts that it AT&T-C is permitted to implement 
rate bands with floors below the cost of a particular rate element, 
it will allow AT&T-C to' set certain rates below cost and cross
subsidize if it chooses to do so.. MCl believes that they have 
demonstrated that below-cost pricing tor certain rate elements may 

• 

• 

.. . 

inhibit competition and. cause some AT&T-C ratepayers to cross
subsidize others , within the same service.. For example, because 
AT&T-C~s short-haul rates tend to be priced below cost, Mel 
believes the effect of allowing AT&T-C's proposed rate ~d would 
cause some ratepayers within an MTS service to subsidize others. 
MCl believes this same potential for cross-subsidization exists in· 
the 800 and WATS markets as well. Mel relies on its Exhibit ~4, 
admitted into evidence under seal, to· support its views. 
Exhibit 14 consists of tables derived from, the cost data that A'r&T
c provided to Mel pursuant to the September 16th 'ALJ Ruling. 

Mel:, disagrees with AT&T-C's assertion that the concepto'1! , 
cross-subsidization does not really apply within a service. Mc:t 

argues that the record establishes that the same potential tor 
anti-competitive pricing exists within a service as well as between· 

services .. 
MCl claims that M:'&'I'-C does. not dispute that many of its,. 

individual rate elements are priced below cost at the lower. end ot: ' 
the proposed rate bands.. For example,. AT&T-C's witness !tQ:" .. Parker~ '" 
aCknowledged that most of the rate elements for the, night and 
weekend portion of MTSarepriced'below cost at the lower end ot, 
the proposed band. Parker also verified' that the first mileage 
band tor the day portion of M'rS is. also priced below cost.. err.: 
Vol. 2, p .. 24~.) 
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~ MeI believes that the testimony of its witness Wand 

• 

• 

demonstrates, based on the summary cost results provided by AT&T-C, 
that many of the proposed rate bands do. not cover the cost of 
providing a service on a rate-element by rate-element basis. 

Mel disaqrees with the AlJ's RUling of september l6th to 
the extent that it required AT&T-C to provide an LRIC analysis on a 
service-by-service as opposed to· a rate-element by rate-element 
basis.. MCl arques that the summary cost results that were provided 
by AT&T-C are in fact not responsive to. the ALJ's Rulinq in its 
brie!. The cost data, in MCI's view, ~ails to allow, as ordered by 

the ALJ, * ..... enough analysis to determine if services are beinq 
offered below cost .... * (AIJ Rulinq of September 16, 1988',. p. 3 .. ) 

MCl arques that the 4-page' summary provided to. MCI 
pursuant to the. ALJ Ruling falls far short Qf permittinq aIly kind 
of reasonable analysis of whether A1'&T-C"s proposed rate bands 
allow services to be offered below cost. The summary was supposed.· 
to represent AT&T-C's LRICtor MTS,. WATS, and SOO5ervice. MCI. 
witness Wand testified that the summary identifies M&T-C"s, access': 
cost and network, cost on a per-minute and per-messaqebasis tor 
each service. She states that all incremental costs other than 
access costs are provided under,a single item, A1'&'I'-C network 
incremental cost.. (Tr ... VQ1. 4,. ,p .. 403.) MCI continues ·to object 
to the tact that AT&'I'-C provided MCl with no, underlying 
calculations which could be used to verity the sl1mm~ryresults .. 

In addition, MCl,.believes that the reliability ot the 
cost summary provided by A1'&'I'-C is in serious doubt. Several 
errors were uncovered by MeI witness Wand and· US Sprint witness 
Purkey after receiving the cost summary shortly before hearings 
commenced. MCl argues that in the absence of an opportunity to 
review any ot the underlying nWDbers, the parties and the 
Commission cannot be sure Whether there may be additional 
inadvertent errors that remain undiscovered. 
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~ Even mo~e significantly, MCI claims that the parties and 

• 

• 

the Commission have no way to verify that all appropriate 
components were in fact included in the cost s'mmary results. MCl 
points to the testimony of AT&T-C witness Parker tor the 
proposition that it is impossible· to detexmine what c9mponents were 
included in the cost su:mmary. (MCl opening brie'! p. 13 .. ) Me! 
points to· the confusion during the hearings as to whether or not, 
for example~ the cost study prepared by AT&T-C included a component 
tor return on capital.. MCl argues that neither the parties nor the 
Commission have any way of making an independent determination. of 
which components were or were not included in the cost study. 
Based. on these circumstances, MeI argues that M&T-C"'s S'llDJD~ry cost 
studies cannot be relied upon to support the proposed rate bands as. 
reasonable under the Observation Approach .. 

3. us Sprint's fgsi.tion 
US Sprint basically agrees with MCI that AT&T-C has 

inadequately justified its costs supporting the lower endot the 
proposed ratel:>ands through its. scanty cost data. US Sprint argues 
that in failing to provide any more than minimal cost information,. 
A'r&'r-C places. great reliance on the Commission:'s lanc;uage at 
page 68 of 0 .. 87-07-017 wbere the Commission states that it "'would 
be willing to consider limited flexibility relative to the rate 
structure which will be adopted in A .. 85-11-029 (AT&T-C's ra.te 
case), ~sing the Observation Approach, without a requirement that 
detailed cost studies be submitted and scrutinized-'" us Sprint 
asserts that the Commission concluded that a ""detailed assesSlDent ..•. 
of AT&T-C's cost would be necessary if A1'&T-C requests. a ehange in 
the m.idpoint o~ the band from. the rates to be adopted 
in A.SS-ll-029· ••• such.assessment would be necessary in order t~ 
determine the reasonableness of the requested changes"" 
(Id., po.. 68). 
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~ US Sprint believes that miapoints as aiseussed in 

• 

• 

0.87-07-0l7 must represent exact miapoints of the rat~ bands. 
·us sprint points to AX&T-C witness Stechert's testimony where he 
stated, wIf you define miapoints in a technical fashion, tOo mean 
symmetrical pricing upwaras and downwards, then the flexibility we 
have asked for is not around the miapointW err. Vol. l, p. 54). us 
sprint objects to A'l'&T-C's creation of a new teD, reference rates,. 
instead of miapoints. US.Sprint argues that AT&T-C's 
interpretation of miapoints to mean reference rates has no support 
in any Commission decision. US Sprint submits that A'r&'r-C has 
requested a change in the midpOoint of its bands,. by proposing more 
downward flexibility than upwa:rd~lexibility in its ban<1s.. 

us Sprint argues that although the Commission indicated 
it would not require AT&'l'-C to provide Wdetailedw cost information 
unaer the Observation Approach, M&'r-C has supplied its own 
definition of Wdetailed* as meaninq little or.noverifiable 
'information. US Sprint, like MCII' disputes the usefulness aecuracy' 
ana adequacy of the summary results o~ A'r&'r-C's LRIC studies 
provided pursuant to the 'AL:J Ruling of September 16th, 1988. 

US spr;i.nt sought cost information' in order to test the 
assumptions used by AT&T-C to establish its bands. US Sprint 
witness Purkey believes that the priee bands proposed by A1'&'l'-Care' 
not ltmited because ~&'l'-C's ~lex~ility request appears to equal 

60% of the amount of M&T-C's nonaccess/billinq expenses, including:' 
return on investlnent. (Exhibit 8·, p_ 10.) US sprint witness 
Purkey testified that II'the commission and' US Sprint have' no way of 
knowing what costs A7&'r-C considered in its study" or whether it 
included all eosts relevant to such an analysisll' (Exhibit 9, p. 2). 

US Sprint objects that~&T--C summarized its incremental 
costs, other than access costs,. in a single-line item in· the cost 
study results it provided to-interested parties. No detail was 
provided regarding underlyinqassumptions or inputs to: the models 
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~ used in the cost studies. Likewise, US sprint objects to the tact 
that no underlying calculations were provided. os sprint arques 
that the commission has no way to verify A~&~-C's promise that it 
will not exercise its requested pricing tle~ibility in such a 
manner as to allow any service offering t~ be priced below its 
LRIC. 

• 

• 

us Sprint alleges that AT&T-C has merely created an 
illusion of SUfficient cost data to justify its proposed bands. 
~herefore, US Sprint concludes that the inadequate cost data 
provided makes it impossible for the Commission to determine 
whether the rate bands are in tact just and reasonable. 

4. TQ'BJI's Position 
'l'ORN likewise objects to the limitations of the cost 4ata' 

that was allowed in this proceeding. TURN argues that constmlers 
are understandably concerned about possible cross-subsidies from 
the relatively ~oncompetitive residential services (ms, 
particularly short-haul) to, more competitive WA1'S services. 
Competitors are understandably worried about predatory pricing, in 

'l'O'RN's view. TORN believes that' AT&T-C"s, response to these 
concerns. in this proceeding has boiled down to a silnple "'trust, us. A" " 

TORN alleges that without providing the full methodology 
behind its self-serving cost stUdies, AX&T-C is allowed to ela~ 
that ,it will not price any service below its LRIC level. 'l"O'RN 

questions this "'trust us'" theme that runs. through much of AT&T-C's 
testimony. '.t'TJ'.RN believes this "'trust us'" approach is ins~tieient . ' 
for a finding that'the rates are just and reasonable • . 

S.. pRA's Position 
ORA. had joined in the motions of us Sprint and Mcr 

requesting additional cost information from AX&T--C. Like other 
parties, ORA believes the cost data provided by AX&T--C. has not been" 
testecl or scrutinizecl. ORA believes that it woulcl be inappropriate, 
tor the Commission to rely' solely on AX&T-C's reported costs. At' 
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~ best, in ORA's view, AT&T-C's cost figures can be used as qeneral 
guidelines. However, ORA argues that there is enouqh doubt about 
the validity of these studies, brought out during the hearings, to 
justify keeping the lower lilnits of the rate bands well a):)ove the 
costs reported by AT&T-C. 

• 

• 

6. ATiT=C's Position 
AT&T-C arques that the Observation Approach is expressly 

desiqned to avoid the submission and analysis ot extensive cost 
data. AT&T-C believes that the cost data it provided to other 
parties pursuant to the AL:J Ruling is adequate. A1'&T-C points. out 
that the commission specifically considered the question o~ whether 
AX&T-C should be required to provide cost studies (incremental or 
tully distributed) :in conjunction with an application tor 
resulatory flexibility under the Observation Approaell., and. 
concluded that such a 'cleonstration would be unnecessary. U&o:r-c 
cites the muCh quoted portion.of 0.87-07-017 that states detailed 
cost stUdies will not be necessary. FUrther, AT&T-C relies. on the 
assiqned commissioner's Ruling ot December 2'1, ,198:7 which stated. 
that detailed.cost studies would not be necessary under the 
Observation Approach. AX&T-C continues to maintain that the use or 
request for detailed cost stucliesare irrelevant to a proposal 
under the Observa:tion Approach and'expressly contrary to. D.87-07-
017 and the assigned commissioner's Ruling. A1'&T-C asserts that 
the cost data supplied on a service-by-service basis purs:uant to
the AL:J Ruling of September 16th, 1988 is adequate to cletermine 'it: 
services are being offered below cost,. yet avoid.ing the d.etail«i 
cost studies that the Observation Approach was supposed to 
preclude. AT&T-C believes that; it is beyond'dispute that a 
detailed cost study as requested by the other parties is not 
required :by the Observation Approach. Therefore,. AT&o:r-C has not 
attempted to. address in any detail its underlyinq cost o:t providing, 
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service and asserts that no such submission or analysis is required 
in support of its proposal for limited regulatory flexibility .. 

7. Discussion 
We agree with A'1'&'1'-C that it is time to put aside the 

issue ot cost studies in this proceeding. 'l'he purpose of the 
Observation Approach was to avoid the burden ot producing detailed 
cost studies. We believe that the compromise endorsed by the AIJ 

in her September 1&,. 1988 Ruling' is a reasonable one. While both 

witnesses tor MCI and US Sprint complained that they did not 
receive ade~ate cost data to challenge the proposed rate bands of 
AT&or-C, they in fact did manage'to discuss the width of' the' rate 
band in their testimony and propose modifications to those bands. 

'1'0 have excl:uded cost analysis completely would have been' 
inappropriate,. but likewise the level of detail sought by MCI and 
Sprint would not have allowed. us to move forward expeditously with, 
this proceeding and would have evolvedA'l'&'l'-C'sapplieation into a 
process more appropriate 'if the' Prediction Approach was' being used~' 

'!'he Observation Approach', by definition,. will allow us to! 
determine if flexibility granted-to, A1'&'l'-C today benefits or harms' ,., 

its competitors ,and consumers. We believe the Observation 
Approach, taken as 'a whole, supports our finding that the rate' 
bands we ad.opt today are just and. reasonable without the provision 
of detailed cost studies. We will, however; consid.er the concerns 

. ot the parties based on cost data ,available to them, reqa:rd.ing the 
width of the rate band in the section to· follow .. 
B- lIow L:l.Jd.tad- Should, ' 

The Rate Bands Be UDder 
The obseryatiOD Approach? 

All parties t~ this proceeding rely on language in 
D.87-07-017 to support their diverse views on this subject. The 
question truly bOils d.ownto W}low limitec1 is. .. limited'" regulatory 
flexibility. Particularly because of the limited cost data tbAt 
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AT&T-C. U$in~ that data she prepared tables that were attached to 
her testimony (Exhibits 13 and 14). She testified as follows: 

WA review of those tables shows that, in many 
instances, the floors of the bands fall below 
the eosts calculated by AT&T-C. This is true 
for MTS, WATS, and 800 Services. For example, 
in the ease of MTS daytime rates the proposed 
floors for the initial minute appear to ~. 
below cost for the first mileage band: in the 
evening and night periods the floors would 
permit below cost pricing in the majority of 
mileage bands. The same pattern appears for 
additional minutes of calling_ In the ease of 
WATS the proposed floor for full state WATS 
falls substantially below cost after 40 hours 
of usage, and tor halt-state WAXS atter lS 
hours of usage. The proposed floors for 800 
service are below cost for all off-peak usage. 
In addition, I should·, say that I have not had 
the opportunity to review the model which AT&T
C used to produce the cost estiIDates.w (Exhibit 
13,pp. 4-5-.) 

MCI argues that below cost pricing, if allowed, will 
impede competition in certain markets, thereby depriving ratepayers 
of the ultimate benefits of a more competitive marketplace. 
Therefore, MCI recommends that the Commission adjust the floor of • 
the rate bands so that each. rate element is at least equal to the ... 
eost of that service. 

2. 'OS Sprint's Position 
'Os Sprint believes' that AT&T-C's development of its . 

modified rate bands in terms of cents upward and downward from the 
refereneerates is inappropriate. 'Os Sprint argues that stating 
the scope of flexibility in cents, rather than asa percentage of . 
the reference rate, may inadvertently grant AX&T-C automatically 
inereasing priee flexibility over time. 'Os Sprint explains that 
when referenee rates are adjusted downward for expeeted·access 
eb.arge reductions, AT&T-C'g modified priee bands stated in eents 
remain the same, and AT&T-C'sflex1bility in relation to the 
reference rate automatieally increases. For example, 'Os Sprint 
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service and asserts that no such sub~ission or analysis is required 
in support of its proposal for li~tea regulatory flexibility. 

7 n· . • "GlscuSSl.QD. 

We aCJX'ee with A'I'&'I'-C that it is time to put aside the 
issue of cost studies in this proceeding. 'I'he purpose of the 
Observation Approach was to avoid the burden of producing detailed 
cost stUdies. We believe that the compromise endorsed by the ALJ 

in her September 1&, 1988 Ruling is a reasonable one. While both 
witnesses for'MCI and OS Sprint complained that they did not 
receive adequate cost data to challenqe the proposed rate bands of 
AX&'1'-C, they in tact did manage to discuss, the width of the rate 
band in their testimony and propose modifications to those :bands. 

T~have exel~ded cost analysis completely would have been 
inappropriate, butlilcewise the level of detail sought by lola and 
Sprint would. not have allowed us to: move forward expeditouslywith', 
this proceeding and would have evolved AX&'1'-C's application int~ a: 
process more appropriate iftne Predicti~n Approach was. being usect~ 

'!'he Obs~ation Approac:h., by definition, will aJ.low us tc> 
determine if tlexil>ility granted to AT&'I'-C'today benefits or harmS';, 

, . . . 

its competitors and consumers.· We believe the Observation" 
Approach, talcen as a Whole, supports our findinq that the rate 
bands we adopt today are just and reasonable without the provision. 
of detailed cost· studieS.. We will, however; consider the concerns 
of the parties based on cost, data available to. them, regarding' the: 

width of the rate band in the . section t~ tollow. 
B. Bow L:l:a1tad ShoaJ.d ' 

'rbe Rate B~nKl· Be lJDder 
The obserya1:ion A'gproAc:h? 

All parties to this proceedinq.rely on languaqe in 
0.8,7-07-0l7 to. support their diverse views on this subject. 'I'lle 
question truly boils down to, JPboW' lilllitedis limitedlF r~lator.r 

flexibility. Particularly because of the : limited cost data that' , 
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parties believe was allowed in this proceeding, there is an united ~ 
belief that the rate bands requested by A~&~-C are not "limited.H 

1. Kg's Positism 
MCI urges the Commission to order ~&T-C t~ adjust its 

rate bands so that the floor ot each rate element is at least equal 
to the cost ot service identitied by AX&T-C in its summ~ry cost 
studies. MCI argues that these s"mm8rj· eost results are the only 
cost data in this proceeding. 4 While MCI, eannot verity the 
accuracy,ot the cost summaries, MCI believes that tor purposes of 
this. proceeding, the rate bands should be adj usted so' that the 
lower limit ofeaeh rate band. is no ,less than the cost ot service 
calculated by AT&~-C on a broad service cat~ory basis. Assuming 
the snmmaries are correct, XCI believes tha:e this will prevent 
cross-sUbsidy and other anticompetitive pricing actions which harm 
both ratepayers and a viable competitive marketplace. 

, " 

Adc1itionally, Mel believes that where existing rates are 
already below cost,. the rate band. ,tloors should be equivalent to , 
the current rate. MCI contends' that ill ,no- event should AT&.T-C be 

permitted to reduce fUrther below cost its rates. that already are 
below cost.. HCI' points out tliat AT&'~-C has stated on several' 
occasions 1n this proceeding-that, one ot the reasons tor prieirig, 
:flexibUity is to move rates closer to. costs. HCI argues that if" 
M&~-C is allowed to,1lDplement rate );lands w.lth the lower limit even 
further below costa than current rates, the danqers ot cross
subsidies and predatory pricinq will be iner~ased.. MCJ: witness 
Wand. per:formed, an analysis ot the 

4 A'l!&.or-c did not otter itt-\. LRIC studies in evidence. However,. 
both MCI and US- Sprint used: that data to <1evelop; their own 
exbibits,. which were received under seal, analyzing the 
relationship of A!r&'r-C'scosts to the proposed rate bands. 
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AT&T-C. Using that data she prepared tables that were attached to 
her testimony (Exhibits 13 and 14). She testified as follows: 

"A review o·f those tables shows that, in :many 
instances, the floors of the bands fall below 
the costs calculated by AT&T-C. This is true 
for M'rS, WA'I'S, and SOO Services. For example, 
in the case of MrS daytime rates the proposed 
floors for the initial minute appear to be 
below cost for the first mileage band; in the 
evening and night periods the floors would 
permit below cost pricing in the majority of 
mileage bands.. 'rhe same pattern appears for 
additional minutes of calling.. In the ease of 
WA'I'S the proposed floor for full state WAXS 
falls substantially below cost after 40 hours 
of usage,. and for half-state WATS· after 15-
hours of usage. The proposed floors for aoo 
service are below cost for all off-peak usage. 
In addition, I should say that I have not had 
the opportunity to review the model which A1'&T
C used to produce the cost estimates .. " (Exhibit 
13., pp.. 4-50 .. ) 

MCI argues that below cost pricing,. if allowed, will 
impede competition. in ce~~in markets, thereby depriving ratepayers 
of the ulttmAte benefits of a more competitive marketplace. 
Therefore,. Mel recommends that the commission· adjust the fl.oor of.· 
the rate bands so. that each. rate element is at least equal to the 
cost of that service. 

2. :OS $,print's Posit;Lsm 
US Sprint believes that AT&T-C's development of its . 

modified rate bands in tens of cents upward and downward from· the. 
reference rates is inappropriate. US Sprint argues that statin~: 
the scope of. flexibility in cents, rather than as a percentage o~ 
the reference rate, may inadvertently qrant AX&T-C automatically 
increasinqprice flexibility overtime. us Sprint eX,Plains that 
wben re~erence rates are adjusted downward ~or expected access 
char9'e reductions, AT&T-C's modified price bands stated in cents. 
remain the same,. and M'&T-C'sflexibility in relation to the 
reference rate automatically increases. For example,. US Sprint 
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suggests in a hypothetical presented in its testimony, 10% 
reduction in MTS reference rates. OS Sprint argues ~ such a 
reduction in reference rates automatically increases the scope of 
AT&T-C's flexibility ~y ll%. It is OS Sprint's position, in order 
to avoid unintended automatic increases in priCing flexibility 
under the O~servation Approach, that rate bands should be defined 
as percentages of established reference rates. 

OS Sprint witness Purkey testified as tollows: 
"It is OS Sprint' s position that it the 

Commission qrants AT&T-C's application for 
regulatory flexibility under the Observation 
Approach, that the rate ~ands approved for 
AT&T-C's MTS (including coin), WATS, 800, and 
private line rate schedules should not exceed 
plus or minus five percent (st) of the 
reterence rate tor each' ot the rate elements 
for which AT&T-C has requested flexibility. 
The S% rate band should be applied' uniformly tOo 
the rate elements of all service category for 
which AT&'1'-C has sought flexibility, with 
AT&T-C's identified reference rates used as 
midpoints.. To- the extent that AT&T-C. wishes to, 
maintain its MTS, Oialstation and Coin Sent 
Paid Rates, in respectively whole cent or 
nickel increments, A1'&T-C could be allowed to 
round tOo the next whole cent or nickel when the 
5% band would not alloW' AT&T-C any flexibility 
for a particular band .... 

OS Sprint argues that the 5%' ~and would lillli t ' the 
excessive flexibility requested by AT&T-C while still providing 
AT&T-C with substantial incentive tOo achieve operating 
e~~iciencies. Likewise~ the narrowed degree of downward pricing 
flexibility will reduce, although not elilllinate,. opportunities for~ 
A1'&T-C to price predatorily during the initial period of rate 
flexibility. OS Sprint argues that its proposal is consistent with 
AT&T-C's principle of ·ratestability-Y and would also allow M&T-C' 
to· retain existing rate'relationships, because the 5% band· would 
have as midpoints AT&T-C's rates from· its rate case • 
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3 - gx.TgL's E9sition 
CALTEL ~rques that AT&T-C's original r~te b~nds from its 

October 1987 application should be adopted by the Commission. 
CALTEL believes that ~&T-C should be provided a level of upper 
rate flexibility equal to· the level of any downward rate ~> ' 

flexibility it is provided. CALTEL understands that the initial 
reference rates for the rate bands are those flowing from the rate 
base/rate return analysis undertaken by the Commission in AT&T-C's, 
most recent rate case CA. S5-11-029) . Furthel:', eAL1'EL contends, that 
those reference rates will be adjusted t~ reflect decreasing' 
levels 'of access charges paid by AT&T-C t~ local exchange carriers 
(LECs) as the ·LECs continue the SPF to- S1.)] transition. In CALTEL's 
view, if the Commission is truly interested in wobservin<tl' AX&T-C's 
conduct under wlimited rate flexibilityW and',the effect of that , " 
conduct on the marketplace, it should adopt symme~ical rate bands 

by whieh reference rates adopted in the general rate case torm the 
midpoints rather than almost the high points ot the bands • 

CALT.EL,'s other area of concern regarding the rate bands 

relates to the relationship of this proceedinqto the upcoming 
rehearing on D.88:-06-036 which will determine the method of 
refunding prior overcolleetions to· A'r&T-C's customers'. CALTEL 
acknowledges that this issue maybe beyond the scope o.f this 
proceeding, but argues that rate flexibility and the manner in 
which refunds are provided to ratepayers areinextrieably 
interwined. CALn:L argues ,that the danger is. for refunds to. lower 
rates below the floors of the rate bands proposed by ~&T-C. 
CALTEL urges. tha.t any refunds ordered pursuant to the rehearin9' on 
D.SS-06-03& not permitAX&T-C to assess a,tariff rate that is less 
than the bands adopted today. If that is allowed,. CALTEL argues 
that the net effect would be to reduce the reference rates t~ 
reflect rate refWlc:ls. CALTEL points' out that' ~T&T-C witness 
Stechert testified' that it was not ~&'r-C's desire to-do- so .. 
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4. TURN'S Eos~ioD 
'I"ORN argues. that AT&T-C's proposal is unsupportable as 

*limited* rate flexibility. For example, TURN points out that 
AT&T-C requests a rate band for directory assistance services o~ 
56% (i.e., 28% upward and downward). 'I'O'RN argues that this llard.ly 

can be characterized as limited under the Observation Approach. In. 
fact, TORN argues that a band ot this size would be hard to justify 
even under the more liberal Prediction Approach offered to AT&T-C 
as an option in 0.87-07-017. 

TORN maintains that many other rate bands under A't&1:-C's: 
proposal call for flexibility of over lO% in either direction from 
the reference rates. TORN argues that the percentage of 
flexibility over APcontrollable' network costs is actually twice 
that amount when one considers that access charges, a fixed cost, . 

. " 

account tor more than sot of the expense of provid.ing XEe services., 
T'ORN finds it difficult to accept that A'r&T-C could maintain that I 

downward flexibility o~ roughly 20% of its controllable costs and 
not drop prices below the LRIC of those services. TURN suggests 
that the commission must seriously question the veracity of the 
reference rates established in AT&T-C's last rate case if this is 
true. 

TORN disagrees. with A1'&'r-C's assertion that a penny of 
upward flexibility for the initial minute of MTS use is -the 
absolute minimUm flexibility possible.* TORN argues that for 
electric and gas utilities,. customers are commonly charged ~or. uses',' 
in ~rac:tions. of a penny. contrary to AT&T-ers :belief, TORN clailns. 
that such a billing system has. not created confusion tor customers .. ~·· 

. ,I 

Obviously, in TORN'S view, . pennies. turn into millions' of dollars: in: 
the provision of utility services in california and it urqes the 
commission not to silDply assume that a penny is the bare lDln;]nUllt 
flexibility possible. 

Additionally, AT&1'-C"'s proposed upward :rlexibility of 
only one penny applies to only. the initial :minute of use. Since 
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toll calls typically average more than 6 minutes, the Nlimited* 
nature of AT&T-C's band quickly broaden for most calls. TORN 
argues that there is not much protection for the ratepayers in such 
a scheme. 

TORN also challenges AT&T-C's rate bands as too broad 
because the flexibility plan tails to provide tor an automatic tlow 
through ot any tuture productivity savings to conswners, even 
though AT&T-C readily admit that such savings are probable. TO:RN 

questions AT&T-C's wish to exercise rate flexibility in order to 
Nobviate the needN for traditional rate of return. regulation, and 
thereby saving ratepayers the cost of regulation (EXhibit 1,. p. 4). 

TORN argues that ratepayers. have touqht A1'&T-C for years to receive 
rate reductions. which are long overdue. '.ro'RN maintains that AT&T-. 
C's proposal offers no meChanism whereby ratepayers might readily 
receive the rate reductions which ~&T-C boasts ot in its testimony 
(Exhibit Z, p. Z). Instead, in TORN's view, A1'&'l'-C's proposal. 
requires ratepayers to rely on the generosityot A1'&T-C and the 
hope that competitive forces will prod·AX&T-C into returning some 
fraction of those productivity savings to· the· consumer. (TORN's 

opening brief, p. 11.) 

'I'tTRN' continues. t~ obj ect to· any prograxn of rate banc:Is 

generally. However, 'l'ORN sets forth. in its. brief. what it views as. 
a more reasonable and. more limited approach to rate flexibility it; 
the Commission insists on qoinq down that road.. TORN suggests that 
AX&T-C initially be granted S% downward flexibility tor allot its: 
services and service elements.. TORN argues'that this proposal is' 
consistent with arguments. presented both by ORA. and. 'OS Sprint as to 
the LlUC levels of AT&'r-C"s services.... This approach applies a 
truly limited :band which,.., in 'rORtf's opinion, qrants A1'&T-C some 
meaninqtul flexibility. ,'I'ORN points out that A1'&T-c and' its 
competitors are no more than a percentaqe point or. two apart tor 
M'rS services. ('I"ORN's Opposition, AttaChment G .. ) In TORN's view ':$' . 
percenta9'e points could easily cover any foreseeableehanges to. the' 
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competitive environment which mi~ht drive rates further down. TORN 
asserts that S% flexibility over allot its costs actually grants 
AX&T-C roughly 10% flexibility over its controllable costs. 

If the commission truly believes that some upward 
flexibility is both le~al and justified, TORN recommends that sucn 
upward flexibility be confined t~ w.ATS service and be limited to 
5%. TURN argues that if the Commission believes that upward 
flexibility will truly test the competitive strength ofAX&T-C, 
then it should be confined to its most competitive service, WAXS. 
TURN Cites testimony ofAX&T-C's witnesses indicating that ~ is 
the most competitive service AT&T-C offers. (,rr. Vols .. 1 and 2, 
pp. 121, 200, 241.) 'ro'RN argues the importance of WATS customers 
as more sophisticated business customers as opposed to the 
residential customers who are major users of MTS and directory 
services. This distinction will lessen the possibility that 
unwitting customers of AT&T-C will be harmed by an unjustified rise:. 
in rates • 

FUrther, TORN points out that for the purposes of 
monitoring, w.ATS service represents CACD's best chance of 
decipherin~ the poss'ible forces behind a rate increase. current 
rates are safely above I.RIC, the users of the service are the most 
informed consumers, and'the service is perceived to be rather 
competitive.. Consequently, should,A'l'&T-C raise- its rates for this ' 
service and CAeD cannot then identity a discernable increase in 
costs, TORN believes the Commission would be in a position to 
conclude that the service is not quite as competitive as hoped .. 
The commission could then hold off on upward flexibility ~or other 
services until the WATS market eXhibits. more competitive behavior. 

TURN recommends that this upward flexibility could be 

granted by providing a waiver of u~ to 5% o~ AT&T-C'sJanuary 1989 
SPF to SLtJ access c:Mr~e :t=Iow-through to- WA'l'S customers.. Osinq the •. 
SPF to sm flow-through of access charges is. desirable because it 
will promote rate stability, which TORN points out is supposedly 
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one of kX&T-C's guiding principles in its request for rate 
flexibility. 

TURN recommends that these proposed rate bands should 
not be altered until at least 12 months of monitoring data has been 
gathered by CACO and the Commission staff is satisfied that all of 
the necessary- data has been provided by AT&T-C and other parties. 
TURN further recommends that no less than 90 days following this 
determination, AT&T-C may file an advice letter proposing 
additional flexibility. TORN arques that the burden ot proof in 
this process clearly falls on AT&T-C to prove that the existing 
level of flexibility is justified and that greater flexibility 
would be benefieial to ratepayers. 

Finally, TORN, proposes that rate flexibility should not 
be implemented unt'il ratepayers receive their long overdue refunds., 
from AT&T-C. TORN argues that if AT&T-C in fact believes that "rate 
flexibility will, enhance its ability to compete at some risk t~the 

, 

ratepayer, then it should at least refund ,the money currently due 
ratepayers. Since the form of the refunds will be decided in a 
separate proceeding (Rehear;i;ng' of 0 .. 88-06-0-36 in A.85-11-02'9), the 
Commission would be imprudent, in 'rO'RN's- view, to order rate 
fiexibility without a clearer picture of 'the final reference rates-'; 
to be used for the rate bands .. , TORN argues that the reeordin this 
proceeding leaves it far from clear that a significant reduction in 
rates would, still leave the reference rates above the LRIC of 
providing the service.. crr. Vol. 3,. px>. 288:-306-.) 

S. DBA's Position 
ORA. continues to maintain that only downward flexibility 

should be qranted to- AT&T-C-. DRA recommends 5% downward 
flexibility for MTS- service and 10% downward flexibility for all 
other services.. ORA argues'that its rate bands are narrow, meeting 
the Commission's request for *limited* rate flexibility. ORA 
argues that AT&T-C's rate bands are extremely broad'.. CitinC] one 
example, DRA points out' that for an averageM'l'S call A'1'&T-C 
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requests a total of 22% of existing rates as its rate band. ORA 
arques that this is extremely large when one considers that access 
charges make up 60% of AT&T-C's cost and are beyond the control of 
AT&T-C. Thus, DRA maintains that the rate bands are actually 55% 
of the costs that AT&T-C controls. In fact, AT&T-C requests rate 
bands that are as large as 56% of existing rates. DRA maintains 
that this is a significant degree of flexibility and is not 
consistent with the Commission's call for ltmited rate flexibility 
under the Observation Approach. 

ORA argues that its proposal of only allowinq downward 
flexibility as a workable solution to the possibility of cross
subsidy and predatory pricing. With only downward flexibility 
AT&T-C will not have the ability to· tund price cuts in competitive 
markets by increasing its prices in inelas~ie, less competitive 
markets. DRA's proposal of allowing downward flexibility while. 
capping rates at the 19a& test-year rate ease levels reduces the 
means by which AT&T-C could fund cross-subsidies from less 
competitive to more competitive services. DRA argues that since 
the Commission will not know in which market segIDents AT&T-C still' 
retains market power, ORA. believes cappinq the upper limit of' 
pricinq flexibility at current rates is reasonable. 

6-. ATiT=C's Position 
AT&T-C arques that the rate bands it has proposed D.re 

reasonable. AT&T-C's requested rate bands are produced in AppendiX 
B to, this decision.. AT&T-C quotes 0.87-07-017 " .... narrow rate 
bands around rates approved in AT&'l'-C,"s qeneral rate proceedinq, 
A.8S-11-029, appea:t: to be the mostpromisinq avenue if the 
Observation Approach is followed." (:td., p .. 5.) AT&T-C's witness 
Stechert testified that the' rate bands proposed are "sufficiently 
limited in scope to· meet the Commission's goal of protecting 
ratepayers and competitors' interests while at the same time 
permitting enough flexibility to test whether the marketplace is 
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competitive enough to control the behavior of A'!&T-C." (Exhibit 1, 
p. 7.) 

As evidence of the limited nature of its proposed bands, 
AX&T-C points out that its proposal is directly related to the 
rates adopted by the commission in 0.88-06-03&, ~&T-C's most 
recent rate ease. AT&T-C notes that the Commission has granted 
lilllited rehearinC] and A'!&T-C'will adjust the reference rates to 
reflect any change in rates resultin~ from that rehearin~ 
proceeding. AT&T-C's witness Stechert testified that AX&T-C does 
not intend to chanC]e its reference, rates for rata band: purposes to : 

reflect any retuna 4irectea l:>y the Commission as a ~esult or that 
rehearing. (,rr. Vols. 314-315.) \', 

AT&T-C maintains that an important limitation on the 
minimum. spread for ~&T-C's proposed rate bands is the tact that 

AT&T-C's current, billing system. is limited. to: wholeeent 
fnerements. The flexibility requested for the~ initial m±nute 
in mileaqe steps 0 to- 2(), 21 to.. 40, and 41 to: 70, is Oc:ents upWard: 
and only one cent downward, the minimu:m that' ean:be billed to 
customers with AX&T-C's. current billing'system. (Exhibit 1, p. 7.} 
Likewise, the upward tlexibility for KTS initial, minute mileaC]e 
steps 71 to 100, 101 to 150, 151 to' 3-00, and 'over 300 is also. set 
at one cent. Similarly, the, rate band 'tor M'rS additional ,minutes 
is + one cent for the mileaqe step 0-20" 21-40, and 41-70. 

(Exb i bit 3, Attacbm.ent C.) Finally" tor coiil services, A1'&"X-C 
requests upward, flexibility otonly 's. cents for all mileage steps, : 
beinq the min~U1I1poss1ble tor coin phones" ~d ,asks. to- limit its ,
downward flexibility to' S. cents tor the first three mileage steps. 
AT&"X-C arques that another feature ot the limited scope of its 
proposed rate, band is that they .are asymnetric, with greater 
downward than upward nexibility for allot A1'&T-C's public 
switched network services. _ AT&T,-C made this adjustment hoping ,to
address the concerns- o-r those parties who believed 'AT&T-e would 
lower long-haul rates to meet competition and raise short-haul 
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while others do not. ~&T-C contends th~t an ~djustment to r~te 
bands for ~ccess costs f~ils to recognize the contribution above 
cost built into. various rate elements and thus overs~tes the rate 
band width relative to cost when ~ccess costs are excluded. 

The second ~ssumpt!on implicit in the p4rties' analys.is 
is that no rate element is currently set below cost. ~&T-C 

remarks that this is obviously untrue. ~&T-C ma.int~ins. that the 
Commission has long refused to. allow ~&T-C to raise certain rates 
to, a level which recovers, cost in cons,ideration of various social 
goals. The proposed access cost adjustment in such a e~se· is pure', 
fantasy in. ~&'r-C's view. For exmnple, M&T-C points out that MTS., 
di:r:ector;y assistance is currently priced below ,its ~ccess cost. An 

adjustment to l~t the proposed' rate band to a percent of 
non~ccess cost would-make no sense in ~&T-C's view because such a 
band would never per.m1t these rates to. recover all cost$.. . 

Finally AT&T-C'S. witness Parker testified at length that 
AT&T-C will not price- any of its services, i.e .. , M'rS,. WA'rS,. 800 
Service and Private Line, below the LRIC for that service. 

7 _ Dil0J"iOD 

We ag:r:ee with the parties that the dispute over the width! 
of the rate banda centers on what we meant when we used the term 
"~imited" rate flexibility in D.87-07-017'~ We are sympathetic to. 
the arguments of the parties that the rate b.mds. are too brO"'-d in 

~ . ' 

some instances.. On the other hand, we wish to. give ~&T-C enough 
flexibility today to fulfill its desire' to· respond more quickly in' , 
its markets and have so~eth1ng for our mOnitoring plan to. monitor'~ 

We agree with AT&or-C that asymmetrical r~te bands .:u:e 
consistent .with the Observation"Approach •. We de not take thetel:lU 
midpo:Lnt ~s. literally as some parties propose'~ We finct ~&T-C"s. 
development. of the term "reference rate'" ~s.re~so~le and 
consistent with 0.8.7-07-017. We· note that· the asymmetrical· rate 
:banda are the result of, AT&T-C"s attempts to- accommodate other 
parties.' concerns _ Therefore, we' will aclopt.~&T-C.' s rate bands. as: 
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competitive enough to control the :behavior of A'I'&'I'-C. w (EXhiDit l, 
p. 7.) 

As eviaence of the l~itea nature of its proposea banas, 
AT&T-C points out that its proposal is directly related to, the 
rates adopted by the Commission in D.88-06-03&, AT&T-C's most 
recent rate ease. A'I'&'I'-C notes that the com:m.ission bas qranted 

limited rehearing and AT&T-C will adjust the reference rates to 
reflect any change in rates resulting from that rehearing 
proceeding. AT&T-C's witness Stechert testified that AT&T-C does 
not intend to' change its reference/rates for rate band purposes to 
reflect any refund directed by the Commission as a result of that 
rehearing. (,rr. Vols .. 314-315.) 

AT&T-C maintains that an important limitation on the 
minimUlll spreaa for AT&T-C's proposed rate bands is the faetthat 
AT&T-C's. current billinq system 'is limited to, whole cent 

.' , 

increments.. The flexibility 'requested for the laS· initial minute .. , 
in mileage steps 0 to 20', 21to~ 40" and 41 to- 70, is 0 cents upward.' 
and only one cent downward,.' the m;j,n :J.mu:m that can be billed te>, 
customers with AT&T-C's. current billing system .. ,(Exhibit 1, p-_ 7_) 
Likewise, the upward flexibility for ~S1nitial minute mileage 
steps 71 to 100,101 to- 150, 151to'3-00, ,and 'over 300 is alsc> set " 
at one cent. Similarly, the rate band" for !frS additional minutes, . 

is + one cent for the mileage step' 0-20,2'1-40, and 41-70. 
(Exhibit 3-, Attachment c.) ,Fina11y, for co11l. services,. AT&T-C 
requests upward flexibility of, only 50 cents tor all mileage'steps,.i, 
being the·m:Jn:J~um possible for 'coin phones" ~d asks to- limit its i ' 

downward flexibility to; S. cents for thetirst three m.ileaqesteps~ 
" " ',. " I 

AX&'r-C argues that another feature of the limited.. scopeot its 
proposed rate, band .is that' they ,are asymmetric, with qreater 
downward than upward flexibility for .all ofAX&T-<'s public: 
switc:hed.~ network services •. AT&T-C made' this adjustment hoping to .' 
address the concerns of those parties who .believed AT&T-C would'. 
lower lonq-haul rates to meet competition and raise short-haul 

"'1 
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rates where there is alleqedly little or no competition. (Exb~bit 

3.) AT&T-C also proposes an asymmetric rate Pand tor MXS discount 
(eveninq and niqht/weekend~. AT&T-C suqqests that S% ot upward 
tlexil>ility should be allowed, yet only 2% ot downward tlexibility 
is souqht for evening discount and 4% for the niqht/weekend 
discount. 

" 
Likewise, M&T-C's proposal requests asymmetric treatment 

for A1'&T-C's WATS and 800 s~ces._ Increases tor WAXS are lilnited. 
roughly to. S% while decreases,ot 15% are proposed. A.1"&or-c requ.8sts" 
that for 800 service, increases are restricted to. 5% while 
decreases of lot are- allowed tor on-peak UBaqe.. AT&T-C proposes. no

decreases in the 800 bMd _~ off-peak time period usaqe. As 

another example of th~ reasonableness cf its-rate bands, A1'&T-C 

points out that A1'&'r-C proposes no. rate bane!' tor the per-message 
charqes for WATS and 800 sUvice. For private line service, A1'&T-<: 

proposes- asymmetrical rate .band of plus or minus lot. AT&T-C 

maintains that no party to' this proceeding has objected to such a 
rate band for private liile::servic:es, except to the' extent that- a 
party qenerally opposes any upwa%'cf tlexibility. 

A1'&T-C obj ects to, .the attempt of, several parties' to 
transf02:lll its request tor. ~ :bandS into. a' discussion' of bands 

around costs •. AT&rr-C disag:reesthat it should be precluded from' 
varying its rates. more than. its underlying c~sts, may vary. AT&.'!,-<=' 

arques that there are. several, assumptions of ~aet' necessary to the.' 
contentions of the other pUties~- ,'First, ~&'l'-C says- it ·lIlust.·~ 
assumed that current rates:'exaetly equal the; su:m o~' access cost,"' i . 

network cost, and billinq·.:cost. second,' it muSt :be asSUlIled. that. no" .• 

rate element is eurrentiY:':~Mt, or should be set,. below cost~ 
AT&'l'-C argues- that neither.,: ot these asswnptions. is- true~ 

The first assumption that cu:rrent rates. are set to equal, 
the S\llIl of access cost, network cost, and ):)illing cost is. not truel" 

because c:urr~tly some rate' elements: provide 'a positive 
contribution, above. cost' to the 'overall operation o:fthe eom~y' 
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while others do not. ~&T-C contends that an adjustment to rate 
bands for access costs fails to recoqnize the contribution above 
cost built into various rate elements and thus overstates the rate 
band width relative to cost when access costs are excluded. 

The second assumption implicit in the parties' analysis 
is that no rate element is currently set below cost. ~&T-C 

remarks that this is obviously untrue., ~&T-C XIl4intai.ns that the 
Commission has long refused to allow ~&T-C to raise certain rates 
to a level which recovers cost in consideration. of various social 
9'oals. The proposed access cost. adjustment in such. a case is pure' 
fantasy in A!.r&T-C's view. For example, . .AT&T-C points out that M1'S , 
directo:z:y assistance is currently, priced below ,its acceSs. cost.. .An' 

adjustlnent to limit the proposed rate band to. a percent of 
nonaccess cost would make no sense in ~&T-C's view because such a . . 

band would never per.mi.t these rates t~ recover. all costs. 
Finall~ ~&T-C's witness Parker testified at length that 

AX&T-C will not price any of its services,. i.e., MrS~ ~r 800 
Service and Private Line, below the LRIC for that service. 

7. DiscuSSion 
We agree with the parties that'the dispute over the ltIidth' 

of the rate ):)anda centers on. what we meant when we used the· tem 
"~imited" rate flexibility 1n 0'.87-07-017. We are sympathetic .to 
the arquments-' of the parties that the rate bands. are too broad in 

some instances. On the" other 'hand, we wish to give M&T.-Cenough 
flexibility today to fui-fill its desire torespond.mo:i:e quiclclyin ' 
its markets and: have so:,:ethinq for our monitoring plan to monitor. 

We agree with :AT&T-C that asymmetrical rate bands are 
consistent with the Observation Approach. We do-not take the tem 
midpoint as literally as SOnlf}>-part:tes propose. We fi:D.d~&T-C's. 
development of the te:cn otre';:ttence rate~ as reasonable and 

',' \ . 

consistent with- D.a7-07-01:,]'~· We' note .that the asymmetrical rate 
bands are the. result of:;.AT~T-C'sattempts to accommodate other 
parties" concerns. Therefore, we- will adopt AX&T-C"s. rate ):)anc:ls as . 
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., 

proposed with certain limitations. We believe the limiutions we 
are imposing should alleviate the concerns of the other parties • 

. First, we finer merit in tying the rate bands to. 
percentage points of increase and decrease as suggested by several 
parties. However, we believe ~&T-C's desire to establish rate 
bands in penny increments is reasonable given its current billing 
structure. Even though ~&T-C has presented its proposed rate 
bands in cents insteAd of percentaqes (see Appendix B), we can 
determine that many of the proposed bands are .in the 5-10% range. 
However, as pointed out by ORA and' 'l"O'RN, other rate bands present A 
much higher percentAqe change. We will order ~&T-C to Adjust its~ 
rate bands so that no rate band is greater than: 15%. We do not 
qive AT&'r-C perm1ssion to increase· or decrease any rate band which,,' 
is currently at a lower' level in either or bOth cti..rections up to 
that 15% level.. The:: 15% cap/floor· will only apply to. rate bands 
t.hat are currently larger than. that .. ' L1kewise,. we are not 
requiring symmetrical rate bands. in" al,l instances. The 15% 
cap/floor can be applied. in one direction only. 

In keeping' with M&T:'C"S need to. bill by penny increments!: 
we will allow M&T-C to increAse this'± 15-%. band only if it is 
necessa:ry" to round to the nearest penny. 

We realize this- degree.Of. flexibility. is greater than 
that advocated by most' parties, and 'less, in' cert4in ins:tances, then': 
that reque8ted~ by ~&T-C. We .are convinced that our compromise is 
a reasonable one. Given the evidence,. we believe our approach ,will': 
produce just and reasonable rates. 

We caution. M&T-C that a pattern of below cost priCing, 
if it were to occur, would be a seriou25 matter. AJs we s.tated. in 

D.8-7-07-017, allegations of 4ll.ticompetitive pricinq of specific " 
services can be handled· on a ea25e-by-ease bas1~ should the need 
arise. As AT&T...:c has pointed 'out, certain rates. are currently 
below costs, notably d.1rectory assistance ,'because of prior 
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Commission action. We expect AT&T-C to use the flexibility we '\ 
grant it today to improve that situation, not make it worse. ' ' 

We have not attached our adopted rate bands as an 
Appendix to tlU.s decision because other proeeecl'1ngs we will decide 

~ this yea:r will impact the reference rates that form the bas,is fo::: 

the rate bands. ,'. 

The Phase I opinion on the rehearing of D.8g-06-03& also 
being issued today will impact those reference rates. Likewis~, 

the year-end SPF to SL~ and access flow through cost adjustments 
(Advice Letter 113) will alter the reference rates. 

We therefore will orderAT&T-C to file an advice letter 
within ten days of the' effective date of t.'ti.s order with 'tariff 

sheets reflecting, reference rates which. inc~.rporate the changes ", 
discussed above.. In addit1on, M:&T-C's tarS;ff sheets shall include', 
tables of rate bancls. both in, cents 'and percentages for each o~ its 
rate elements consistent with the limitations discussed above. 

In addition, in the event AT&T-C d~s, not' apply t~ change 
the rate bands during 1989, we vishto give' direction reqardinq the' 
1989 year end SPF to SLU adjustment whi.chwillbeeffeetive 
Janua:cy 1, 1990.. We will allow the rate bands to. remain the S&ne 

absolute size in cents as they are Janual:Y l, '1989, after the 
Janaury l, 1990 SPF to, SL'O adjustment. For this. purpose only we 
rill pexmit the percentage size of the Januaxy 1, 1989, rate,bands 
to be increased proportionately .. We do. th.i.s so' that the continuGd, 
reduction in costs which, AT&T-C receives due to. the SPF' to. SLU· 

, ' 

4djustment will not 4ffect the range of flexibility as expressed in 
dollars and cents we grant t~, A!r&T-C' today. 

Finally, whatever refund meeh4n:lsm. is adopted in the 
rehearinq of 0.88-06-03&, shall not be, incorporated into the 
reference rates for AX&T-C's rate'bands • 
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c. Bow Should Changes 
Within and Below The Adopted.
Bate Bands Be IJmlemented? 

1. ATi'.r=C's Position 
~&T-C requests that it be allowed to ehange rates within 

an approved rate band on five daysP notice through adviee letter 
filings. ~&T-C acknowledges that this would require a waiver of 

Sections IV, V, and VI of General. Order (GO) 96-A. ~&T-C points 
out that thi.s. waiver has already been granted to A:r&':-C"'s 

eompetitors. AT&T-C' refers to D.84-01-037 stating that "The 
provisions of GO 96,-A are waived. only to the extent of Section IV, 

relating to. filed and effective dates; Section V, procedure in 
filing tariff sheets whieh do not inerease' rates or eharges~ and 
Section VI, procedure in filing inereased rates,. In all other 
respects, tariffs shall be filed. in aeeordance with GO 96-A. 
':uiff filings will be effective five days after filing" 
(Id., p. 7). For ehanges within its rate bandS approved by this 

decision, AX&T-C 1s seeking" only what its eompetitors already have, ",' 

five-day effeetive dates for tariff changes~ , 
, . 

M&T-C seeles 20 days" notice ,for· a reduction in existing 
rates below the' approved rate bands. AT&T-C maintains. that 
currently under GO 96-A they would be entitled to. reduce rates 

using the 40-claynotice period. 
2. US Sprint's Position 

OS Sprint proposes that. if its rate bands (5% upwud and 
downward) are adopted by the Commission, then os Sprint would agree' 
that rate ehanges within their proposed bands eould ~approved 

:upon five-day notice.. (Exhibit a, p .. 20.) 'However, if greater 
flexibility than US Sprint haa recommended is approved,. US Sprint 

, ' 

urges the full review period' currently provided under GO 96-A 
should be required to allow the COmmission staff and, interested 
parties adequate time to verify that ~&T~C;spriee,ch4nge: would 

not result in rates set below cost., 
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US Sprint i~ a~8ntly opposed to allowing rate bands t~ 
be lowered by the advice letter process., US Sprint poses the 
question O'f why should the Commission bother setting ~ands if the 
lower limit has no meaning? US Sprint points out thAt the 
testimony in this proceed.inq has focused. on the relationship 
between the flexibility requested: in one ser.rice and the 
flexibili ty requested in another, service. In particular, US Sprint 
claims that concerns have been raised regarding the possibility O'f 
predatory pricing and,cros8-sUbsidization. US Sprint argues that 
the limited banding concept of the Observation Approach will be 

destroyed if A1"&'J!-C is not required' to: justify ch4nqes be they 
downward or upward in the rate bands through the application 

process. 
3. JlCI'8 Politicn 

XCI lllcewise is concerned about AT&T-C's proposal to, 

c~qe the lower bound of rate bands approved by this d.ecision via 
the advice letter process. XCI ,argues that the first time Nr&T-C ' 
proposed. such- a"plan reqarclinq lowering the rate bands wa~ in its,' 
rebuttal testimony. XCI disaqrees with AT&T-CPS attempt to 
ehAracterize this recommendation'As a clarification of AT&T-C's 
proposal for revision to existing services.. Further, MCI believes 
this proposal is inconsistent ,with the Observation Approach and 
should be rejected. 

MCI agrees that under the Observation Approach, M&T-C , 
can request limited' priCing flexibility, 1neluclinq relaxation of 
certain procedures currently in place. However" MCI believes that 
~&T-C' s proposal goes far beyond thAt and in fact makes the lower' 
'end of lJ:llyapproved rate band illusory. Mel witness Wand testified 
"I donpt understAnd. the purpose ,of a l~wer band if (AX&-r-C is) , 
lowering' the rates ,below thatbancr..... ('rr. Vol. 4, p. 421.) , 

MCI agrees with'Sprint witness, Purkey whO' testifiecLthat 
allowing the lower end of the rate bands to' be lowered. by advice 
letter violates the concept of the Observation Approac~. This is 
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particularly true if the purpose of the Observation Approach to 
monitor the results of the granted price bands. If Al'&T-C is 
allowed to price outside of those bands, whether it is upward or 
downward pricing flexibility, then the monitoring plan will have 
little effect. Mel urqes thdt e.ny change in the rate bands 
approved by this decision today only be allowed through the 
application process where the full impact of those proposed new 
rate bancls c~ be determined, and a:Ay changes thAt IMY be- necessary 
to· the mOnitoring plan can be deliberated., 

4_ ClLTIL'a~'ition 

CAL'rEL· disagrees with AT&T-eO's proposal that chAriqes 
within preapproved rate bands be effective on S-days notic~. 
CALTEL believes that the effective date should be no less than l4 

days after the date of· fi11llg. CAL'l'EL arques that even in an era 
of "limited regulatory flexibility~, the nation'S dominant long 
distance carrier should not be pe:cnitted tocbange rates without ' 
some opportunity for review by affected. consumers and compet;tors • 
CALTEL asserts that a 14-day effective date would pe~t those 
entities an adequate period of timet~ review the tariff changes 
and raise issues of concern· with CACt> should they be warranted.. By' 

contrast, nth the 5-d.4y effective date, CAL'rEL arques that MlY. 

party wishing to. express concerns with regard to. such a tariff 
filing' would have to do so practically on the. date of receiving the 
tariff filing through the 'OS: Hail.. (CAL'rEL-' S Statement of 
Position, dated August 2&~ 1988, pp:.2~3:.) 

CALTEL also disaqrees w:Lth· AT&or-C" s proposal to reduce 
the lower end of its approved price ratebanc:ls by advice letter. 
CALTEL suggests that the Commission should evaluate ~&T-C~s 
proposal in. light of all of the. requests set. forth in M&T-C" s. 
application. CAL'rEL· draws a clistinetion. bet~n a company like 
~'T-C seeking limited rate flexibility in the fo~ of· rate bands 

. and. a company like Southern California Gas Company still Subject to 
rate base, rate of return regulation and.' who may' not alter its 
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rates without a formal order' of the Commission. CALTEL suggests 
that M&'r-C is. seeking to have the best of both worlds, i ;.e., to 
escape the rate base~ rate of return regulation applicable to 
monopoly utilities while at the same time enjoying the benefits of 
filing procedures designed. for rate red.uctions by monopoly 
utilities. CALTEL argues that while an Abbreviated procedure for 
rate reduction (below, authorized rates) xnay be appropriate for an 
ent1tythat solely provides monopoly services, it is haraly 
appropriate f~r an entity such as ~&T-C which provides services in 

many markets. and enjoys quasi-monopoly status in some. 
CAL'rEL· suggests that~&T-C's request is inconsistent 

with the notion of limited rate flexibility. CALTEL bel.ieves that, 
the Comm..ission should h4ve some time to- Itobserve" ~&T-C's conduct' 
in setting rates within the rate bucla for existing services l:>efore, 
it permits ~&T-C to introduce pricing plans and rate reductions 
below the lower end of the rate band by advice letter. CALTEL 

proposes that: a 2-year period of observation be adopted. and.· that ' 
~&'r-C be required to· file application for new pricing plans for 
that same period. 

5. 'lQRB'I ro81tion' 
As discussed previously in An earlie:r section, 'J:1J'RN 

believes that the proposed rate banda should'con'tJ.nue in effect 
unchangecl· until at least 12 months' of monitoring data has been 
gathered by CACD .. , In adclition, 1'URN believes that the'Commission 
staff should be satisfied that all of thenece8s~ data has been 
provided by ~&'r-C. 'l'tJ'RN suggests that no les.s than 90' days 
following this deter.mination, ~&T-C may file an advice letter 
proposing additional flexibility. 

&. pRA's pq'itiOA ," 
ORA has. no., objection to allOwing ch4nges within the 

approved rate bands on 5-days noticethrou.qh tariff filing .. 
However, ORA"beJ.ieves it is ;f.mperat1ve that c~ges to those rate 
bands.,. including reductions,. be done through our application 
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process. DRA argues that the intent of establishing rate bomds was 
to allow AT&"r-C to have flexibility w:i.thin cert4in constraints., 
DRA points out that the Commission m4de it clear that any widening 
of existing rate band.s would. be predJ.cated. on the result of the 
Observation Approach. (D.87-07-0l7, p. 14.) DRA urges that any 
widening, either upward or downward, of the rate band be 

accomplished through an application so that the Commission can 
reflect on the outcome of the flexibility already granted, before 
approving any greater flex!bility-

7. DiBC3l"1on 
We find it reasonable for ~&T-C to be allowed to make 

changes within. rate bands approved by today's decision on short 
notice through advice letter filings. 

While we are sympathetic tC?' CAL'rEL's. argument that S. days': 
allows for virtually no 'checking by other' parties of ~&T-C" s 
submission:r we are hopeful that only requests that falf within the . 
rate banda- approved. today rill be sought. ,Therefore, we order that . 
changes within the rate banda may be made on 5 days' notice mid 
will waive GO 96-A accorciinqly.· We note that if the 5-day notice 
provision is changed' for the non dominant. interexebange carriers 
pursuant to our RulemakLng (R.) 85-08-042, it should: likewise 
change for AT&"r-C. A!r&T-C shall serve such advice letters by 

express mail, on any party whoso requests. 
We are concerned with the problema raised by other 

parties with AT&T-C's proposal to lower the rate bands. through the 
advice letter process. we believe it is necessary for us. and. the 
parties to obtain dAta through the moni toring.plan ofAX&'r-C" s. 
behavior before increased- f;exibility.-:Ls allowed: .. 

Therefore, we agree with the parties who-' recommended that 

during this. initial stage of lim:ttedrate flexibility, .the 
flexibility is. limited to-. what is approved today. AT&1'-C' must use" 
the formal applic.eLtion process if it wishes to make adjustments to, 
the lower end or the upper end of its rate bands. As. M&1'-C's-

! 
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reference rates are altered over time by other Commission actions, 
the proportional size of the rate bands, around those reference 
rates must remain consistent with today's decision. 

Finally, we are concerned about customer notice of the 
flexibility we grant M&'r-C today. We note that MCI and US Sprint 
are not currently required to notify their customers prior to 

changing their rates: the 5-d.ay ad.vice letter filinq is all that is 
required.'rherefore, it would. be .burd.enaome and. impractical to 
require' M&T-C·t~ qive 1t~ customers. ad.vance notice of each time it. 
exercises flexibility. 

We are aware that customers re~ire effective notice of 
price changes in order to exercise their options in a.competitiv.e 
market. This i~ especially true where customers subscribe to a 
part.1.cu1ar service rather than choo8e' frequently among alternate 'I 

provid.ers.. Within the. price flexibility: bands.,. we· are providinq' I 
~&'r-C with the smile options. for rate changes noW' exercised. by its t 

competitors. We are unaware of any siqnificant problems with j 
, 

customer notice and price changes as practiced,. for example, by I 
u • S.. Sprint and. Mel.. I 

. As with the other interexchange carriers,. we will not: I 
specify a particular wmner by whichM&T;"Cmust notify customers. .' 
of rate changes. However, as with its; competitors, we will expect 
AT&T-C to mAke full use of the meclia and· other means to- infoxm .. 
customers promptly when' AT&T-C exercises flexibility_ While it l,s:' 

true that customer d.:Lssatis£action with such notice is a reason to- .! 
leave ~&T-:C for a ~ompetitor (and~ thus provides a strong incentive 'I' 
to ~&T-C), we Will also continue to- track customer complaints 
reqarcling· ~&T-C and .the other carriers through our Consumer i " 
Affairs Branch and the Public. Advisor"sOffice:, I' 

To the extent that ~&T-C contracts or speeif1cservice . . , 
agreements. with. customers. may include priCes subject to pricing :. ·1.· .... 
flexibility,. M&T-C should iJiclude clear notice of the applie~le' 
flexibility and its terms in the contract or service agreement • 
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Finally, we will also require AT&T-C to send out a notice 
to its customers explaininq the rate flexibility granted ~y this 
decision in the first practi~ble ~illinq cycle.' AX&T-C shall work 
with our Public Advisor's O~~ice in developing the text o~ that 

notice. 
vx. What CoDdi.tioDS Should· Contro1 .e&T-C's 

otrering or Hey' Services? 

A. What Shoul.d' the Derini1-..ion 
o:f New SerYiees be and 
Where Should the CoS't1l:l9' 
Jlethodology :for New services 
be Deyeloped? . 

1. AT&T=C's Position, 
A'r&T-C has returnled t<> its originalcletinition tor "'new 

services,'" tound in its oril~inal application ot October 198:7 .. 
~&T-C detines a new 'service, as an offerinq which customers 
perceive as a' new service and which has a cOmDination ot 
technoloqy, access, featurel!~, or functions. that cll.stinquishes it 

, . . 

trom any existing services. In' 0 .. 37-07-017 the Commission directed' 
that tor purposes ot· granting initi,al re9'Ulatory flexibility, 
repricinq or repaekaqi:o.q' o1!m 'existing' se:r:v1ce would not :be 

considered a new service. 
Thus, A'l'&T-C aclalo1"ledqes that the detinition cloes. not 

classity an optional., callinq plan which discounts existing' service 
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reference rates are altere~ over ttme by other Commission actions, 
the propo~ional size of the rate bands, around those reference 
rates must remain consistent with today~s decision. 

Finally, we are concerned. about customer notice of the 
flexibility we grant AT&T-C today. We note that Mel and US Sprint 
are not currently required to notify their customers prior to 
chanqinq their ratesi the 5-day adiTice' letter filinq is all that is' 
required. Therefore,' it, would: be, burdensome and impractical to 
require A'r&'l'-C to qive its customers advance notice of each time it, 
exercises flexibility. 

We are aware that customers require effective notice of 
price chanqes in order t~exercise_ the~ options ina competitive 
market. 'rhis is espee1ally,true where customers'subscribe to a 
part1cular service rather than choose frequently amonq alternate 
prov1ders-. Within the price flex.i.bilityban.ds r we are providing 

I ' 

A1'&'r-C with the SeUle options for r,'1te chanqes now exercisecl by its 
,I , ' 

competitors.. We are unaware of: any significant problems ,with' 
customer notice and price chanqes ,as, practiced,,' for example, by 
U.S. Sprint and Mel .. 

As with the other interexchangecarriers, we will not 
specify a particular manner ~whieh ~&'1'-c must notify customers 
of rate chanqes.,However, as with its competitors., we will expect. 
A1'&'r-C to make full use of' the media and other means. to infom, 
customers p:romptly when A'r&T-C exercises flexibility. While it is '" 
true that customer d.1ssatisfaction'with such notice: is- a reason to 
leave A1'&'l'-C for a competitor (and thus provides a stronq incentive '. 
to AT&T-C), we will' alsc> continue to track customer complaints 
:reqard.inq A'l'&'l'-C and the other carriers through' our Consumer 
Affairs Branch and' the Public Adviuor's.Off1ce. 

'1'0 the ,extent thatA'l'&r.r-c eontl:aets .or specific service' 
aq.reements with customers may include prices. subject to pricing , 
flexibility, M&T-C should.~ include'clear' notice of the applicable 
flexibility and its terms in the contract or service aq:reement. 
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rates as a new service. Although AT&T-C has returned to its 
original definition, in its Statement of Position tiled July 15, 
1988 AT&T-C had proposed a de~inition which categorized optional 
calling plans as new services. Because of the opposition to this 
modified definition by ORA, MCI, Sprint,. and TORN, AX&T-C at 
hearings returned to. its original definition, in the rebuttal 
testimony ot Mr.. Parker .. 

AT&T-C argues that its proposed de~inition of new 
services is reasonable.. ~&T-C acknowledges that it has committed 
not to. introduce a new service through. the ad.vice le.tter procedure " 
until the com:m.iss'ion adopts a standardized costing methocloloqy .. 
AT&T-C requests that the COmmission'adopt it$ definition ot n~ 
service and address ,the issue of what stand.ardized costing 
methodoloqy to. adopt in A.8S-0S-0S1,. the PRO' California proceeding'. 
AT&T-C makes this recommendation'despite the fact that its own 
witness Parker acknowledged. that PRO ,california does not meet 
AX&1'-C's recommended definition of' a new serVice.. PRO calitornia 

• is a discounted optional' calling plan. AX&T~l's rationale :tor 
doing the costing methodology tor new services in a proceeding that 
is not itself'a new service is the taet that the cost!nq 
methodology study must be. done anyway both tor the PRO California 
optional calling plan and tor AT&T-C"s MEGACOM800 service 
(A.88-07--020). Nr&T-C" argues that sinee it will have to expend 
consideral:>leresources' on the. presentation of its costing 
methodology in the PRO calitornia'proceedin9', it is an' efficient' 
use ot AT&T-C"s resoUrces to establish a cos~iDg :met:hodology,·tor 
all advice letter ,tilings tor nw services that'~&T-C intends to'; 
make under the requlatoryfiexibility granted today .. 

• 

2. . ClJ,TlIls Position . .' . 

CAL'l'EL urg'es the Commission to. rej eet AT&T-C's proposal '. 
that its PRO california application.be the torum tor developing' 

.' , 

standardized· costing' and pricing' methodologies tor future neW 

service applications.. CALTEL .. points-'out that AT&T-C admits that': 
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PRO California is not a new service as AX&T-C presently defines 
the tel:lD.. Additionally, CALTEL does not believe that CO::lOting 
methodology developed' in a pr~eeding suCh as PRO Calito:rn.ia" where 
the service being evaluated. is stmply a repricing of an existing 
service, will be of any use to the commission in developing 
procedures for cost analysis of a true new service. CALTEL argues 
that the commission must evaluate the cost ~ethodoloqy for a new 
service in a proceeding by which AX&T-C seeks to introduce a new 
service by its own detinition. 

CALTEL points to one final reason for requiring that the 
application by which costing ~ethodoloqiesare developed. for new 
services. be an actual new service application. CAL1'EL believes 
that the scope of the definition of new services itseltwill need 

, , 

additional work. CALTEL· points out the.t A't&'r-C has. r~e09nized that 

its proposed definition of, new, services has not' been "employed., in, '" 
any other regulatory 'proceeding. ('r:r. Vol. 2,. ,po. 234.,) CAL'rEL 
further asserts that M&'r-C, i~lf adlllits thAt this cretinitionhas. ,:: ' 
been fraught with controversy sinee it was originally proposed and 

• , c. " 

that the controversy has not disappeared.. CAL'rEL believe~ it is 
inevitabletllat ,there will be .controversy ,over whether tb~ first 

" , ' ,., • ' •• I 

"'new service'" proposed by ~&T-Cactually fallS., within tile: 
definition which M&or-C' asks the Commission to adopt in this. 
proceeding. CAL'rEL· maintains that the definition will have ·to be 
retined and quite ,obviously tho.t should.. ~e ,done in ,~proceed.ing 
where an actual new service, is before the Commission tor . ' 

evaluation. 'rheretore~ CALT.EL .believes that, the com:mission should ,,' 
address, both: the refining ot the definition ot, new services and the' 
costing methodology' for new servi~es in oneax:>plieation. ,CAI.1'EL, 

submits. that PRO:California is not the appropriate application. 
3. 'OS Sprint" Position.' 

'O'S Sprintarc;ra.es that· AT&or-C's new services detinition is ',' 
ill-detined. 'O'sSprint claims thataltbough M~'r-C says it has 
returned to its new services definition contained in its original 

- ss.·- •' ',:.', 
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application, several new elements are added. US Sprint argues that 
it is not entirely clear why these elements are necessary or 
advi~le and how they fit into the overall picture of new 
services. 

us Sprint joins in the opposition to the PRO california 
application as the forum tor development of uniform costing 
methodology for new services. 

4. Kg's PositigB , 
MCI asserts that A1'&'I':-C has only'recently returned to. its" 

definition of new services that embodied the prinCiples laid out in 
0.87-07-017. MCI supports this definition tor new services thAt 

was contained in A'r&'I'-C's application of Octo~r 30,. 1987 and, was 
readopted- by A'r&'I'-C in Mr. Parker's', rebuttal, testimony. At the 
same time~ MCI vigorously opposes ~&T-C's proposal t~useits 
pending PRO california application as the test,case for cost 
methodology for all future new service~ tilings. MCI' points out, 
as did all other parties to., the'proceeding,that AT&'I'-C' has. 

acknowledged' that PRO, califorua is not' a new service under 
M&'I'-C's recommended definition.', Witness Parker acknowledged that 
it is :merely a pricing option., ,MCI, :maintains that A1'&'I'-C has, 
failed to. provide any justifieaticn tor why it should' depart from 
its own. definition and use PRO, california'; ,rather than a truly new ' 

r .' • • ,. 

service to develop"a;'uniformcost :methOdolOCJY. 
Further, MCI suggests that in ,light of the controversy 

over the definition ot new services"it:,would.':make more sense for 
the costinq methodo.logy ,and the retine:mentof the' d.efinition to.' be' 

done in an application that meets., the new.serv1ce de:rin1t1on as' 
, , . 

currently proposed'; ''I'his. would permit the commission in MCI"$- view' 
to retine and sharpen the definition so it would· bave some use in 
future proceedings.. CI'r. Vol,. 2,.p. 23$.) 'MCI argues. that, it ,the 
commission were' to- use, the PRO· CAli:rornla" appliCation as the test 
case :to~ new services,: the Commission- might be" vulnerable, to cl.ai:ms,·' 

ot denial of due process... MCI arques that a truly new service 
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should be the test case, wherein parties will be provided an 
opportunity to litigate fully the appropriate guidelines for new 
services and the appropriate costing methodology. 

s. DBA's Position 
DRA joins with all other active participants in this 

proceeding in opposing the use of the PRO california application as 
the test ease for cost and pricing methodology tor new services. 
ORA believes its concern is ,quite different from those ofAX&T-C's 
competitors. DRA. maintains thatAX&T-C's competitors such as O'S 

Sprint and MCl wish tc> ensure that'the price 'of AT&T-C's new 
services- are not too' low. DRA. on, the other hand, in addition to 
concerns regarding anticompetitive' pricing, wants to ensure that 
prices-are not too-high.. 'rhis is-why, in its view, a costing and, 
pricing standard must :be developed in; the first application for a 
new service under AX&T-C's proposed,'det'inition. ,ORA believes, it is:", 

dangerous to attempt to d.evelop- a cost and: pricing: standard for a 
pricing option plan such as PRO' calUornia' anclhope that it also.:' 
applies to' new services. ORAurqes that the Commission wait until 
AT&T-C tiles an application tor a neW' service that meets its own ' 
proposed'd.efinition· before' a costing' and, pricing ,standard is. 
developed. PRO- california, in DRA'S view is an inappropriate 
vehicle .. 

-. ,. 

6. 'l'QRH'8 Position ' . 
'l'ORN states that it is pleased. that AT&T-C has. returned 

to its oriC]inal detini tion' ot a new service. . However, TORN, like 
the other parties,. is di~yed that AT&T-C- proposes to use its 
application tor PRO, Calito:l:nia as a forum torestablishinq,a cost 
methodology tor new services when PRO. calitornia is.acbnittedly not 
a, new service.. TORN.' argues .that thisloqiealinconsisteney is 
partic:uJ.arly troU))ling when one considers that' AX&T-C's det'inition ' 
of new services will be making . its: maiden voyage in a: subsequent .' 
application. It a cost- methodoloqy is already ,in' place as an 
outcome ot the PRO CalUornia: appl:teation~ wb.ensueha truly, new 
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service is introduced, it may prove difficult to apply a costing 
methodology which did not have to consider the vagaries of costing 
a new service .. 

7.. Piscussion 
We tirst turn to D.87-07-017 for guidance on the issue of 

new services. 
~e would want to be sure that the services 
under consideration are indeed new services and 
not merely variations of existinq services 
disquised in an effort to' escape traditional 
requlation.. Explicit and clear definition of 
new services must be provided_ The extent to 
which ~&T-C may automatically possess market 
power in the areas of new services,. either 
beeauseot its market power .in other areas. or 
tor other reasons, must also be addressed.' 
(Ia., p. 64.) 

We are relieved to- see that A'r&T-C has returned to- its 
oriqinal d.efinition that is consistent with ,'the guidelines stated 
a})ove.. However, we share the dismal': of the other' parties in 
AT&T-C's recommendation that PRO 'Calitornia is' an appropriate 
vehicle to determine the uniform c~stin~ methodology tor new 
services, when ~&T-C bas acknowledqed tha~'PRO california does not, 
meet its definition of new services.. Therefore, we a~ee with the . 
position of CALTEL,. US Sprint,. MeI,. DRA, and'TORN on this issue. 
A!r&T-C has made no compellinq showinq of why the costing 
methodoloqy tor new services should be hancUed in its PRO 
California application. In fact, .the only reason AT&T-C puts 
forward is since it has to' do . eo~tinqmethodolO9'Y . in PRO 
California, it therefore would-like it to, be app11ea))le to all 
:tuture filinqs.. This. is· not an adequate reason'. While we adopt 
AT&1'-C's. proposed definition ,o! new serviees.,we aqree with c.ALTEI. 

that~ in fact, in the first application of a' -new service this 
definition will most pro:bably be refined and improved. This is. 
another reason why we .believe it is 'imperative that costinq, 
methodoloqy and a ret'inement of the definition be hanclled in an 
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application that AX&T-C itself believes fits its definition of new 
service. 

Additionally, we note that the PRO eali~ornia application 
is movinq forward expeditiously. We are concerned about the 
ability ot other parties to: effectively participate in that 
proceedinq. Since the costinq methodology will quide future 
applications :for new services,. we believe it is important that the 
first new service application,. not PRO eali~ornia, proceed at a 
pace that allows all interested parties to participate in an 
effective manner. 'I'herefore, ,we conclude that PRO california is 
not the appropriate vehicle forcostinq methodoloqy to De resolved 
for new services.' However,. we do not intend to invali&te Orderinq~ 
Paraqraph 11 ,of D.88-11-053, where we designated PRO california as . 
the proceeding' for interested 'partieS: to address the reasonableness,· 
and propriety of AT&T-C'8 interim rates for MEGACOK and 

MEGACOH 800., • I' • 

When A:r&'r-C desires to- file an appliCation for its first: 
new service under requlato~ flexibility it will be that 
application where all parties may participate in first, development 
of costinq methodoloqy, !orfuture new services and second, 
refinement of the new services definition. 
B. Bow Should Hetrserrices be 

IDtxodUced.·' once Costi.Dc;r· 
Jliethodologybas been, ResolVed, .' 
ADd Boy 0Jds;k1y1 " 

1. AZiT-C'IPoaitign 
Once the issueot cos'tinq lnethcx1ology is resolved,. AT&'r..;.c· 

\ ".'. ' 

proposes to filerequests..!or n03W services through the advice 
letter procedure,. with some'modi:fications. currently, the advice·· 
letter process as laid out:;,in GO· 96:-A allows for approvaJ. o:f' new 

. ~.. . . 
services on 40 calendar days':,..notice. In addition to. the· 
requirements of. GO 96-A, A:r&.r::.c. proposes. to- provide stanclard 
costinq. data· (usiDq the uniform costinq methodology) with all 
advice le.tter filings. Howeve:r, AX&'r-C seeks an' ame.ndlnent to 
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GO 96-A requesting that a new service or a revision to an existing 
service that has already been approved by the FCC ~e approved on 
only 20 days' notice. ~&T-C acknowledges that this would require 
a waiver of sections IV and V of GO 96-A. (A1'&T-C Exhibit 4, p. 
13.) A1'&T-C argues that a reduced notice period as requested is 
appropriate because Han initial opportunity t~ review the essential 
nature of the proposal would already have occurred during the 
review of the filing before the FCC.H AT&T-C cites D.84-0-1-037 for 
the proposition that the Commission has already waived these 
sections for A'r&T-C"s competitors. AT&T-C ar9Ues that its. major 
competitors compete on a national level with M&T-C. Thus, M&T-C , 
clatm5 that every filinq before the FCC is scrutinized closely by 
its competitors- AT&T-C clatms that the essential nature of any 
proposal that is part' ofa national pr09X'D of ~&T-C would be 

revealed in Ar&T-C's FCC (ilinq. Therefore, A'r&T-C concludes it 
would be appropriate tor the california tiling to be reviewed in 
less tilne .. 

For new services that are not part of an FCC,review, 
A'r&'1'-C aeknowleclgesthat, the timefra:me set out in GO· 96-A is 
appropriate, i.e .. , 40~ay review period. 

2. CAX.TEL's Position' 
The issue ot A'r&T-C's. introduction of new services is the; 

issue ot most concern to CAL'l'EL; in ,this proceeding'.. CALm.. 

believes. that AT&T-C should be required tO'introduce new services, 
by application rather than by aclv:Lce letter.. CALTEL argues that 

with the acloption ot'rate bands,,~&T-C would have been provided a 
siqniticant 1eve1: or rate flexibility and correspondingly, the 
Commission would have been provided, with the challenge ot observing, •• 
and evaluating AT&T-C's conduct with that rate tleXibility.. CALTEL 
believes it is inappropriate for the CommiSSion, conswners, and
AT&T-C's competitors to be burdened: with having'. to quickly respond 
to' AT&T-C's tiling ot advice 1etters by which it: seekS t~ introduce 
new services. CAL'rEL recQ9Ilizes that ~&T-C has narrowed its 

'. 
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proposed definition of new services, but nonetheless believes that 
AT&T-C should bear the burden of proof that the approval ot such a 
new service will be in the public interest. 

CAL'rEL points out that as a practical matter, the burden 

placed on AX&T-C's competitors will be substantially greater if 
AT&'r-C is permitted to introduce new services by advice- letter 
rather than by application. 

CAL'l'EL points out that when an application is filed,. the 
burden of proof falls. squarely on AT&X-C,. protests may be tiled in 
a 30-clay timeframe, and most importantly the reliet requested can 
only be qranted by an order ot the commission. By contrast,. CALTEL 

points out ~t advice letters tiled pursuant to- GO 96-A take 

effect 30 clays after filine; unless suspend.ed by. the· Commission, .. and 
must be protested· within 20 clays ot tiling'.· More importantly, the 
practieal effect is that a party protestinq an advice letter bears· , 

a' burden of estal:llishinq that the. advice letter should be 

suspended. This is unlike the application situation where. the 
burden is on where it should be,. on the ·applicant, or AT&T-C. 

CALTEL argues that the advice letter . procedure operates 
in practice to- provide even less time tor a . protest than that set 
forth under the existing' rules.. In addition to- the shortened time 
to protest an advice letter, parties. may. not have been advised ot· 
the existence of the proposed advice letter until several days 
atter the tilinq itselt.. Unless a particular party has arranged· to' 

•• 

. . •... : 

have all such advice ·letters served on it by the utility, the usual .',. 

means- of ob'bLininq. suc:h notice is through the . commission' s Daily . 
calendar.. For. example·, the commission's' Daily calendar tor a 

particular date contains notice of advice letter' tiling'S tor 
several precedinq clays. Parties must alsO account· tor. the ti:m.e for 
the Daily calendar to reach their office. throug'h the mail .. 
Therefore, in reality, parties- have· 45 few 45·10 days to prepare 
and. file protests g'iven these' constraints. By contrast, a party 

considerinq protesting' an application have' 30 days from the date: of 
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wben the application first appears in the Commission's Daily 
Calend.ar. 

Additionally, CALtEL points out that while the advice 
letter procedure places substantial burdens on the protestants, 
there is no corresponding public benefit by the reduced time 
period.. Protests that are frivolous-can be rejected under Rule 8.2 
just as easily as they can under GO 96-A, accord.inq to CAL1'EL .. 

Finally, CAL'rEL notes that the new service proposals 
which A!r&'r-C wishes to introduce by ad.vice letter, lnay well have 
been months or even. years in preparation., 'l'hus, while A1'&'r-ClllaY 
take as long as it wants developing, the operational d.etails and. the 
pricing and marketing .. strategies for a particular new product, 
interested, parties are expected-to tormulate a response to that 
proposal somewhere' between 10 and 20 days after first being 
apprised ot it_ CAL'rEL argues that this does not make sense. 

CAL'rEL urges that by requiring applications, the 
protestants will have at least 30 days ,and the' CO,mmission lnay have: 
as long as it, needs to consider' whether. ,the new- service shOUld be, 

<' 

authorized... This gives the Commission 'the, option to choose in some 

eases to disregard ,any protest &1d ,approve the, application 
expeditiously or in other cases set the matter for to:cnalpublie 
hearings. ~. urges thattbe, Commission not give up. the broad",; 
array ot options. it possesses when the propo~l is in the, form of,: 
an application. 

Finally, CALTEL proposes. that M&~-C· be required' to
intrOduce new services by application. for a 2-year period..c:AI.1':Ei, 

" I 

points out thAt controversy surrounding new services is. likely to-,' 
exist tor some,·time .until AT&~-C and other parties. arrive at some;: 
understanding ot the prec:ise'det'!nition Of. new- services .. 
Therefore r CALTEL sug<;es1:S that, after· a 2-year period by which all. ' 
neW'services will beintrOduc::ed, by applieation~' the Commission can 
det8rm:ine Whether the requirement $h'ould be continued or not • 
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In the event the Commission aoes not adopt CALTEL's 
proposal that all new services should be introduced through the 
application process, CALTEL particularly opposes AX&T-C's 
suggestion that the advice letter review time should be reduced t~ 
a mere 20 days when the FCC has already reviewed such a service. 
CALTEL points. out that this proposal ot AX&T-C's would leave its.. 
competitors with only a few aays to prepare and tile a protest to 
a:n.y such advice letter.. The Commission and CACD would similarlY' be 

constrained in CAL'rEL's view from taking any action with respect to: 
those proposals.. CALTEL argues that we have not yet 'observea' 
enough to permit ~&T-Cthis extreme level o~ ~lexibility .. 

Moreover, CALTEL. points out that this. commission has. in" 
the past rejected state tilings by A1'&'l'-C which were -consistent' 
with the national plan already approveQ by the FCC .. ' ,CAL'rEL 
concluaes that this commission wishes to continue to conduct its-, 

separate review ot such plans. CAL'rEL argues .that it makes little:' 
. sense to sharply reduce the opportunity ofiliterested pUties to. 

otfer comments to-this commission with respect to such plans. 
3.. US Sprint's Position 

,US Sprint does not' oppOse the use of'. the advice letter 
process under· GO 96-A tor AT&'l'-C's introduction of new services, i~ 
the services, are truly new and, atterthe costing·, methodology .has .' 

been resolved in the first new service application.. However, l,iJce 
all other parties to the proceeding,. US Sprint takes strong. 
exception to- AT&T-C'sproposal. that' the time to review services' 
alread.y approved by the FCC~ be shortened to-. a mere 20' days.. . US 

Sprint argues that M&'l'-C' ia asking this,' Commission. to-, defer its· 
power, authority,. and· juriSdiction over:.certain ofAX&T-c's 
services to- the FCC. 'OS Sprint argues.: that A'l'&'r-C has not 

, I. 

demonstrated any compelling reason for this·' commission to accede' . I 
authority to the FCC in this. instance. 
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4. Hex's Position 
MCI does not oppose the notion of advice letter filings 

tor true new services once costing methodology has been resolved in 
the tirst application. However, MCI does oppose the 20-day review" 
period tor any new service that has already been introduced and 
approved by the FCC. MCI argues that this 20-day notice period 
conflicts w.i.th P'O'" Code § 455-.. Section 455 provides that lJJly 
revision which does not increase a rate: ·Shall become effective OIl. 

the expiration ot 30 days tromthe time of tiling thereof with the 
Commission or such lesser time as the Commission may grant .. _ ... 8 

MCl believes that there would have to- be a· change in the . 
underlying statutes be tore the sections of GO 96-A which AT&T-c 
seeks to-havewaived~ could be allowed. 

FUXtber, MCI asserts that AX&T-C has made no- showing that, 
prior approval ot a . service proposal by the FCC justifies a :short~ 
than 40-day review,periocl for advice letter ,filings.. Mel witness " 
Wand testified: that AX&T-C's assumption that'less review ti:m~ is.· . 
necessary tor new. or existing services. al-ready approved· by the FCC .,. 
is flawed. ('l'r.Vol. 4. pO' 421_.) There is no basis. to assUlll.e that; 
any review which may . have taken place at the interstate 
juriscliction would. be relevant to an, intrastate filing. MCI points:: . 
out that· M&T-C'sintras'bLte otfering woulc1 not have been reviewed::" 
be tore the FCC.. FUrther,., Mel: maintains. that, the underlying cost; . 
data provided in connection.with an FCCfi'ling,would be dittex:ent', 
than cost data developed,: for .anintrastate service. Mc:t concludes 
that the dif:ferentcost elata, provided at eaCh',jurisdiction would' 
require a separat(e' review at the intrastate level even if., a' prior 

',. 

review took place" ~at.the FCC. Therefore,. MCI urges that .. the 
Commission not allow the ZO-day shortened period., for review. 

50. DBA'. Position 
DRA urqes that the time tG review a'Dew service :filin~ 

should be at. least 45 .. days. DRA. maintains- that several tasks must. I 

be accomplished in this timetrame. First,., it must be determined it.! 
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the new service meets the definition of a new service. Second, it 
must be determined that the general costinq and pricing method.ology 
developed in the first new service application, is applicable for 
the new service in question. Third, that pricing and costing 
:methodology must be applied. Fourth, the cost ~ormation providecl 
by AT&T-C must be examined. Fifth, the parties must prepare and 
submit protests if necessary. Sixth, the commission must review 
the findings and positions of' the parties involved.. ORA. argues 
that the above scenario in their view would· take at least 45 days. 
DRA acknowledges that the current Commission practice under GO 96-A 
allows for a 40-day period. However,.. DRA. believes that the 
possi))ility that rates for substitute services could go up,. a 
possibility that 1s generally prohibited in filing under GO 96-A,. 
requirea a small amount of additional time to determine the cost 
and benef'ita of a new service.. ORA.. beleives its request for an 
adclitional 5- clays is reasonable and 'will not harm M&"r-e. 

ORA joins in opposition to AT&T-C'a proposal that advice 
letters become effective within ·ZO· days if' that plan has receivecl .. , 
prior FCC·' approval.. DRA.. argues that the Commission must not· allow· 
itself to relinquish its· authority 'over . intrastate 
telecommunication policy ·to the Federal Government.. DRA. \J%'9'es. the , 
commission to- consider. new service ·advice letter filings as .to. the. 
cost and benefits that each· service would' bring tocal.ifornia. .' 
This review process' necessarily takes "time. 

Finally,' ORA· points out . that there are . si91liticant, 
differences '. in cost between the intrastate and the interstate 
telecommunications market. For example,. DRA states that access 
charges are clifferent. DRA .argues. that. there may De other. costs or : 
factors such as competition, technoloqical differences,.. and legal 
restrictions that differ between.' the Federal and State 
jurisdictions. (DRA closingbrief·pp. 6-7.) 
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6. TORN'S Positi9D 
1'ORN joins in the unanilDous opposition to· AT&T-C's 

request to have new services reviewed in the shorter than the 
current advice letter time frame. 'l'ORN points out that simply 
using an advice letter tor the introduction of a new service is a 
major enhancement of AT&T-C's flex1),ility. 'l'O:RN finds AT&'I'-C's 
distinction that several ot these new services have previously been 
reviewed and challenged at the Federal level to be hardly 
comtorting.. 'the distinctions between the Federal and state 
requests for new services could be so fraught with· problems that it: 
would talce more time to resolve than the additional 10 to- 20 days 
sought:by parties' tor 'Commission review of :m.y new'service.. 
Therefore, TORN coneludes that the Commission should give CACDancl ;, 
interested· parties a.t least 30 to 40 clayst<> review any new service' 
proposal introduced by AT&T-C. 

7. QisegssiOD . 

We note that all parties. except for 'CALTEL seem aJ)le to 
live with the introduction otnew services :byA'r&'I'-Cthrough the 
advice letter process. This of course assumes that stanc1ard 
costing methodology has· been resolved tnits first new service 
application as cliscusSQd in the prior section.. CALTEL·' s ' concerns. 
do have merit, And therefore even though we adopt the advice letter', 
process tor new services tOciay, we note that tor any" particu.lar 
advice lettert:tlinq we retain the. option to" :t'equire M&'r~ to- file. 

an application instead it the, protests. so- ,warrant.. The commission 
will make that ctetermination. on a" ca.se-by-case :basis. 

Likewise we are persuaded l:Iy the parties that AX&T-C's. 
request to have a shortened' time period tor services approved' by 
the FCC is without merit •. AT&T-C's. concern tor speed must tie 
balanced. Againat.,the\rights' of' other ~arties',to: be allowed 
~t'eetive' participation,· in our process". '!'hat ettective 
participation necessitates timing that maxes participation 
meaninc;tul • 
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Further, MCI and 'Os sprint are two of the very parties 
that wou14 or4inarily participate in the FCC process. They, like 
all other participants in our proceeding,. are adamantly oppose4 to· 
a shortened review process. Several parties point out that there 
may be substantial differences between the intrastate and 
interstate tilings for the same services. We agree that, the review' 
that the FCC does for a new service may be very different, than the 
review done ,here at our commission. 

We do not find ORA's request tor a 45-day peri04 
compelling_ We will authorize advice letter filings for new 
services under the rules ofGO',96-A,. allowing a 40-d.ay, peri04 
:before the new service' is ,authorized. However,. we caution ,A1t&T-C 

that advice" letters for new services' fraught with controversy will " 
be rejected and instead AT&T:-C, will be ordered, to' file an 
application_ .M,t&T-C must not abuse the flexibility we grant them. , 
today in introd.ucing new services. For clarification, this advice • 
letter process that we ,t04ayapprove will not,'take effect until 
AT&T-C bas presented its standard costing.methodoloqy for new 
services. in an application- for'a new service as discussed. above .. 

, Only atter, the, Commission has, approved that' costing methodology may, 
AT&T-C begin, to ,present its new service requests through the, advice 
letter process .. 
c. lIhat Rate Bands'Shoaldbe 

Adopted tor }fmc Service.? 

1. Parties' Positions 

," 

" 

AT&T-C's pro~sesthatany new seryiee offering be 
allowed an upward flexibili~ no greater-than lOt above" its 
original. price, and a downward, flexibil~ ty set at' or" above the LRI~ 

, ' 

for the new service... This was not; an' issue of particular fOCUS: 
during the hearing'S or in the parties' briefs •. It seems reasonable 
to assume that parties' ,positions regarding rate bancls for ,new 
services' are' the same 'as their positions on rate- bancls for existing 
services unless otherwise stated. 
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us Sprint specifically arques that any new service 
introducQQ should. be limited to the same 5% price band (upward and 
downward) proposed by US Sprint for AT&T-ers existing services. 
(Exh. S, p. 22.) 

Mex does not specifically address the appropriate size of 
rate bands for new services. We assu:me that MCI ~lieves that the 

rate bands at least should cover costs on an element by element 
basis, and does not oppose some up...,ard flex1bili ty. In addition,. 
Mel witness Wand testified ,that ""The Commission sbould ••• use the 
application for the first new service that is consistent with this .. 
guideline as the test case for determining how truly new services, 
should be regulated.,"" (EXhibit· 13., p.7.), It could be int'errQd 
from this testimony" that MCI recommends that the issue of width of·, 
rate bands for new services be deferred until the first new 
services application. 

Likewise, CALTEL· does not specifically' address the issue'· 
of rate band widths for new services.. However~ since, CALTEL is 
quite adamant in its belief that all new- services should.be 
reviewed· by the formal 'application process. for at least the n~ 
two. years;. it is reasonable, toassumethatCAL'rEt. does not endorse" .,' 
~&T-C's proposal at this time. 

Since both 'l'tmN and DRA. oppose . any upward flexib:tlity tor,. 
existing services, it is reasonable to infer a similar 'ob;eetion toi" 
upward ~lex£bility for new services. 

2. Discgssicni 
None of the parties, includ:tn<1 AT&'~-C,. spent much,time 

developing the record on this issue. Logically,' it makes sense to 
treat rate. bands ~o:r: new services':i.n a manner consistent with what,' 
we have adopted today tor existinq. services. We do- not wish the' ,. 
parties· to litiqate, tor example',.:theappropria'teness of upward, " 
flexibility every time AT&'l'-Cattem.pts· to· introd.uce a'. new' service •.. 

, . 
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However" the first new service (not PRo-california) 
AT&T-C attempts to introduce will be throuqh the tormal application 
process with an extensive and thorouqh examination ofAX&T-C's 
costinq methodology. Likewise, we have ordered that the definition 
of new services may be refined in that first application.. It is 
reasonable, therefore, to' defer the approval ot rate band widths 
until that tirst new services application. 

Parties are cautioned that we ao. not expect them. to. 

relitiqate the overall policy reqardinq rate ,bands adopted today .. 

VXI. Should the COWWission Adopt CACD's 
Proposed- JlODitorinq Plan? 

A. BAckgroqDd' 

In 0.87-07-01-7, the commission ~rdered' CACl> (then the 
Evaluation and compliance Division) to. conauct workshops and 
develop a monitorinq ~lan which would ,enable the Commission to 
measure ana assess the':',:Up~ct flexi))ility may have on AX&T-C's. 

.,\ ',' 

competitors and customers of interLATA services. in california .. 
(Id., Orderinq Paragraph 2 .. ,. The ,Commission believed a monitorinq 

I' • I 

plan was an im.portant p::erequisite to. any grant of :nexibility. 
f,'> • • . • ". 

CACD held the required workshops and filed' its monitorinq'plan on 
November 18, 1987. ' CACD believes ita proposal will help the 
commission achieve the objectivesout1ined. in 1>.87-07-017. 

, '. . . 
CACO held its. first· workshop on. Auqust 31, 198.7.. Prior 

to that elate, CAco'requested that A1"&T-C,:H'stribute its draft 
application,for regulatory :nexibility to allworksho~participants 
to help the aevelopment, of a monitorinq plan. The ,draft 
application (which eventually became A .. 87;"'10~039) outlined the 
flexibility AX&T-C intended to request from the commission and 
recommended amonitorinq plan which it believed.' woula complement 
the flexibility it was seekinq •. 

CACD reports that all participants emphasizecl that their 

" ' 

, ' 

involvement in the workshops should not ~ construed; by the '. 
Commission as support :fo.r AT&T-C's requlatory, flexJbility. With 
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this understanding-, CACD believes the participants talked 
constructively about the monitoring plan suggested by M&'I'-C. At 
the conclusion of the session, AT&'l'-C was requested to revise the 
monitoring- plan it proposed,. takinq into consideration the nUlllerous 
sugqestions :made by the worlcshop participants.. CACD directed 
~&T-C to obtain comments from the'workshop participants and submit 
a revised monitorinq plan 10 days in advance ot the second 
workshop. 

CACD held the second workshop session on October 19, 
1987. CACD reports that during- this session,' participants 
thoroughly discussed· the revised 'monitoring plan and assessed the 

merits and shortcomings ot· each measurement presented in its 
various exhibits before they were adopted,. rejected, or modified. 
No one requested further workshops' • 

. The. workshop participants agreed·.that only CACD's. 
recommendations. should' be presented in the . report· to the .commission . 
tiled November 18', 19S7.'., COlDlnents on CACD's'proposed monitoring
plan were 'tiled 20 day$ thereafter. 

orbe 'JJ.iJ determined' in" her September 16,. 1988 ruling, that. 
the monitoring plan WOuld, not be. a subject for cross-examination at ' ,. 

, ' ., ," 

hearinqs, but that parties' . suggestions. regarding- the monitoring-
plan as. laid out in their, position. papers ~d briefs would ~. given 
consideration by the Commission. Thus.,. parties have' ))een given 
several opportunities (as. recently as 'Octo~: 2'50, 19a8 in their. 

, . 

reply briefs) to· updAte their positions onCACD's proposed' 
monitoring plan over the past year.' . 

In its report~CACDemphasizes' that, its proposed 
monitoring plan "does not in' any WAY' suqgest a method,. scientific ." :.,' . 
or otherwise, to isolate· changes in specific' measures which would 
enable the Commission to draw causal relationships between. such 
changes and. the tlexibility exercised 'bY·M&T-C~" (CACD' . Report , 
pp.. 4-S .. ) CACD believes.: the Commission' rec09l1ized this problem. in 
0 .. 87-07-017 .noting- ·that, the' observation.otthe results of 
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regulatory flexibility may present difficulties similar to those we 
encountered in trying to set criteria for the ~easurement of 
current market power." (Id., p. 4.) CACO believes the proposed 
monitoring plan presents several helpful indicators which, 
collectively, can aid the commission in assessing how well the 
interLAXA market is. working. CACD believes it should be up, to the 

commission to· decide whether and how the monitoring program results, 
can be used in later decisions to either reduce,. maintain, or 
increase the amount of flexibility granted~&T-C. 

CACD recommenc1s. that the Commission require CACD to 
publish an annual report presenting. the results- of the monitoring
proqraa 60 days after receipt of the first year's monitoring 
results. 

The. attachments to CACI>'s monitoring plan report are 
included in this decision. as Appendix C. These attachments would 
form the basis of CACD's annual report under its. monitoring plan. 

The exhibits are designed to 'shoW' data as' they would, 
appear in the annual report~ 'I'be a'ttach;p,ents. to the exhibits 
clearly specify the actual (raw) data to be,' submitted, much of . 
which'i-s confidential; it also- recommends. to' the commission which: •. , 
carriers' should be' ordered to. supply the' data requested~ 

CACD believes. interested parties' ,should be 9'i van an 
opportunity to comment on that annual report- CAct> proposes. that 

" 
',.' 

• ". I the annual. report should thorouqhly aggregate or othe~se arrange" 

the c:lata submitted by various .parties to-: guard against inadvertent:' 
release of any confidential. intormation.. . .. J 

CACD 'believes the.' proposed mOnitorinq plan, based larqely· 
on worlcsllop' discussions, is consistent with., the flexlbility AT&T-C! 
is seekinq in A. 8.7-10-039'., (CACD·Report,... p.' 6-.) 

CACD'sproposed .. monitoring plan.. ,has. two- lIIajor componentS~ 
The first suqqesta indicators. which would· help, the. commission 

", " 

detect ehanqes 'in the . statua: of AT&T-C'a,competitors" atter limited. 

• 

tlexibilityis granted' te> AT&T~C.c The second component suggests .' 
.'," 
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indicators which would help the Commission detect important changes 
in the degree o~ customer service ,and satisfaction. 

In D.87-07-017, the Commission recognized that it is 
necessary to' monitor the impact regulatory flexibility ~ have on 
~&T-C's competitors. CACD recommends in its report that the 
commis:sion adopt the following_ exhibits, (and their associated 
attach:ments) to- help- meet this objective: 

EXHIBIT" 1 - Ease of, Market .Entry and. Exit 

EXHIBIT' 2' - CUstomer Choice Among Substitutable services';, 

EXHIBIT 3 Competitive capacity tO$erve 
(Intrastate Cireui t Miles Installed 
and. Planned) 

EXHIBIT" 4 - competitive capacity to- Serve 
(Switching, capacity) 

EXHIBIT 5 - OCC Size, and'GrowthPotential 
(,Revenue by Service category) 

EXHIBIT 6- - OCCSize and Growtb. l>otential 
(Interstate and Intrastate 
Minutes of Use) 

EXHIBIT' 7 - OCC MArket Share 
(Revenue by Service category) 

EXHIBIT' a - OCC Market Share 
(Interstate and. Intrastate 
H1nu'tes ot, Use)' 

CACD believes these exbibits,. viewed colle~ively,. should,' 
help int'orm the commission abcut'signifieanteban9'es in the status' , , 
ot interLAXA competition atter ~&'r-c is.qranted- some tlexibility~:: 
CACO emphasizes that, it will be D.tt d.ifficult to-analyze whether' 
changes in the ind.ic:atorsbeing mon! tored direetly result t'rom. the: 

'I 

flexil:>ilityexercisec1 by ~&'1'-C. ,I 

CACD believes the ,information requested tor these 
exhibits will not. be unreasonably burdensome' or onerous to- the 
various parties who would be required' to provide them' .. 

, , 
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Furthermore, CACD notes that the c:lata shown in these exhipi ts is 
presentec:l in a manner which ensures that con~idential in~or.mation 
is not disclosed on a company-specific basis. 

The commission recognized that it is necessary t~ monitor 
the impact regulatory ~lexibility may have on california consumers 
(D.87-07~017.) CACD therefore devoted a significant ~ount ot 
~orkshop time exploring w~ch variables should be included in the 
monitoring plan to achieve this. oDjective. CACO Pelieves the 
following e:'(hibits may De helptul in this. regard: 

EXHIBI~ 9 - Private Line Installation 
Commitments Met 

EXHIBIT 10 - Private Line Held, Orders 

EXHIBI~ 11 - Failure Rate Per 100 Private Line 
Cireui t 'rerJllinations 

EXHIBIT 12 - N\UDber.' ot'rroubles Reported on 
Intrastate Private Line Circuits 

EmIB:r~ 13 - Average- Duration (Hours) 
Per Trouble (Private Line) 

EXHIBIT' 14 - Percent of Troubles Fixed in 
Less than -48 Hours (Private Line) 

EXHIBIT 15- - CUstomer satisfaction 
(commission Complaints) 

EXHIBIT' 16 -' Percent o! calls Not 
Blocked (POP-POP) 

EXHIBIT 17 - Percent of calls Not Blocked 
(POP-ISO/Tandem.) 

EXHIBIT- 13 - Averaqe Speed otAnswer 

EXHIBI'r"19· - CUstomer satisfaction Survey 

, I' \ 

However, CACD points out in· its report, only AT&:T-C ha.s. 

committed to providinq' the in:t0rmation neede~' tor tli~se e.,,(hib:Lts. 
CACD· states it ·is doubttul from the workshop proceedings whether 
other Common carriers (OCCs) ·will .lx\ .. able- to.. r~d.ilY' and. easily 
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turnish the same intormation. Betore imposing a potentially 
burdensome and onerous :requi:rem.ent on the occs, CAeo recommends 
that the Commission adopt a Pilot Proqr~ suggested by ORA. Under 
this. Pilot Procp:am.jO ORA would work with A1'&'I'-C over the course of 

six months to -testW the overall viability of, Exhibits. 9 through 
19. 

CACD recommends. that it the commission adopts this Pilot • 
Program., DRA sbould be required to submit a report' to all workshop 
participants. within 60 days atter the end ot the 6-month test 
period. This report should discuss: , 

1.. Whether it was burdensOme to' ol:>tain the 
data required in Exhibit 9 throU9b. 19. 

2. Whether the data collected provided 
meaningtul,. results. . 

3. Whether ceca. sbould· be required' to- turnish 
the same dat4. 

4 • 

5. 

Whether' other 'measures are necesSary. 

Other matters regarcUnq the Pilot Proqram. 
that" DRA. believes are important. 

CACD recommends that all parties- be allowed to comment on, . 
• ' J ,'\ • 

DRA's report.. CACD, proposes that comments be submitted to. CACD ,anei' 
served on' all parties within 20, days. CACO 'proposes that ,the 
commission should. thM: issue a Resolution adopting a set of" 
exhibits and attacbmentsto' be used to help:' the Commission detect 
chanqes in the .overall d~ee. ~f cu~tomer service ancl. satistaction 
atter AT&'l'-C is. granted lWted flexibility .. ·· ' ., " 

Acla1owledqinqthe, directive in' O'.87~07-017' to consider 
the effect of re<jUlatory. flexibility' on universal serviceI' CACl),' 

believes there is no-likely measurable linkbe~een the two. CACO··' , 

main't4ins it is difficult to l1nkeustomers; 'deeisioxisto.abandon, ,", 
ret4in, or subscribe 'to: l~l ~xcbanqe telephone service, with 
changinq conclitions in the interLATA :market which may beattri))uted:' , 

• 'I' 

to the actiOnS-of AT&T-C.. Therefore, CACD, recommends tba.tspecifl:c,l: 
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universal service indicators should not be included in the 
~onitoring plan. 

Finally, CACO believes that, because of limited 
resources, the Commission should seriously consider utilizinq its 
data processinq capabilities to ensure the ~onitorinq program is 
implemented efficiently and effectively. In its report,. CACO 
offered to work with the Commission's Data Processing statt, and 
the various carriers which. would be requ:ired to su,l::)mit data,. to 
develop the procedures necessary to achieve this obj.ective. 
B. ATU=C's Position 

AT&T-C endorses CACO's monitorinq plan as :being tully 
consistent with the. observation Approach and, along- with other 
reports re9'Ularly submitted by A7&T-C, will·permit the commission' 
to 5utticientlymonitor the marketplace and detect .impacts on 
customers· and. competition. 

AX&T-C acknowledqes that the Commission relinquishes n~ 
regulatory authority· it it were to qrant the pricing flexibility 
proposed by A:r.&'l'-C. AT&T-e concedes that the' Commission can ~od.ity., 
the flexibility granted at ;:my ti:me,. quoting that . the commission . 
...... would· not hesitate to rescindtbe flexibility <;ranted earlier 
it it appears that the. ratepayers' are be1ngbirmed. by . the qrantecl 
regulatorychanges.. The Ultimate result. may 'be a completely 
deregulated AT&T-C,. the status quo" or ·some partial but continuing-
regulation .. " (0 .. 87-07-017, p .. 4.) . 

A!r&T-C maintains: that it was clear' from the workshop 
discussions that ORA's pilot program concept,. was. intended to. bea 
part of the evolving mon!to~ing plan aDd'.not a prerequisite to. ' 
qranting. AT&T-C :flexibility.. FUrthermore,. AT&T-C' a.r<JUes that the 
six-month "report and comment'" procedure,at'ter the pilot Proqralll 

recommended .by CACD should: relate. only to-the .iSsue of whether OCCS·· 

should be required. to' provide the same cOnSwner c1ata as AT&T-C •. 

AT&or-c contends that while it may be use:fUl tor ORA. to- assess· the 
first six months' results. tor trenc1s or impacts, DRA"s anal.ysis ' 
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should not be part ot CACO's proposed six-month Wreport and 
commentM procedure, ~e only appropriate issue being whether the 
OCCs must also supply data. AT&T-C supports CACO's proposal that 
there will be an opportunity at the end ot one year's accumulation 
and evaluation ot results to mod.ify and./or enhance the measurement. 
tools to ensure their validity, relevance and appropriateness asa 
measure ot the interexehange telecommunications market. 

AX&T-C opposes OS sprint's suggestions tor additions to 
the monitoring plan (US Sprint"~ proposal is di~sed below) to-' 
identify A'r&T-C's ability to· ilnpact individual custome%' groups with 
price changes thereby cross-subsidizing· competitive services with 
revenues from non-competitive services. A'r&T-C describes US 

Sprint's proposal as 'an elaborate plan, that, attempts to monitor 
price changes for thirty-eight customer group~.'· (AT&'r-C opening, 
Brief, p .. 41.) A'r&'r-C arqu8S that this plan would reql.1ire an 
enormoU5 ~ount of data through an extensive sampling process. 
M&T-C claims accumulation ~t the dab. woUl.d:~ 'extremely 
burdensome at ))est~· and argu~s it: dOes not· pOssess the:' required 
data to- identity the customer groups chosen' by US Sprint~ 

(Id., pp. 41.-42 .. ) AT&l'~ claims that' OS Sprint acknowledges that 

even if the data were collectible,. it, woUld not be clear whether 
, . 

the changes are a result of 'competitive forces~ changes' in cost,. or'" 
exercise of monopoly power. 
C.. ps§print's Position 

US Sprint ar9ues that ,CACO's propOsed'monitorinq plan ' 
contains serious tlaws~ and does not accurately re:flect the 
disC\lSsioll5 in the workshops a.s it relates to· 'collection and 
reporting of market share indicators. 

'Os Sprint filed' comments regarding, the defieiencies ot 
the monitoring plan on December 8',. 1987 •. 'OS Sprint alleges the 
exhihits developed by the: CACO: fail to collect ,and report absolu.te 
market share information as' well as In:formationreqardinq' change iii. " 
market share.. OS Sprint contends information reqardinq absolute 
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ma:~et share is critical to a complete evaluation of the response 
of the market to any flexibility granted ~&T-C. FUrther, 
according to US Sprint, the Exhibits developed by CACD fail to 
collect and report market share intormation by product seq.ment.. US 

Sprint argues the Commission, in 0.87-07-017, explicitly recoqnized 
the need to collect measures of market power by customer segment. 
US Sprint presented in'its December 1987 comments modified exhibits 
which reflect its recommended changes to" correct the deficiencies. 
relating to collection of market share information ot the 
monitorinq plan as presented. in the CACO's Report. 

Additionally, US Sprint proposed. an additional set ot 
measures for the monitoring plan in a letter dated November 23, 

1987 to AT&T-C which would, monitor the effects of ~&T-C pricing 
flexibility on distinct customer 'groupings. US Sprint circulated 
the proposed set of price' ind.ices to all .. parties participatinq in 
the workshops. Because ot the very real possibility ot cross
subsidy which arises from.' the Observation Appr~eh,us Sprint 
arquesthe inclusion 01' these ind.ices iX1 the monitoring, pla.."'l. is 
essential 'to a thorough" evaluation 01' market' perto:cnance 'followinq 
the introduction 01' .limited pricing tlexibility. 

US Sprint developed its llrice indices to evaiuate the 
impact of A'X&T-C's. prieing tl8x1bi11ty on different customer 
groups. US sprint's proposal ,would require that AT&T-C'IS customerS 
be divided into various groups based on their location,,' the amoUnt 
ot callinq, and. whether they are residential, or business 1lSe-""'S., US ',' 
Sprint's plan then calls tor. a sUple otcus~omer billing 
information to-' be drawn tor each group, of eust~mers .. , ,Included ': in 
this information, under US: Sprint's reeommendAt!on,would be all 
calls placed by each' sample customer., US Sprint proposes that. 

, ' 

whenever A1'&'I'~ changes rates,. these calls of customers. would ,be 
rerated using the neW' A1'&'I'-Crates to, supposedly determine the 

price impact on di~~erent Customer group a • 'OS, spr1nt ))e~iev8S: this,: 

procedure would ,ereate' a price indexforA'X&'I'-Ctor each' identified I 
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customer group as well as an overall weighted index of ~&T-C's 
prices for service provided to all customers. US' Sprint maintains 
that these indices can then ~ compared to determine both the 
overall price level for A'r&'r-C services, and the effect o.f price 
changes on the relative prices paid by various customer groups. 

us Sprint proposes that the samples o.f customer billing 
information used t~ calculate the average prices or price index 
values would not be redrawn for each cal~ation o.f the price 
level,s. US Sprint believes the sample :bills. should be drawn only 
once just prior to the granting o.f flexibility and the same :bills" 
and calling patterns would be usecl for subsequent calculatio1l$' of' " 

the index values. US Sprint argues that this appro.ach keeps the 
quantity weights used to.· combine individual. prices to- generate the , . 
overall index co.nstant·· for the duration of the monitoring. program. , 
In 'C'SSprint's view, this process 'would. allow any changes in the', 
index to. be a clear result o.f chang-es in A'r&'r--C's rates. 
(Exhibit s, Appendix S'.) 

Finally, 'C'S Sprint believes CACO's, monitoring' plan is ' 
unclear about the mechen:! sma that will be in place for either the 
coDll!dssion, , A1'&'r-C or interest parties to.; act upon the info.rmation,':. 

. " 

co.llected. 'C'S Sprint maintains. that the co.mmissio.n shouldinelude!" 
clear procedures and an expeditious timetable fo.llowing.release of ,: , 
the monitoring' plan results for 'the comm:Lssion to. consider the 
effects of pricing flexibility and whether or not the flexibility", 
should. be inereased,,. restricted,. o.r otheJ:Wise moc1itied. 

D. JleI's PositiOD 
Mel: believes that the.monitoring plan recommended by CAe> 

is consistent with the requirements of'O.87-07-0l7,. subject to. 
certain qualifications~ MCl . consistently has maintained' that the ' 
monito.ring plan should not increase the requlatoryburden. on other: 
interexchange carriers.. Mel U'c:JUes. that. 4s.' 4 consequence, of . II 
qrantinq relief to. A1'&T--C from, current' requl.atory procedures,. other 
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interexchange carriers should not be subjected to increased 
requlation. 

MCI urges the commission t~ review carefully the 
lllrormation requested by CACO to' ensure that it is necessary in 
monitoring any flexibility granted to· AT&T-C, not as a means of 
s~ply obtaining more intormation about the other interexchange 
carriers or their custo:mers.. Speeitieally, MCI believes that it 
should not be required to. file the information contained in 
EXhibits 9 through 18 of .the Monitoring Plan. (See Appendix C to 
this decision.) In MCI's view, these exhibits are designed to 
provide information about the impact of requlatory tlexibilityon 
~&T-C's customers" and should not be used to' elicit intormation 
about customers of MCI and US sprint. Moreover, the commission 
does not need to. review information regarding the quality ~f 
service ot the other interexcbanqe, carriers,. according" to. MCI., Mel: 
argues this exercise would, increase the regulatory burden, on the, 
other interexc:hange c:arriers~at'thesam.e tilDe~ it would reveal. no! 
useful intormationon whether granting rate flexibility to AX&:T-C I 

has. resulted'1n a degradation of service to its. customers. For 
these saJIle'reasons, MCI also ,requests: that:, its customers. not, be', 

included in the s~eyproposed.' in EXhibit 19 of the monitoring 
plan. With these qualifications, MCI supports. the adoption ot 
CACO's monitoring-plan. 
E. DBA's' 'Ppsitign 

ORA. expresses conc~reqardinq the adequacy of CACD's , " 
proposed monitorinq plan. ORA. stresses that .. themonitorinq plan, " 
should be considered supplementaxy to ex1st1llq commission stat! 
access to- the books and., records o~. AT&T~C. . DRA. recommends that t.h.e .. 
adopted monitoring' plan include' lan9Uaqe·. clearly a!~ir.minq the 
Commission's; right to continue to monitor. M&T-C through 
veritication audits. 

Likewise ORA. urges. that it: be. mad.e cle.arthat the 
monitorinq plan does, not exempt AT&T~ tromany current reporting 
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requirements.. (i .. e .. , those reports currently required by General 
Oraers, Statutes, commission Decisions, etc .. ) For example, the 
recent AX&T-C general rate case decision (0.88-06-036) 'imposed 
several specific reporting requirements on AT&T-C. ORA believes 
the monitoring plan should be in addition to all current 
requirements, unless so specifically stated. 

DRA believes the six-month Pilot Program it will conauct 
with AX&T-C should cover all the exhibits,. not just Exhibits 9-19 
dealing with the impact ot flexibility on california consumers. 
Additionally, DRA. suggests, that all service and. tinancial data 
should be collected trom AT&T-C on a monthly basis and' s~mitted to 
the commission on a quarterly basis within 30 days atter the end of 
each calendar quarter_ORA' points out that some ot the exhibits in' 
the CACD' report call tor reporting time trames ot' as muc:h as a 
year. DRA. believes it would. severely limit the six-month Pilot 
Program. 

DRA. agrees with OS Sprint' that some aclc:l.itional exhibits 
are neecled tor the monitoring plan.. ORA. believes CACO's proposed. 
monitoring plan tails to inclucle away ot monitoring the strategic 
behavior ot AT&T-C, directly .. 

ORA. would carry OS Sprint"s proposal a step further and 

request that the data necess~to'develop·price indices tor 
AT&T-C,.. should also· be provided,by the OCcS., However, ORA gives 
little detail regarding what these- additional exhibits to the 

monitoring plan should be.. ORA. otters to· work with the OCcsto, 
*work out the details ot collectionan~ compilationot this data .. 
In addition, the tormat tor these exhibits 'as they are reported to .' 
the Commission can be worked out between. ORA and the aftected 

companies .. * (DRA. Response to CACD's Report,. ,filed December a,. 
1987 ~ pp. 9-10,.) . 

Finally, DRA recommends that the monitoring plan, should , 
allow the commission t~ add, or, delete' information that it needs to': 
adapt to chanqinq market conditions,;. (DRA Openinq 'Brie:!,. p_ 1.0-_) 
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F.. TORN'S Position 
TORN refers to Nmuch,needed changes* to CACD'S monitoring 

plan in its brief. (TORN's Opening Brief, p. 1.) TORN filed 
comments on Decem]:)er 8, 1.987, stating its views on CACO's proPosal 
and addressed the monitoring plan in its opposition t~~&T-C's 
Application for Rate Flexibility, dated August 30, 1988. 

TORN points out that the commission conceded that 
monitoring presents the same difficulties as those encountered in 
attempting to measure market power as envisioned ,under the , 
Prediction Approach. (0.87-07-017,. p'. 4.) TO':RN believes that not 
only will it be difficult t~ assess the competitive environment,. 
the commission will also have a difficult tim~ trying t~ measure 
the impacts on. ratepayers.. TORN argues that for states already 
experiencing rate flexibility, the' results have been difficult to- ' 
decipher. (TORN Opposition" Attacbment C" pp:.1-3 .. ) 

TORN maintains that following"' the' ,"Observe and Monitor" 
approach also, presents the Commission' with the ',unlikelY task of 
'unringinq the. bell." While ,the commission, has stated that it will, 
not hesitate to rescind, the flexibility granted.· TORN' believes it is 
not likely to,' happen. ' TORN' clailDs ,that ORA, CACD, and other 
parties would be hard'pressedto derive, enough intelligible data 
from the proposed monitoring plan. to be able ,to- eonvinee this 
commission to turn back theeloc:k.. .T~ TORN's knowledge, no, other 
state has steppedbaekwards fromtbe initialtlexibility qranted 
AX&T-C. 

One of the obvious problems in TORN's view, with, 
monitoring an upward/downward flexibility plan. is the inability to " 
link the upward and downward movements in any, meaningf\1l fashion. 
TORN poses the follo1d.ng questions which it believes the' proposed.' 

" 

monitoring plan cannot answer.I~, AT&T-C lowers its WA!rS rates and: 
subsequently raises some of its MTS ratea,. was that a response to 
eompetition or a perceived changeineosts?':tf it was a response 
to a change in costs" which eostshaveehanged? I:f it'was based on,: 
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a variety of consiQerations (i.e., a likely scenario), what is CACD 
to make of the results? Even more puzzling, how is CACD to assess 
all of the Qozens of likely AX&T-C rate Qesiqns which are likely to 
unfold between review periods? 

TORN acknowledqes that on the customer service siQe, the 
proposed monitorinq plan is seeminqly capable of measurinq the 
current level of customer satisfaction, althouqh TURN believes 
there is little effort mad.e.to clifferentiate Detween customer 
classes.. Just beca\~se customers on the whole miqht be pleased, 
TORN argues the data provided may camouflaqe some customer classes 
which are not satisfied with the level of service provided by 
AT&T-C. 

TORN. endorses 'Os Sprint's proposed.· ad.ditions. to- the 
monitorinq plan.FUrtber,TORN suqgests that the Commission 
consider requirinq both'MCX and 'Os' Sprint to' provide similar data· 

at some point in the fUture. TORN realizes :that providinqthis 
level of detail: may: be ):>urdensome for the OCCs ~ but TORN believes a . , 

true assessment ofAT&T-C'S' competitive respOnse cannot be" 

accurately'madewithout' a view<ot' w~t the competition'is doinq.; 
Finally, TORN arqueS: that the monitoring plan will not' 

detect potential fUture impacts on service' levels because-' it cannot, 
analyze those inves:ments which are not made. which should.·be made 
in orQer to mainta:Ln the same level of service,; 5-l0 years' .down the 
road. For' instance,. TORN' suqqests that it ~&T-C lowers the rates, 
of its lIlostcompet~tive servicesbe'~o~cost,. it may attempt,':to. 
recover those expenSes' by 'foreqoinq:Deeded 'capital1nvestment on 
the KTS side of the house. TORN; P01l:lts: out that the current, 
monitorinq plan makes no attempt to 'follow AT&T~'s.. investment 
levels or plans. 
G. Discussion " 

First,' w~ commend. CACJ> for its efforts in developing its: .. 
proposed. mOnitor1Dq plan. 'We', note that .the A'LJ's.. rejection of 'OS 

Sprint's original p~oposed' addition· to,· the plan to monitor' the 

'., 
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effects of pricinq flexibility on thirty eiqht customer groups has 
prompted US Sprint to modify its proposal in its comments on her 
proposed decision. US Sprint now proposes customer samplinq of 
either 4 or 8 groups. While we aqree with the Proposed. Decision 
that US Sprint's original proposal was too burdensome, we find 
merit in the compromise put forth by US Sprint in its comments. 

AT&T-C correctly points out in its reply comments that it' 
would be inappropriate tor us today to adopt O'S Sprint's new 
proposal raised tor the, first time in comments on the proposed 
decision. However~ M&T-C does express a willinqness to meet with 
CACD and US Sprint to consider the feasibility of addinq to the 
monitoring plan along' the lines raised by O'S Sprint in its 
comments.. 

We believe the much more 11m;Ltec1 proposa~ :made by'tTS 

Sprint in its comments· has merit. Therefore,. we will direct CACD 
to conduct meetings or workshops within 45 of the effective date of, 
this order, inviting' all parties, to. develop 'an additional report ,: 
for the monitoring' plan based" on the four customer subgroups: (M:rS' 

residential, M.TS business, WATS, and 300,) suggested by .. US Sprint in 
its. comments. We authorize CACD to. collect ~ormation from AT&T-C;~ 

. ..! 

for an additional report .in its- monitorinq plan at the same time it: 
beqins' data collection for the' re~t of the report. We strongly" 
encourage the parties to. cooperate in developinqa mutually 
acceptable adci1tion. to the monitoring plan along the lines. laid o~t: 
in US Sprint's comments.. 

We adopt today CACD's monitoring. plan in tull. 
Therefore, the exhibits and attachments in Appendix C will form. the 
basis for CACD's annual report pursuant· to 'its proposal,. with 
whatever additions developed: pursuant to. the above discussion .. 

We note that. parties' tears that our requlatory oversight 
, . II 

and authority, over AT&T-C :ts, beinq·, weakened. by this mOnitoring 
plan, are ~ound.ed. We. relinquish no regulatory authority over 
AT&T-Ctod.ay. Themonitorinq plan, in conjunetionwith all 
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regulatory oVersight we currently enjoy, will allow us to determine 
if the road. toward. rate flexibility is ind.eed. the best one for 
california to- take. 'I'oclay's ord.er gives. A'I'&'I'-C a tremendous 
opportunity to break from the trad.itional form of regulation it has 

dealt with in california. In this new era of rate flexibility, we 
expectAX&T-C to be more cooperative"not less, in supplying the 
Commission staff, both DRA. and CACD,. with requested information. 
Likewise, unless specifically in conflict with an element of the 
authority we grant today, M&T-C shall continue to- meet all of' its 
existing reporting requirements ~ effect here at the Commission. 

We enclorse' the proposal to. have a six-month Pilot Proqram; 

for Exhibits 9-19, overseen by DRA.. We disagree with A:r&'r-C that' '.' 
the only determination to-be made at the conclusion of that Pilot" 
Program is whether occs should also- submit data... Refinements and 
changes tOo those exh i bits. can also- be, made at the end Oof the Pilot: 
Program pursuant tOo the comment and resolution processCACD 
proposes., Thus, HCX and tJ'S Sprint need. not supply intOormation at 
this time as part Oof the monitoring plan ... ' Tbe issue, remains 'Oopen,: ' 
whether they and otherOCCa will have to- do. so at ;1' futuredate~ 

We agree with CACD, that, its proposed: :monitorinq plan will 
present us with several helpful indicators which eollectively can", 
aid us in assessing how well ,the int~rLATA market is- 'doing. If " 
after obtaining' results we, find that more information is nee4ed, we ' 
can change the mon:! toring , plan .. ' 

, We recoqnize that, even with'today's.: adoptiOon Oof CACD's 
monitOoring plan with' the additiOon already discussed, eerta.i.n 
details will have t<>be worked, out 'amonq" the" parties .as to. hOow data. 

is actually qoinq to. be qathered and' proces~d. CACD has 
recommended that "our elata, processing· capabilities' be used tOo assist 
CACD in, qatherinq elata, under the plan. We deleqate.to CACI> the, 
ilIIplementation of its 'proposed, plan and' instrUct CACD' tOo' wOork with; 
our Data Processinq, Staff and' the parties to..deternu.ne how the da'bi 
should be submitted .. , 
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The results of the monitoring plan will be recorded data, 
which may be up to a year old. Thus, the results will be after the 
fact. It is not appropriate to withhold rate flexibility pending 
the implementation of the monitoring plan, particularly the Pilot 
Program which will be in effect for six months. We believe the 
limited flexibility granted· today will result in relatively small 
changes occurring. over an extended period of time. 

VIXI. Adoption or Hon=Contested Issues 

AT&/f-C offered' several additional commitments as 
conditions on its regulatory flexibility qranted today.. since 
these commitments are not disputed by the othe~ p~iesS and we 
believe they are in. the public interest; we adopt them today ... 
Therefore, as conditions' of the authority we grant today, M&T-C 
shall: 

1. 

2. 

3-. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

7. 

maintain statewide average rates.;. 

introduce all neW' services on a· statewide· 
basis; 

make'a maximum'of, four revisions. within 
approved rate bands per service per year; 

not impose restrictions ·on the resale, and 
sharing of its. services; . 

not abandon any· service' except by formal 
application to ,the Commission; 

not· .eek.,tc>·withdraw any service from a 
community on ageoqraphically 
discriminatory" basis: 

use the formal ~;lica.tion process for any 
new service '. sub sion'or 'for the' revision 

S. CAL':rE.L· objects to cond1 tioD 3- requesting only two. revisions 
per year. However, we find its-objection without merit. 
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of existinq service where that submission 
or revision departs from the approved 
standard costinq methodology; 

8. use the formal application process for any 
service submission that utilizes a 
combination ofexistinq tariff services 
discounted in order to provide a 
competitive response to' a specific 
customer. 

Pj.Ddings of Fac;j: 

l~ No party has objected to the ad:m.ission of late filed 
Exhibit 17 into· evidence. 

2. Upward pricinq, flexib'ilityis consistent with, the 

Observation Approach the Commission created' in D.87-07-017. 

3. At no· time in D.,87-07~017" did the commission suqqest 
that only downward pricinq flexibility would be appropriate under 
~e Observation Approach •. 

4. AX&'l'-C has adequately .rebutted the. ·arg\m1ents of 1'O'RN and 

DRA reqardinq the alleqed illeqality of upward: pricinq, flexibility-.' 
5. Because of concerns reqardinq the potential adverse 

ilnpaets it M'&T-C uses rate flexibility to wield,' :market power, it ';. 
is reasonable to grant. relatively' limited rate flexibility .. 

6.. The pU%'p95e of the Observation Approach is to- monitor 
AT&T-C's behavior once flexibility,' is granted .. 

7.. PUblic witness hearinqs. are not .necessary prior to 
qrantinq AT&T-C some limited upward. flexibility. 

8. It is the Commission's intention to earetUlly monitor the:' 
effects of rate flexibility ,both upward,and downward,. granted 
today. 

9.. The Commission stated, in· D .. 8:7-07-017 that it, would not· 
hesitate to- rescind the flexibili:ty qrantedto'AT&T-C it it appears ., . 
that ratepayers are be1llq harmed.:by the qranted'requ1~tory chan9'es.,'" 

10. One ot,the purpOses of the Observation App'roaehi was to ' 
avoid the production o~ detailed cost studies by AT&T-C • 
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ll. The Ali] made a reasonab'le resolution of the parties 
discovery disputes over the level of detail of cost data that was, 
required ~y AX&T-C, in ordering production of Long Run Incremental 
Cost Studies on a service-~y-service basis. 

12. The cost data provided was adequate tor parties to argue 
tor changes to the width. ot A'I'&T-C's rate ~ands .. 

13. The Commission intended that only limited regulatory 
flexibility be qranted ~&T-C-under the Observation Approach. 

14.. Assy:metrical' rate bands are consistent with· the 
Observation Approach. 

15. In order to alleviate the concerns ot other parties and 
comply with the directive that .the rate- bands be limited, it is 
reasonable to alter A'I'&T-C's proposed' rate bands in some instances.' 

16. There is merit in the' suggestion of several parties that 
the rate bands should~ be tied to pereenta~e points ot increase and' 
decrease. 

17. AT&T~'s argument that it must establish its rate bands. 
in at least penny increments is reasonable because of its current 
billing structure. 

18 •. Many ot A'I'&T-C's' proposed· rate -bands are in the 5-10% 
range. 

19. Some ot A'r&T-C's proposed: rate bancls indicate a 
substantially higher percentage' ch4nqe" in one' or both directions. 

20. 'rhe parties' suggestion· that the all rate bands be 

limited to 5-10t change is too. limite<:l. 
21. :tt is. reasona))le tor AT&T-C to- adjust its. bands s<> that 

no rate :band changes more ,than- 15%.. in either direction, except when . 
. . 

necessary to round to, the nearest penny •. 
22. It is not reasonable to qive ~&T-Cper.mission to adjust 

all its rate. bands to ±lst •. 
23.. AT&T-C's proposed re:!erence ra.tes will :be Chang'eel :by 

other decisions qrantedtoday_ 
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24. It is reasonable to require AT&T-C to file an advice 
letter reflecting the new reference rates and rate bands consistent 
with this order, showing both percentage and cent bands. 

25. Xt is not reasonable t~ incorporate whatever refund 
:mechanism that is finally adopted in the rehearing on 0.88-06-036 

int~ the reference rates for ~&T-C's authorized rate bands. 
26. It is reasonable to allow the rate bands to- remain the 

sam.e a.k>solute size in cents as they are on January 1, 1989, after 
the January 1, 1990, SPF to- SLO' adj ust:ment. 

27. AX&T-C's request t~make changes within its approved rate 
bands on five days' notice through advice letter filings is 
reasonable so long as such advice letters are served by any party 

requestinq it by overnight mail. 
28. It is. reasonable to require AT&T-C to- send out a customer' 

notice, developed with the Public Advisor'sOtfice, regarding the 
flexibility granted today during the first practicable billing 
cycle. 

29.. ~&T-Chas not made a convincing showing that the lower 
ends of its rate bands should,.))e approved through the advice letter, 
process. 

30. It is reasonable to require' AT&T-C, to :make adjustments to:' 
the upper or lower end of its rate bands by formal application. 

31. AT&T-C's detinition of a neW' service as an of!erillq which: 
customers perceive as a new service and, wh1ch has a combination "ot, 

teehnolO9Y, access,. features" or', funCtions- that distinquishes it 
from any existing, services, :meets the' quidelines stated in 
0.87-07-017. 

32'. By its own admission, AT&T-C's PRO ,California application' 
pending betore the, commission is not, a ,new service.'" 

33-. AT&T-C has made no-, compelling showinq why uniform. costing;' 
:methodology, tor new services should be developed in the PRO 
Calitornia application • 
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34. It is reasonable to assume that the detinition of new 
services adopted today will be refined ,in the first new service 
application that will also determine costing methodology. 

3S. It is important to allow all interested parties to 
effectively participate in the first new service application where 
costing methodology for fUture filings will be determined. 

3&. Onee uniform costinq methodology is established in the 
first new service application, approval of future new services via 
advice letter tilings is reasonable-, allowinq the effective da~e' of' " 
the new services 40 days after filinq unless otherwise authorized 
by the commission. 

37. It the protests to these advice letter tilinqs.so 
indicate, the Commission may re~ire the tilinq of an application 
instead. 

33. M&T-C"s proposal to shorten the review time to- twenty 

days for new services already approved by the FCC is without merit 
because this commission has a strong interest inmaintaininq its 
independent review for intrastate' services .. 

39. The appropriate width of rate. ban<1s for new services is 
appropriately deferred to the first new services application .. since 
the record is minimal on this issue. 

40. CACI)'s proposed monitorin9'. plan adequately' addresses our 
guidelines expressed in 0.87-07-017, except tor the area discussed 
in Findinq of. Fact No. 44. 

41. 'rhe Commission is. not relinquishinqany requlatory 
authority over A!r&T-C by its qrant of limited regulatory . . 
flexibility today. 

42. It is. reasonable to conduct a six-month Pilot PrO<]raln tor 
Exhibits 9-19 of CACD's- monitoring plan, overseen by DRA.. 

43. OS, Sprint's. oriqinal 5uqqeated additions t~ the 
monitorinq plan impose too great a burden on-A1'&'r-C and CACI> 
relative to the usetulinformation that could be obtained. 
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44. US Sprint's modified proposal to add tc the monitoring 
plan, first presented in its comments on the proposed decision,. has 
merit. 

45. It is reasonable to require CACD tc conduct meetings or 

workshops to develop an additional report for the monitoring plan 
based on the four customer subgroups (MTS residential,. MTS 

business, WATS" and 800) suggested by us Sprint in its comments. 
46. It is necessary for CACD tc work out the final details of 

ilnplementing the monitoring plan, in consultation with our Data . 
Processing staft and interested parties. 
Conclusions or Lay 

1. Since no party obj'ected to, the receipt of late tiled. 
EXhibit 17 into evidence,. it should be received. 

2. Upward pricing, flexibility, consistent with this decision 
is just and'reasonable and ,should: be adopted by ,'the Commissi'on .. 

3. The commission should rescind or alter the flexibility 
granted today if it appears ratepayers are being harmed • 

4. Under the Observation Approach, the commission' should not, 
require detailed cost studies. 

s. A'l'&'r-C's proposed rate bands should be limited in keeping 
with the directives of 'D.S7-07~017. 

6. A'l'&'r-C should ' establish its rate :bands :both in penny 
increments and percentage points. ... , 

7 ~ A'l'&'r~C should 'adjust its proposed rate bands s<> that no ' 

rate :band. changes more than 15% in either direction, except when 
necessary to round to the nearest penny for billing purposes. ' 

8-. A'l'&'r-C's rate bands, that change less than l.S% in' either, 
direction should :be adopted as proposed. 

9.. '!he 15% cap/floor' should. not preclude assy:m.etrieal rates~ 
10.. Since AT&T-C's reference rates will change due to' other ., 

pending Commission matters, a compliance filing should" be 'orderea..:; 
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ll. Whatever refund mechanism adopted in the rehearing on 
0.88-06-036 should not be incorporated into, AT&T-C's reference 
rates. 

l2. The January l, 1990 SPF to' SLU adjustments should not 
change the range of flexibility as expressed in dollars and cents 
granted today. 

l3. ~&T-C's proposal to make changes within rate bands 
effective on five days' notice throuqh advice letter filings should 
be adopted provided that A'l'&T-C serves its advice letters on any. 
party so requesting by overnight mail. 

l4. Sections rv and V of GO 96-A should:be waived in 
accordance with the preceding conclusion of law. 

lS. ~&T-C should provide customer notice through a bill 
insert developed with the PUblic Advisor's Office regarding the 
flexibility granted today during the first practicable billing 
cycle. 

16-. M&T-C should be ordered to make changes to the rate 
bands adopted today through the formal application process. 

l.1. AT&T-C's. definition' of new services. as desa:ibed in 
Findinq of Fact 29 should :be' adopted. 

18. M&T-C's. request that PRO california be the application 
where uniform coating methodology for new services is established 
should be denied. 

l.9 _ The first new services application that meets our adopted.,' 
definition should establish uniform- costing ,methodology,. re:f1ne the· 
new service definition and allow all., parties to effectively 
participate .. 

20'. Once uniform costing- methodology ia established in 
A'l'&T-C's first new service application,., future new service filings. 
should be handled through the advice letter process. with· the 
effective date of' the tariffs 40 days after filing. 
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21. The commission should order the filing of an application 
instead of an advice letter for new services i~ warranted'by the 
protests. 

22. The commission should not adopt AT&T-C's proposal to 
introduce new services- approved by the FCC on twenty days' notice 
in california .. 

23.. The appropriate width o~ rate bands for new services 
should be deferred until the first new· service application is filed, 
by AT&T-C. 

24.. The commission should· adopt AX&T-C's monitoring plan in 
full, including additions referen~ed in Conclusion ot Law No-. 27, 
including, the six-month Pilot Proqram to ,be overseen by DRA., , 

2S.A'l'&or-C should continue to- meet all reportinq requirements: 
currently in effect by Commission decision" statute or rule. 

26. Us. Sprint's original 'proposed aClditions. to CACD's 
monitoring plan should- not be adopted. 

27.. CACO should- hold': meetings. or workshops- to- consider what 
additions should be made to the mOzUtoring plan as nised in 'O'S 
sprint'$ comments on the proposed·' decision. 

28. CACD should 'work out the f.in.aldetails of implementing 
the monitoring plan in consultation with our Data Processing staff 
and 1nterestecl' parties'. 

ORDER 

r.r XS ORDBRED' that: 
1. Late filed Exhibit 11 shall ))e'received in evidence. 
2.. AX&T-C- is qranted limitedrequ1atory flexibility 

consistent with'this dec:isionand subject to. the following' 
conditions: 

a. A:r&T-C shall adjust its proposed rate' bands 
so that no· rate band changes more' than 15% 
in 'either direction trom the reference 
rate, except when necessary to- round to- the 
nearest penny .. 
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b. A'l'&'l'-C shall adjust its reference rates 
diseussed in section (a) above pursuant to 
other year-end Commission actions. 
Whatever refund mechanism adopted in 
rehearing on D.8$-06-03& shall not be 
incorporated. into-A1'&'l'-C's reference rates. 
The January 1, 1990, SPF to' SLTJ ad.justlllent 
shall not affect the range of flexibility 
as expressed in dollars and cents qranted 
toclay_ 

c. Sections IV and· v of GO 96-A shall be 
waived to allow A'l'&'l'-C to, make changes 
within its approved rate bands effective on 
five days' notice through advice letter 
filing's, provided A'l'&'1'-C serves such advice 
letter filings on any requesting party by 
overnight mail.. M'&'1'-c'shall notify its. 
customers of the tlexibilityqranted today 
through a bill insert developed with,the 
PUblic Advisor's Otfice during the first 
practicable billing cycle. 

d.. A1'&'1'-C shall be required to use the formal 
application process to make any changes to
the rate bands authorized today. 

e. A1'&'l'-C shall not use its PRO- california 
application to develo~auniform costing 
methodology 'for,tuture new service tilings. 

f. 

g. 

h .. 

The advice letter process approved today 
for new services shall, not take effect 
until AT&T-C Msfiled a new: service 
application wbere unitorm costing 
methodology shall be"established,. the new 
services detinition. shall be refined and 
all parties shall be· allowed " to-etfectively 
participate .. 

Atter uniform, costing methodology is . 
established in the· first new service' 
application, future new service :filings 
shall be hanClled', through' the. advice letter 
process under General Order 96-A. 

A1'&T-C shall maintain statewide average 
rates; 
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i. 

j. 

k. 

l~ 

n. 

A~&T-C shall introduce all new services on 
a statewide basis; 

~&T-C shall ~e a maximum, of four 
revisions within approved rate ):)ands. per 
service per year; 

AX&T-C shall not impose restrictions on the 
resale and sharinq ot its services; 

AX&T-C shall not abandon any service except 
~y formal application to the commission; 

AX&T-C shall not seek to- withdraw any 
service from a community on a 
qe09X'aphica.lly discriminatory-- ~asis; 

AX&T-C shall use the tor.mal application 
process for any new service submission or 
tor the revision ot existinq service where 
that submission or revision, departs trom 
the approved standard costinq methodoloqy; 

o. ~&T-C shall use the for.mal app~ication 
process tor any service submission that, 
utilizes, a colllbination of existinq tariff' 
services cliscounted in order t~~rovide a 
competitive response t~ a specifiC ' 
customer. ' 

3. CACO shall implement ita proposed monitoring' plan in 
:tu.ll. CACD shall hold workshops within 450 Clays ot the etfective 
date of this order to determine what additions should be made to 
the monitorinq plan, limited to the proposal made ~yUS Sprint in' 
its comments to, the proposed. decision... In addition, CACD· sb4l.l 
inform, all parties 1:>y letter o:f the final, details ot implementin9 
the monitorinq pl4n and the date :for commencement of ~ta' 
collection fortbe-:onitorinq plan. 

4. A!r&or-c sha'll continue to- meet all Commission' reportinq 
requirements currently in effect .. 

s. Within ten,days of the-effective date of this. order, 
A1'&T-C shall, :file advice ',letter tariff sheets reflectin9' all the. 

conditions:,'discu.ssed: in this order. For adlllinistrative 
...... ', ' .... ,,»O .... _h .... __ ., / "" 

;.,........ ...... ...v. ....... , _ ......... / ij c.,. 

~f .. ~~:: ,.', ·-~:~~~-yS\_: 
.. '. -'~'. 

~\..~. ~-.> ",-.: ~ : 
'-;>"'~. ' .. : .. _ .. ' _~':"''' v. 

i"'~ • ...... _ • ....-.... ,' 
~ -', ,\ 
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convenience, AT&T-C shall consolidate the rate changes in the Phase 
I opinion on the rehearing'of 0.88-06-036- and Advice Letter 113 
with changes in this decision to produce a set of consolidated 
tariff sheets. These tariffs sheets shall ~e ettective on 
January 1, 1989. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated oecem):)er 19" 1988, at San Francisco, california. 

- 95- -

STANLEY w. Ht1LET'r 
President 

DONALD VIAL 
FREDERICK R. DODA 
G;' MITCHELL w:tLK 
JOHN', a.. OHANIAN'" 

Commissioners 

•• 
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APPENDIX A 

List of A~~earance~ 

Applicant: RichArd A. BrQml§Y and Michael P. Hurst, Attorneys at 
Law, for ~&~ Communications of California, Inc. 

Protestants: Th9mas J. MaCBrige, .Jr., Attorney at Law, tor 
california Association of Lonq Distance Telephone Companies; and 
Ricbarg E. Potter and Kenneth K. Okel, Attorneys at Law, tor GTE' 
California, Inc. 

Interested Parties: ~, Hayden Am~s, Attorney at Law, tor 
Chickerinq.& Greqory~ Marlin Ard, Attorney at Law, tor Pacific 
Bell.~ Mark BarmQr~, Attorney at Law, for Toward Utility Rate 
Normalization ('l'TJRN); Messrs·.. Pelavin, Norberq & Beck, by Alvin 
H.Pelavin, >reffrey F, BQs<k, and Lizbeth M' .. Morris, Attorneys at 
Law, for S1naller Independent Telephone'companies; Pete:r:: 
5:asciA.tQ, Attorney at Law,.. for Cablefl Wireless,. Inc.; Messrs .. 
orriCk, Herrington & SUtcliffe,. by ~ert GloisteiX),. Attorney at 
Law,for Continental Telephone Company~ John W. Witt,. City 
Attorney, by William- Ss $haft:r::an, Deputy City Attorney, for City 
of San Oie90; Alan H. Weisli, Attorney at Law, for Mel '. . . 
Telecommunications Corporation; PhYllis A. Whitten and craig O •. 
Dingwall, Attorneys at Law, for us Sprint Communications 
Company; Messrs.. Davis,. Young & Mendelson, by ;eft:r::ey t. Be~, 
Attorney at Law, for Citizens Utilities Company of califOrnia, 
CP National, GTE West Coast Incorporated,. Happy Valley Telephone 
Company, Hornitos Telephone Company, Kerman Telephone Company,. 
Pinnacles Telephone Company, Roseville Telephone Company, Sierr~ 
Telephone Company, The Siskiyou Telephone Company r TUolumne 
Telephone Company, The Volcano Telephone-' Company, and. The 
Winterhaven Telephone Company; ~. ''KingstQn ~ol$,. for Pacific Ri:m 
Group; IiArv Lynn Gauthiet, for Gauthier « Hallett; and Sidney J. 
~, for himself. 

Division of Ratepayer Advocates: James $. Rood" Attorney at Law, 
and Thomas A. noAA. 

Commission Advisory and Compliance Division: Kevin p. Coughlan. 

(Elm OF APPEHDIX A) 

.. ... I 
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APPENDIX 6 
AT&T-C's Proposed R~te B~nds 

TAI>E , • MTS Milraq! StSR! EACM AOO:TIO~At. 

Mtl.fA'! 

lll!. 

0·20 
2,·40 
41·7'0 
1'-'T00 
101-150 
", ·330 
OVER 300 

!..,.,,;n~ 

1I(~l\t/w •• It,"d 

OtAI. SUTtON 

P'JTI-~ 1411l1l'\"~ 

1I,1'I',n<:, 

!..U.t. 
s.20 

.21 

.30 

.34 

.36 

.31 

.39 

!.IS • U"S1 
• ,9·.20 
.27'·.2a 
.29-.30 
.32-.35 
.33-.37' 
.3'-.39 
.36·.40 

CIoII'I'.nt 
o (go\l"" 

20~ 

40~ 

, TAIL! , .'.T1 OP'I'.!o,. s,I'yiS" 
1I.1'I'!I'IS' 

C.l!.(n,; C'l'd 
St.tfon 
,.,,..on· 
v.,.ffy 

Int.""loIpt 
0(1'. A •• t. 

!.LU. 
s _50 

, .00 
3.00 
1.00 
1.50 

.35 

corN o tAl. 

pq 'I' p.) ~ 
11,1,1'."<:' 

!.!.U. 
s .55 

.7" 

.a5 

.90 
1.00 
1 .'0 
, • , 5 

MIII\,!'1'~~ 

Ran 1I"s! 
.50- .60 
.10- .80 

.ao- .90 

.10· .95 

.90·t.OS 
, .00-' .1' 
1.05·'.ZO 

S tt! ",.d 
,n - 25~ 

36~1. 45~ 

"INure: '011 At.~ e~ASS!S 

0' M'I"$ Hlfvte~ 

lI.f,,.,nc. 

!.!.U. !..!.U. ~ 
S.10 .09·." 

.17 .10-,'1 

.1a .1"·.19 

.20 .'1·.22 

.21 .11·.23 

.l4 .2'·.20 

.24 .2t·.20 

_.s. "":1 
.40 - .53 
.90 - , .0,. 

2.aO • 3-.1S 
.as - '.T5 

, .30 • 1.10 
.25·· .4S 

TAU! 4 - \feIt (,,1'0 I'.t, b.nd .I'Ololnd· p.I'-III •••• e. ,1'1.1'11') 

~Oul'. 

9f us." 
o - 15 
'5 : 40 
40 - ao
OVEll ao 

H'!~ ,- JT!TE 
l.f.,.,n,. 

!..LU. IISI 
S~.t., a.~1 

a.l'· 1.:" 
7.61 6.41 
7_01 5.96 

',nd 

- 10.14 . 1.1a 

- 1.99 
. 1.36 

flH~ I'!'A'!" 

I.f.,..n,. 
Ut.I,. IIS:I 11"51 
S10.4a a.91 . 1 1 ~ 0 0 

9.15 a.S1 . 10.3.4 
a.15 .1.44 - 9.19 

1.65 '.5·0 - 1.03· 

TAIL! 5 - .90 "ryf,.· CU'''o ,.u. band .I'ound p.,. ....... ,. ,I\al';') 
MAb' fTA Ie. DI b b "erc 

H 0101 r" I.f·e-,.e-nee- t .. f'I',n,e-
Of U,.u 

M-'. 9.-9p 
AI.1. O·Tllrt 

!.W.' 
S11~55 

5.10 

!'I' I,"d 
10.40 • ~2.'3 

'.20· '·.46 

!..t..t.f.; 
S,·I,;.l~ 

6~5S 

Itt!! '""d 
'2.83 .~4.91 
'.55 • 6.8a 

.y Correction of typogr~hiCal error in A::t'&'l'-C's . table ~. on testilTlOny of . J ..... 
AT&'!-C~ So witness Parker. . . 

(END OF APPENDIX :6:) 
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MONI~ORING THE IMPAC~ ON COMPE~XTXON 

Exhibits 1 through S 

Attachments 1 through S 
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EXHIBIl' 1 

/\i?:?ENDIX C 
r> .... se 1 

PURPOSE: To detect any change in the ease of market entry or 
exit. 

DATA SOURCE: Applications for Certificates of ~lic Convenience 
and Necessity (CPCN) housed in CPUC's central . 
files. The CACO staff will be responsible for 
collections and compiling the data.* 

CARRIERS REPORTED: All non-dominant interLATA carriers.* 

............•..................••.•...•..•........•..•.........•.•. 

:- 1986 1987 To,ta l 
.....•.... ~.~ ... -- .................................... . - ........... . 

NO. c~e~ AppL. ,iL.d 
~ Cha~g. 1~om P~.v. Y.ar 

NO. C~CN. '~ant.d 

~ Change 1ro~ ~r.v. Y.ar 

NO. CPCN AppL. ~.n~.d 

~ Change from ~r.v. Year 

NO. C~CN AppL. P.ndl~g ~ee. 

~ Chenge from PreY. Ve.r 

Avg. A ••• ts CLaimed In AppL. 
% Change frolll p,,.ev. , •• ,. 

Avg. LllbfLlty CLaimed In, App,L. 
~ C~.ng. from P~.v. Year 

NO. C.,.t. Ca~~!.,.& !nd 01 Year 
~ Change from Prev. Yaar 

NO. CPCNa Withdrawn 
~ Change from ~r.v. '.Ir 

.> 

: 
j j., 
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ATIA£H£Nr 1 

It is recomnended that the CACO staff corrpile the data below, separately for each year beginning with 1985. 
Since the information is already available to the general public. the CACD staff should be authorized to 
release this data in the form shown below to any requesting party. 

iNii11i(; of APPt. APPUcation Date l'"lrst 
for IntcrLATA Appl. Dec:1s1on Approved (A) I roc Tar1ff 

Date 
~> Appl. 

CJ?Ql Date No. Assets Uab1lity Eau1tv No. Denied (D) lDNo. Filed w.r.~ 

. 

, 

, 

,. 
'" . " -

• 
> 
." 

'trO 

~ me 
""" ...x 
(j 

.. 

.' 

""" . 
(P 

'-". , 
-' , 
Q 

W 
'III.,. 

> ... 
0;.. ',:' 
....,.~ " 
L, j L ~ , _.' '0', 
I·' 

0., ... · 
\,0,1'.' .'. 
I&> '., "", 
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:\PPENDIX C 

EXHIBIT 2 P.:I'J c 3 

• EWroSE: 'IO DmCI' Rr{ QLAN:;E IN 'mE DEGREE OF CUSIOME:R OOICE A~~ SUBSTI'TIl'IAB!.E 
SElWICFS 

• 

'. 

DKr.A sa.JRCE: 'The CACD staff recorrrnends that all non-dominant interexcharlge carriers 
(NDIEC) be required to subtrit the information requested in Aetacbmeo.t 2. 

~ REroR'lED: The CACD staff recO!'lTtlelXls that the data sutmttted in Attachment 2 
be reported in the following manner: 

PIo:llf ]oN OF a-x ~.Lt:.IJ Wl.I:l,;. - Otl'~ -Sl:;R\I ... ~ 13E[.(ll 

D1s~e =-0& 
f\r .... r .. - \#:'''""1:1-

WAIS- DU:eetoxy cre:tit L..D .. ~te Mvate Prl.~ 
lATA (LJ).) IJ.ke Assistance Caxd Operator Line Line U:oe ',', 

LATA 1 
'~'87 

'87-'88-

l.ATA. 2 

'~'87 
.'1, 

'87-'88- , 

LAIA. J. .. , 

" 

'~'87 . 
'87-'88-

LA:rA 4 " 

'~'87 

'87-'Ba . 
LA:rA 5, " 

, ,' . 
'86-'87 !,I' 

'87-'ss.. 
'., 

LArA. b • I '. 

'~'87 , 

'87_'88- -" 

lATA 7 

'86-'87 ,. 

'87-'Ba " i l • 
" 

lATA. a. 
'8&-'87 
'87-'ss. I, 

LAl'A9 

'~'87 ~ ,',.. 

'87-'83 ,,' 

I.AJA lU 

'~'87 

'87-'ss.. 

"I 

" 

:", 

,"/"1, . 

" 

,,'.1 

I" 

I 
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APPENDIX C 

. l.~aqe 4 
ATTACHMENT 2 

The CACO staff recommends that all certitied non-

dominant interexchange carriers be required to submit the 

in~ormation =equestea ~elow, separately for each year beginning 

with. 198$. 

The CACD statt also recommends· that, since this 

intormation is already available to the general public, it should· 

be authorized to provide this data in the torm below to any 

requesting party. 

CA t R·t ! R N"AH IE: : _______________________ _ PUC IO. NO.: _____________ ... 

Y •• r _~ _________ _ 

.....••..•....•••...•................ ~ ....•.............. _- .....•••...... 

~ lIata" :: O·f~ .• cto·~y!e~.dft:. I.rO.!P~fv.t.:PI"{v.t.::P'e-{;,..~. ~ 
:r.ATA:Oiatance: 'I.ilc. :Aaafatanc.: Cae-d· :OP1te-.tO'I": r.fn. : l.fn. :. loin,. :: 

. ... ' _ ....••.......••..... -....... -- ... -.................... _ ..... _ .••...••... 

:s 

4 

s 

6 

7 

9 

10 
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APPENDIX C 

• P.)ce '5 
EXHIBIT 3 -

PURPOSED: To detect any change in competitive capacity to serve 
by percent change in intrastate circuit miles 
installed and planned. 

DATA SO'ORCE: 'I'lle CACt) staff recommends that A!J:'X-C,. MeI,. and U.S. 
Sprint ~e required to submit the information in 
Attachment 3. 

CARRIERS REPORTED: CACO staff recommends that the information 
subJlli tted in Attachment 3 be reported in the 
following manner: 

•.....•...............•...•...•.•...................••...•...•. -..... 

Cat't'fet' 

P."~.ntag. Chang. In 
Intt'a&tate el"e~lt 
~fLe& tnatall.d~ 

~."c.ntag. Change in 
Int" •• tat. Cf t'cuf t "He. 

~L.nn.d in the Next T~o T.a,.s .- ... -... -... -.- .•.•.•....•. -- .... ~ .. -.- ..... -- .. ~-- .. --_ ......••..•.. . 
ATT·C 

v • s. $~" 1 1'It I 
MCt eOlllbfned 

• 

, I'· 
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A~12£NDIX'C 

I"',:l~e t> 
ATT?iCHI1ENI 3 

The CACe stat! recommends that ATT-C, MCI and u.s. 
sprint be required to eomplete this form. 

ouring the workshop, MCI and '0' .S .. Sprint indieated that 

they may no~ be able to extract aetual California-speeitic data 

from their voluminous aata,base wbere information is aggregated 

on a network-wide or national basis. If· they are unable to, 

provide the aetual data, then they should make a reasonable 

eftort to estilnate the data. They should explain, however, how 

their estilnates were cierived and" why-they believe them. tC?' be 

reasonable. 

The CACO statf believes, that 2.Il.1:! the Commission stat!· 

should have aecess tO'this data in the torm shown. l:)elow_ 

INTEREXCHANGE CARRIER NAME: _________________________________ ___ 

.. . 
: 
: 

--------------------~-~----~~--~~------~-------------~--: .. .. 
Year : 

Intrastate Circuit 
Miles Installed* 

.. ., 

.. .. 
Intrastate ". Cireuit 
Miles·Planned in 

the Ne:lCtTwo Years. 
-~--~--------------------~~--~---~~-~-------------~----

1986-

19$7 

19s.a 

, 

* When fully multiplexed. 

: 

. " 

.'., " \' 

,I:,' ,.-
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.\P:?ENDIX C 

Page '7 
EXHIBIT 4 

PURPOSE: To detect any change in competitive capacity to serve 
by percent Change in switching capacity. 

DATA SOURCE: The CACD statt recommends that An-C, MCI, and u.s. 
Sprint be required to furnish the data requested in 
Attachment 4 (shown here in a ~anner which protects 
the confidentiality of the data submitted) 
separately for each year beginning with 19$Q. 

CARRIERS REPORTED: The CACD statt recommends that the data 
turnished by ATT-C, Mel and·U .s. sprint be 
reported in the :manner shown below. 

Ad~ftfonal Cfrcui~ Term. 
Carrfer 

19a7-aa 

MCt/US Sprint 

• Cfrcuft term. f •. deffn.ed a. tile I'llAxim.um nllmber of. c.lls that a 
awftch can -be, equ'lpped to h.ve fn .p,.ogre •• at'o'n. ~Im._ Total 
circuit t:erm,. fa t:h,erefo,re deflneda. til_ Slim, cl"clll·~ terms for 
.!.U. switches combfned. 

: 

" 

.,,', 

;~ ,.' ' .. 
',-j' , 
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APPEND!X C 

A't1.~T 4 -
The CACO staff recommends that ATT-C, MCl and u.s. 

sprint be required to furnish data requested below, separately 

:for each year beginning with 1986. All three carriers have 
, 

in~ieated that they are able to turnish this data • 

. The CACO statf believes that only the Commission's 

stat! should have access to this data in the'torm shown below. 

CARRIER NAM!: ______ w ____________________ ~_ 
Y •• ,.:, _,.. _____ _ 

•...•..•.•. -- ... ~ ........ -- ..... -- ... --- ..... -.. -.. , .. .. -.......•........... 

~Swft~h TY~I :, 
:Manufacture" : 

luay H·ou" Call 
Capacf-ty/SW' 

:. MaxfllUIII 
: Cf .. ~uft Te"m • 

. : CU""ent 
:. Tota L 
• Cf"cuftTel'lIIa 

..••................ -- ...............•••....••..... ~ ... --.................. . 
-----------~-----~---------.--------------------------~---~----------------

------------------------------------------------------~-----~---~-------

-~------~-------------------------~--------.~-----~------~------------------TOUl 

ADDITIONAl. CtRCU1T TUMS PI.A.NNt:O IN TH! N!XT :rwo 'f!AItS Chl>Orud .-Yea" Plus·2) 

":Acquf.ftfon ~f Addftfo~a~ Swft~he. 

:Tota~ Addftlonal Cfrcuf~ Te"m."PLanned 
1n the Next 2 Years 

I ,·rt)(fmym C'f LeVit Ttl'm, 

I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1. Busy 1I0Ul' Ca~l: Capacity fa til:' nU/llbe" of calls. tha,t can-be awftc.lled 
du,fng thebu.f~st ~ovr of u.~: 

2. Maximum Cfrcu~t Tel'm./S~ Is the lIIaxflium numb ... of ca~L. t~at the .witch 
can b-e .qufl>p .. d to have In· I>"ogre •• at on. tfllle. 

3. Cur"ent ·Tota l Cf .. cuft T.rms i • derived by multfl>~.ylng column. 2 and 
column 4. 
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APPEND:::X C 
P,::(' 9 

EXH±]IT_5 

PURPOSE: To detect any change in oee size and growth potential 
by percent change in revenue by service category. 

OA~A SOURCE: ~he CAeo staff recommends that all interexehange 
carriers be required to. submit aata re~estea in 
Attachment $. 

CARRIERS REPORTED: The CACD stat! recommenas. that the data 
submitted by all interexehanqe carriers in 
response to- the requirements in Attachment 5 
be reported in the following manner: 

~------~-~-------~-~----------------~--------~-----------------· · carrier 
: ______ ~P.e.r~e~e~n~t~c~h~a"n~g.e~t.r¥om~Pr ... ev .. io¥u~s~Y~e~gr~ _____ : 

19S7 : 1983 · · . . 
-----~-----------------~--~------------------------------------

AIT-C 

- Private Line 

SwitCJ:.ed: 

- MTS 

- WAXS 

- aoo 

All CCCs 

- Private Line 

- SWitched: 

- MTS 

- WA'rS 

- 800 

: 



• 

• 
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The CACO staff recommends that all certified 

interexchanqe carriers be required to submit the data requested 

below separately for each year beqinninq with 1986. 

The CACD staff believes that ~ the commission's 

sta~f should have access to this data in the form Shown below. 

CARRIER NAME _____________________________ _ 

•.........•.••••••••........•••••••.•..........••••••.•........••••••.••.... 
: Se,.vfce 
:Catego,,.fe • .. -.......... -•••........ -.............. ---.~- .... -••••..........•••••••.... 

• Tota L 
.Private 
Loine 

," TouL.. 
Switctled:-

• M'T'S 

• 'JATS 

., aoo 

."1' 

" ,", 
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A??E~O:i:X C 
?J~1~ 11 

EXHIB1T 6 

PURPOSE: To detect any change in OCC size an~ growth potential 
by percent change in interstate and intrastate Minutes 
of Use (MO'C'). 

DATA SOURCE: The CACD staff recownends that all Local Exchange 
carriers be required to submit data requested in 
Attachment 6. 

CARRIERS REPORTED: The CACO staff recommends that the data 
submitted in Attaehment- S be reported in the, ' 
following manner: 

____________ ~~~t~l'.c~'~n.t~e~h~'~n~9~'~1n __ M~O~U ______________ : 

Ca""f." 1986 :, 

... __ ._-_._--- ................................... _---- -.... ~ ....... --. 
~ 

Int,,.stat. MOU 
'I. 

Il'It,.astat • MOU 

!1U 

I'nt."atat. MOU 

Il'It"aatat. MOU 

1,11 SQCfl'lt 

Int."stat. MOU 

Int"astat. MOU 

All Othfl'3 

[l'It.r-state MOU 

Int"a.tat. MOU 

. ... , 

.,',', 

, .. 0,' 

I" ,It 
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A?.PENDIJ:<~C 

i?~.::l.~ ATTbclmE 6 -
The CACD statf recommenas that all Local Exchange 

carriers be required to submit the data requested below 

separately for each year beqinninq with 1984. 

The CACO statt believes that ~ the Commission statf 

should have aceess to this data in the torm shown ~elow. 

LOCAL ~XCHAN'E CAttI!t R!PORTtN'~ 

YEAR: 

: : 

: C .. ,.,.f.,. 
: 

..•..•.•• -.---...... -..... -....... -.. --.... -.-.~ .•.....................•....• 

!.ll.:.'-
1"1:.,.ata1:. MOU 

Int,.a.tat. MOU 

!1.U. 
Inte .. atate MOU . 

tl\t,. •• tat. "QU 

Yi iQt"jOt 
tnt.,.ata,t_ HOU 

[nt,..atate MOU 

All gt!lIC~ 
tnt.,..tat. MOU 

Int,. •• tat. MOU 

IU!J.. 
rnte,..tate MOU 

tnt,.a.ta1:e MOU' 

. . 

. , 
,",I' 

" , 
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, Page' 13 
'EmBIT 7 

PURPOSE: To detect any change in OCC market share by percent 
change in the sh~re of total revenue by, service 
category. 

DAXA SOURCE: The E&C staff recommends that all interchange 
carriers be required t~ submit d~ta requested in 
Attachment 7. 

CARRIERS REPORTEO: The E&C staff recommends that the data 
submitted ~y all interchange carriers in 
Att~chment 7 be reported in the following 
manner: 

· · 
----------------------~----~-~----~-~---~---------------------~ · · Percent Change in Share of : 
· · carrier 

: ___ T-.;o:.t.t.x.:a~l~R~ei.lvr..:;ew.D,I,lIu~e~b:.:.v_' .lolS.::ie ... ry.:!.'l. ... :c:.:.e:i<,_.,;C~a~t~eg~o.uryw... __ : 
198-7 : 1988 .' · · · 

--------------~-~----~~--~--~~--------------------------------~ 

A'I1'-C 
- Private Line 

- Switched 

- M'XS 

- WATS 

- 8-00 

All OC<.;s 
- Private Line 

SWitched 

- M'XS 

- WATS 

- 800 

. . 

;', '.' 1'\1' 

," .' < ' 

.,,, , 
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ATTN;HMENl' 7 

Please refer to Attachment 5 • 
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PURPOSE: To detect any chan~e in OCC market share by peree~t 
ch.an~e in share of total interstate and intrastate 
access Minutes of O'se (MOO') '. 

DATA SOURCE: The E&C staff recommends that all Local Exchang-e 
carriers ~e required to subm.i t data requested in 
Attachment 8". 

~ERS REPORTED:. The E&C staff :recommends. tha.t the da.ta. 
subllli tted in. Attachment 8: be reported in the 

• following-manner: 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• __ •••••••••• _ ••••••••• a ••••••• 

: ~!~s!nt Cb,nQ! '"'Total lbot! of~OU by ~9U "ttS. : 
f98S : 1986 : '9~7 198$ 

~ 
In~.,..~'t. MOU 

!U. 
Int .... t.t. MOU 

Int" •• t.t. MOU 

!.!~ ~12,.'"t 
tnt.".tat. MOU 

In,t''''.t..~. MOU 

611 gSbst":!' 
I"t.,..t.t.. MOU 

Int .... t.t. MOU 

"J, 
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ATIllCHMtNl' 8 

Please refer to Attachment 6 • 

" " 
, " 
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MONITORING THE IMPACT ON CONS~RS 

Exhibits 9 through 19 

(ORA Pilot Program) 
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EXHIBIT 9 -

'" 

INSTALLATION COMMITMENTS MET" 
1987 ~IF~IF1 INTRASTATE PRIVATE· LIi'E 

100 " 

. 
) 
, , 

; , , . 
I I , 

, " I , ; I 

as 
, 1 

, I ; I 

84 

Jl..LV 

I 

., 

The installation commitments met. shows 'What percent of customer , .c 

due dates were met on or be~ore the committed to. date .. ' currently: 
there are a nu:mber (3t-5%}o.! non-Califoinia' orders included in ' 
the base since M.'&T work centers lo.cated :Within california are 
also· designated as the responsible reporting'. entity for circuits 
which do not physically appear in the state. ' 

'the system. :fro.m which the data for the above g:l:'aph was produced 
retains. the raw data 'for only three monthjs_ Therefore, it is not,1 
possible to obtain· ,earlier results. ~ 

'I' ... , 
:'1." 

," 

" 
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. ... 

HELD ORDERS. CALIFORNIA PRIVATE' LINE 1987 

60 60 50L-~~~r-------~OO 
.is0 40· 

50 30 
~O <0 

O 
10 

~ 

1 

The Held Private Line Orders qraph indicates the quantity of' held 
orders by aqe and type. The CUstomer Not Ready (C.N.R.) row 
shows how -many orders are held. as a result of customer. actions.' 
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EXHIBII_ll 

I, 

FAILu17:E RATE PER 100 TERlIlNATIONS 
1. I"I~ 

I 

• ! 

.. ! 
I .. I 
I 

; I 
! 

I I 
I , 

J • 
, 

'" III .. ~ --, • 

This graph depicts. the nU%llbero~ .failures per 100 . private line 
circuit terminations.. A'.circuit ·termination equates to- ,a 
customer location' or' "virtualblocation" in the case of certain 
private switchea. "services ;'Copen end o~ Foreiqn, ZXcha.nqe circuits 
and intermaehine trunks on private switchectnetworks). 
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EXHIBIT 12 

NUMBER OF TROUBLES 
~ PR1'AInt LH 1_ 

1 .. '~----------~~~~~~~~~------------~ .. +-___ M ____________________________________ ~ 

M8~--------------------------------------~ .. ,~----------------------------~----------~ 
a.~--------------------------~--------~ 

·~-l~--~-----M-,----~A-,--~M~--~l-, ----l~·----~~ '. 

• 
The nUlDber of troubles indicates the total ' quantity of, customer 
troubles reported on california 'intrastate private line 'circuits. 
The pop-pop troubles are those found. to be in A1'&'l" facilities' or 
equipment". and the ACCESS troul:>les, are those which are located in 

'\ ' ... 

LEC facilities or equipment. ,," . 

" 
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EXHIBIT 1, 

AVERAGE DURATION (HOURS) PER TROUBLE" 
CFLIFCF;N-IA PRIVATE LI~ 1967 

4.5 

4.0 

3.5 
, 

3.0 , 

2.5 , 
I 

2.0 
1 

1.5 
I 
I 

I 

1.0 

0.5 

I 

I 
I 

0.0 
J' F M A . M' J, J R s 

8 AT&T ~ + FCCESS F&El'O"R TItoE ~ nnJBLE· IN Fln'SS 

I , 
, , 

I 

'!'he duration per trouble shows. the average in 'hours t.hat it takes. 
to restore a'!ailedprivate, line circuit to, normal operation 
atter recei:~1nq a customer's report.. In add! tion to the time . 
required to-' isola.te,. repair, and restore service. faults, in A1'&~ 
equipment or facilities, the "A1'&'X'. TBL" , colwuns include the time ,,' 
taken by AT&T Technicians, to-" sect!ona.lize problems which are 
ultimately ~ound to·, be in the LEC access. '!'he ' "'XRO'O'BLE m ., 
ACCESS" col~s include only the time taken by the LEC to clear 
troubles ~Ithin the access portion of 'a,cirCUit and does not " 
include the: time expended by AT&T Teehnicians tOo determine that 
the trouble is located in tbeLEC access.. . 

" 

," 

I· ., ' 
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I;XH!BIT 14. 

'~ 

pERCENT OF TBIS,F1XED IN w) THAN 48 HOURS ' 
Ol.IFCRUA PRIVRTE LH 1987 

·1 
, 
, 

1 n 
I 
i 
I 
I . 
I i 

~ 

• 

• 

I . . I . " I 

, I 
I' ,. 

I I . . I 
I 

90.0 92.0 94.0 .96·.1 

II f 

.1 ' .' 

~e percent of troubles fixed in less than 4S hours shows data 
tor only six months since the database from whieh it was derived 
will not retain the data for ,a lonqer period of ti:me.In ~ 
addition, it is produced· on a "demand" basis and is nota 
qenerally availal:>le report .. 

I 

I 
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EXHJ;BI'I' lS 
' .. 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

SO'CRCE: CPOC CONSUMER AFFAIRS BUREAU 

J»aA: 

MON'I'H: 

..' 

~~----------

~ , COMPANY SERVICE BILLING I RA'I'E INCREASE I OTHER I TO'IAL I 
H ! 1 ' PROTEST 1 1 r n: " ____ , I .... " 
U .BENCHMARK -----, I , I . 

G : I \ 1 I ;"~ 
~ i __________ , 1 1 I 
U I 1984 \ I 1 1 . .,' . 
t I ______ 1 1 ~l· .. 
n ~ 1985 , I I', 
n I I 1 r 

, --------------------------------H I 1986 1 1 :. 
tt I' I I 
fl t ~ ----1 l' 
nil 1'-'· . 
I'AT&T ----I r . '., 
I~· =:-_____________________ ------_11" . , 

• ~MCI I f:': .. : 
B fUS SPlUNT 1 I \,(, 

~~: ,A="=r::O::J:-",. ~0'lXE===!RS=- ----- -----l.------ ----:1,:", 
'. I· ,I" ': -.,,' '" 

----- .. , ,-. : .. 
~l problems with servic.work such.as appointment not met, 
quality of work unsatisfactory,.. job incomplete, charge 
unacceptable, etc. All issues reqarding the service provided 
by' operator service. such as attitude of operator, d.elays in 
c::r.0mpleting calls, incorrect coding 01: call,.. etc'. 
I 

BILLING . -----
Allprol:>lems reqardinq ,l:>illinq' such as denies alllcnow~.dqe ~t ' 
call/charge on bill (Collect,,.. Direct Dial,.. Third' N\rmber ' . 
Billinq)', c:harqes c1ifter from those' . quoted,. .adj.ustments or, 
refUnds not received.,. credit/terms/collection issues; Directory 
Assistant ehar9es,. atc. 

.. 

• 

All· cOD)Plaints reqardinq increases in long distance prices. 

OTHER 

All matters which.. de> not tall in the' other cataqories 

., . 
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PERCBN"T OF CALLS NOT BLOCKED,. 
l00.0 

99·.5 

99.0 

98.5 

98:.0 

97.5 

97.0 

96.5 

96.0 

. 
i . 

• . 

. 
; 

I 

F 

i 

. 
I 
I 

! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

'" I i 
I 
I 

R M~' J J A 

&1IESI~:~' 

I' 
i 

I 

I 

The percent of "POP-POP" calls not blocked is an indication o~ . 
how well the A1":-C switch to switch network 'processes. calls.. 'l'he-; 
above graph is comprised of"' data· from both interstate and . 
intrastate serv"ice, andincluc!es the impact'o! events outside of:; 
california. Factors which contribute to· :blOckaqe in the network! 
include: I I 

1., Insufficient POp-POptrunking~ 
2. 'I'ransmission facUity or switch failures. 
3. Abnormal calling patterns to:. a. particular location.' : 

or community of interest. . 

"" 
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EXHIBIT 17 

'j, 

PERCENT OF CALLS NOT BLOCKED· 
100.0 

1 ~ a=LIFCR'-UR PCP-LSO/TFNIEM 

99.5 

99.0 

98'.5 

98.0 . 
· 97.5 
i 

· · 97.0 

96.5 
! 

M 
96.0 1 

F A' . H" :r :r A 

~ IESI~ OBJECTIVC: 

I 

I 

'l'he percent o~ "pop LSO/'l'ANDEN" calls not blocked is an • 
indication o~' how well the' access network between AX&T switches 
and LEC local se%Vinq offices (ISO) or LEC' access tandems' , 
processes calls. 'rhe above qraph, portrayS: both interstate and " 
intrastate service, since the data cannot be. directly brokendoW'n; 
to "intraste only". 

Factors which contribute to blockage in the Network include: 

l~ Inadequate access trunkinq. 

2. LEe transmissi~n facility and switch failures. 

3. Abnormal cal.l:tnq" patterns to a 'particular 
location/community o~ interest. ' 

4. AT&~ switch failures. 

" ' 

,I, 

",", 

",I' ',,': 

, .. " 
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• EXHIBIT 18 

AVERAGE SPEED OF ANSWER 

SOURCE: AT&T MONTH: YEAR: -----
I 1 1 
I CENTER LOCATION AVERAGE SPEED OF ANSWER I #ACD CALLS I . 
J (SECONDS) I I. . 
I 1 r' I ----------------------1--------------1 
I PRIMARY ACCO'O'NT SALES CEN'rER 1 1. 
1 11' . 
1--=LA~G=tJN=A~HJ:~lll~S~~1 ------------1 L 
1 lit ,', 
I---M-=O--N'l'-ERE=--'i.---PARK~-I----------------I r 
1_-=::-::":"'::==:----1--____ ----------_--1_----_--_--1. '. 
1 P~ON 1 1 r:·,:· 

i--=S~AN'r=A~CLARA~~-i----------------l----------r.:'/ 
1-~V~1\N~NUY=. S=-----I---------------'1 
1 ___ ---:~~=_--1---------_--_-1-------_-1 """'''. 
I AVERAGE: I 1 I. .' 

• 1 _________ I ____ ----_______ I _____ ~_"_, L::" .. 
1 1 1.>" ':'," .. 
I ACCO'O'F.['" INQ~ CEN'l'ER I I"',' .', 
J I' I ..... ' 
1 I I' , 
1 I t:",,·· 

" , ,L:,~:" 
I I I," 

I I ·.1": 
I " ... (", 
!AVERAGE: ""., 
! 1 
! .' L" <, .. 
I I. I:':~:>' 
I CONSOMER MARXE'l'ING SALES" CEN'TER I ):' "<: .. ". . 
I I.' I" . I . ,PLEASAN'rON I' I',>:," 
I PHOENIX I, ' 1 <: ~,: 

• 
I __ --:":=~~-- ______________ 1 ______ .....;,..._1'··· 

! AVERAGE I' t.~; . 
,'f" 
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E~IT 19, 

P R b-;:-T -
Dear Lon~ Oistance Telephone Co~pany CUsto~er: 

The california Public Utilities Commission is monitoring the long 

distance telephone service provided by lon~ distance telephone 

companies in california and would appreciate your taking a few 

moments to complete the attached survey. Since this evaluation 

is being sent t~ a small but representative sample of long 

distance telephone subscribers in your area,. it is ver;r ilnportant 

that you return the completed questionnaire promptly t~ensure 

that the results retlect all viewp~ints. 

Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed postage-pald 
envelope by ____________________ ___ 

Thank you very-'much tor your assistance~ It you have any 

questions or would like to discuss this- subject,. please feel free,' 

to. contact Oal Sin~h ot my statt on (415) 557-2"041. 

Sincerely, 

Public Staff Oivision 
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CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION'S 
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE COMPANY SERVICE EVALUATION 

Instructions: 

CIRCLE ONLY ONE NUMBER PER QOESTION'. 
ANSWER FOR ONLY ONE PHONE IN' YOTJ'R HOME OR. B'O'SINESS. 

l.. What is the name of your Local Telephone company? 

2. What is the name of your tong Distance Company? 
(ALtNE'r, MCI, AT & 'I' , SPRINT:, ete.) 

3. What is the area cocle and tirst l di9'i ts ot your 
phone nUlUber? 

YOUR: TELEPHONE N'OMBER . ( ___ ) ____ . x x x x 
Area, Code 

4. How long have you had serviee at this address? 

Less than 6 months .~~ ••• _ ••••••••••.••••••••• 

YO'O'R 
RESPONSE: 

1. 

6. months. to- 2 years. ..................... '................... 2' 

Over 2 years to S. years ••••• : ••••• ' • '. • • • • • • • .. • • J. 

Lonqer th"an. 5 years"- ••• '.' ••••• ' • •• ".... ••• ........ 4 

5. What tyPe ot telephone service do you have? 

Private Line Residential...................... 1 

Bus.iness " .• , •• '" ............. , ..... " ............................... ~.. . 2' . 

6-. 00 you or any o,;t"your relatives work tor any 
telephone company? 

Y'E$. .. e".'." ........ '.'.""..... ........... .... .......... ........ .... 1" 
(I~., "YES", which company? .) 

NO ...•...••...•••.• ~ •...•..........•......... 
,.' . 

~ '.' 
" 
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Approximately how many LONG DISTANCE ealls (~~ose 
which require the dialinq of an area code for 
completion) have you made from your phone in the 
last 30 days? 

NONE (Skip- to next paqe) ............................. 1 

1 to 5 - ....................... e" .............................. .. 2 

6 to 10 ................................................................. 3 

11 to 30 •.......•.....•....•...•..••.••....•...•. 4 

MORE THAN 30 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• S 

~n these LONG DISTANCE CALLS D'OlUNG THE LAST 30 DAYS, 
how often have you noticed: 

l-NEVER 3-0CCASIONALL":l 
2-RA.'RELY 4 -FREQ'treN'n.Y -: 

s. 
9. 

10. 

ll .. 

12. 

13,. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

,Static or noise on the line .......... 1 

Voices, fading in and' out ................. 1 

VoiceS., echoing"' ............ ' .......... e .......... :.. 1 

Low vol~e ........................... '................... 1 
. 

You can't hear the other ,party ....... 1 

'the other party can t t hear you ..... .. • 1 . 
Other voices on the line ••••••• w....... 1 

Getting disconnected while talking ... 1 

Receivinq,':.a', )::)usy signal or' recording'. 
before you're finished', dialing: .......... 1 

',' 

Receivinq the recording, "All: 
circuits are busy now .... ",. ora 
tast,busysignal ...................... 1 

18. Raving t~ redial the number because 
the call did'notqo throuqh .............. 1 

:2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3, 

3 

3 

3 

I 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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Regar~~ng contacts w~th your ~onq D~stance 
service company's Office Personnel in the 
past 3 months: 

Were the office personnel courteous while 
assisting you? 

I HAVE NOT HAD COm-ACT WI'I'H THEM IN 
3 MONTHS (Skip t~ Question #21) ••••••••••••• 1 

Y'ES ••• -- ......... ,... • • • ... • • • ..... • • • • • .. .. • • • .. • • • • • • 2 

NO, ............. , •• eo •••• ' .................. : • • • .. • • • • • .. .. 3 

20. Were you satisfied with the help, you received 
from the office personnel? 

YES .•..•......•.......•..••••..••••..••••..• 1 

NO ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 2 

(If "NO''") Why not'? ____________ _ 

21. Were your most recent Long Distance Companay 
charges correct? 

3 , 

~ YES (If yes, then skip tc Que$tion#2~) 1 

NO .' ........... __ ................................................ . 2 

I DON'T KNOW (Skip tc Question #23) ........ .. 3 

(If "NO",. please explain the error) 

22. If your most recent -Long' Distance ~C]es were' NOT CORRECT,', 
has the problem been resolved tc>your satisfaction? '" 

,; 

YES .. ........ ......... ' .. __ ..... ' ......... • '........................ 1 

NO ......... ' •••••••• , ....... , .... _ ... , •• ~................... 2: 
, , 

. ~,., I' 

'. 
• I 

, " , " 

~,' . 

'.,. 
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P~qe 32 . About your Long Distance telepnone serv~ce 
generally: 

236 Considering your overall Long Distanee telephone 
service DORING ~HE LAS~ 30 OAtS, would you call it: 

EXCE.LLE.N'r' •• eo ••• '" ............... ,. ......................... * .. .. 1 
GOOO ......................................... 2' 
ADEQUATE ........ '" .. • • • • • • .. .. • • • .. .. • • ... .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • • .. 3 
POOR. .... e'" ...... ... .... • .. ............ ..... ............. ....... .. • ....... 4 
VERY POOR •••.•••••••••••••••.••.••....••.••• S 

24. In comparison t~ your overall Long Distance phone 
service 6 months aqQ, your Long Oistance phone service 
DURING 'THE LAS~- 30 OA~S has been: 

MUCH BETTER ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
SO~ BE'r'rER. ..................................................... 2 
ABOUT' 'rHE. S~ ..... e' ..... ' _ .. e ............ ., ,. e-.. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • • 3-
SO~ WORS-E .. * ... ' ......... e" ....... ' e, .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. 4 
MO'CH' WORSE' .. _ ..... ., •• , ................ 0 __ ........ eo- •••• _ 5-

25. overall,- are yoU" satisfied or dissatistied with 
the telephone service you, are getting from your 
Long Distance Telephone company~ 

vm.~ SMISFIED ..... .," ..... " .... " .. ~" • ., ......... " .................. . 
SATISFIED .................... ' ...... ' ... " ...... _ .... " ................. . 
so~" SU:tSFIED' .... " ......... _ ." -.'." ..................... . 
SOMEWHA'r DISSA'l'ISFIED ............. ' ................ .. 
VER.'t' DISSA~ISFIEO, ........................ ' ................ .. 

l. 
2 
3 
4, 
5 
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--------------------------.. --_ ... -----.. -----------------------
WE wOtrtO APPRECIA'rE YOOR ANSWERING 'rHE FOLLOWING QOES'I'IONS; THEY 
WILL BE USEO FOR S'rA'rIS'I'ICAL PURPOSES ONLY. 

-------------------------~--------------------------------------
26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

your sex is 

...•.......••......••...•....•......••..• 
..•....••..•....•..•••..••..••...•....• 

Your. age is 

Under 36 .•...••..••..••...•...........•.•...• 

3& to· 50 ...••......••.......••...••..••...•.. 
over SO •....••......•••......••.......••..••. 

The number of people in your household is 

1 to 2 ....... -............................. . 
3 to 4 •.•.......•••.......••..••...••...••.. 
's. or more ....... -••........••..••...••...••. 

~our family income is 

LESS THAN $11,500 ...... ~ ................... . 
$11,500 to $25,000 .... '._ .... __ ... eo .. __ .......... __ ...... . 

$25.,000 to $40:,000 ...•...••... ~ ....... -- ... . 
over $40,000 . . ••..•••..••........••.......••.. 

On averaqe, how much do- you pay for MOm:HI.Y LONG 
DISTANCE SERVICE? 

LESS '1'HAN $S •..•••..••..••••.•••..•......... 
$5 to $12 ••••••••••• a.a ••••••••••••••••••••• 

$12 to: $20 . ........ ~ ...... ~ •...•••..•.....•.. 

... ~ .... -..••..•••.... -....... --.. --. 

1 

2 

1 

2 

3 

1 

Z 

:3 

1 

2 

3. 

4 

1 

2 

4 

" 

-,' .. 

.' 
I" 

r· ~. 
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, - -APPENDIX C 
Page 34 

THE FOLLOWING SPACE IS PROVIDED FOR ANY AODI~IONAL COMMENTS 
OR SUGGESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE REGARDING YOUR LONG DISTANCE 
~ELEPHONE SERVICE. 

31.. 

32. 'rOOAY'S DATE IS:- ~ --.1_-

'I'HE COMMISSION SINCERELY THANI\S YOO FOR TAKING 'I'HE TIME ~O 
BE A PART OF THIS IMPORTANT STJRVEY • 

(END OF APPENDIX C) 
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service and asserts that no such submission or analysis is re 
in support of its proposal for limited requlatory tlexibilit • 

7. Ui:::lcussion 
We agree with A~&~-C that it is time to put as' e the 

issue of cost studies in this proceeding. ~he purpose f the 
Observation Approach was to, avoid the burden ot prod inq detailed' 
cost studies. We believe that the compromise endo ed by the AIJ 

in her September 16, 1988 Ruling is a reasonable While :both 
witnesses tor MCI and US sprint complained that ey did not 
receive adequate cost data to: challenge the p posed rate bands of 
AT&T-C, they in tact did manaqe to· discuss t e width of the rate 
band in their testimony and propose mOdi!i tions to, those bands. 

To have excluded cost analysis ompletely would have been 

inappropriate, but likewise the level 0 detail sought by Mel and 
Sprint would not have allowed us to. m e forward expeditously with' 

this proceeding and evolved AX&~-C'5 applica~ion into- a process 
more appropriate it the ~ediction pproach was being used. 

The Observation Approac ,. by definition, will allow us to' 
determine it flexibility grante t~AX&T-C today benefits or har.m$ 

its competitors and consumers. We believe the Observation 
Approach, taken as a whole, pports our tinding that the rate 
bands we adopt today are j u . and reasona))le without the provision 
of detailed cost studies. 
of the parties based on 
width ot the rate band 
B. Bow L.iJlited Shoal 

e will', however,. consider the concerns 
st data available to them, r~ardillg the 
the section to tollow. 

The Rate Bzmds Be(TJ'JlClE!t:r 

All part' s to· this· proceeding rely on language in 
ort their diverse views on this subject. 'nle 

question truly i1s clown to. "how limited is lwtecl-r~atory 
flexibility.. P rticularly because ot the limitecl cost data that 

- 32 -
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rates where there is alleqedly little or no competiti~Exhibit 
3.)' AT&T-C also proposes asymmetric rate band for ~s discount 
(evening and night/veekend). AT&T-C suggests th~s% of upward 
flexil:>ility should be allowed, yet only 2% of wnward flexibility 
is sought for evening discount and 4% night/weekend 
discount. 

Likewise, AT&T-C's proposal 
for AX&T-C's WATS and 800 services. I 
roughly to 5% while decreases of 15% 

re ests asymmetriC treatment 
reases tor WA1'S are lilni ted: 

A1'&X-C, requests 
that for SOO service, increases are restricted to st while 
decreases of 10% are allowed' for -peak usage. AX&T-C proposes no" 
decreases in the 800 band. in of peak time period usage. As 
another example of the reason 
points out that A'r&T-C propo 

leness of its rate bands, A'r&T-C 
s n~ rate band for the per-message 

charges tor WA1'S and 800 s For private line service,. A'r&T-C 
proposes aSyDlmetrical rat band of plus or minus 10%.. AT&T-C 

rate band tor private 
party qenerally oppo 

o this proceedinq has objected t~ such a 
ine services, except to the extent that a 

s any upward flexibility. 
AT&T-C ob cts to the attempt ot several parties to 

transform its requ st for ~ bands into· a discussion ~f bands 
around eosts., 'l'-C disagrees that it should be precludeel trom 
varying its rat more than its underlying costs may vary. A'l'&'l'-C 

argues that th e are several assumptions of tact necessary to the 
contentions 0 the other parties. First, AT&T-C says i~ ,must be 

assumed that current rates exactly equal the sum of access cost,. 
network cos , andbillinq cost_ Second, it must beassUlllecl that no: 
rate eleme t is currentlY,set, or should be set, below cost. 
A'1'&'1'-C ar es that neither of these assumptions is true .. 

The first assumption that current rates are' set to, equal 
ot access cost" network cost,' and: 1>illing cost is not true 

, currently some rate elements proviclea positive 
uti on' above cost t~ the overall operation of the company 

- 43 -
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Finally, we will also require AT&T-C to send out a notice 
to its customers explaining the rate flexibility qranted DY this 
decision in the first practicable billing cycle. AX&T-C shall work 
with our Public Advisor's Office in developing the text of 
notice. 

VI. What CO:ad:i.tiOIlS Should CoD:txol M~'.r-C"s 

A. What Shou.ld the DefiDition 
of Hew 5erricea be and. 
Whexe Should· the COating 
Jlethodology for Hew Services 
be Deyeloped? 

1. A'li'!'=C'S Pqlition 

.. ? 

~&T~C has returned to its oriqi 1 definition for ~new 
services," found in its original applica on of OCtober 198.7. 
~''l-C defines a new service as an off ing which customers 
perceive as a new service and which s· a combination Qf 
technology, access, feat:a.res., or f ct:ions that cI.1stinquishes it 
from any exist:inq services.. In 0 -07-017 the-'Commiss.ion directed, • 
that for purposes of granting tial regulatory flexibility, 
repricing. or ,repackaging of .existing service' would ·not be 
considered a new service .. 

Thus, AX&'l-C ac wledqes that. the definition does. not 
classify an optional q plan which d1scounts existing service 

- 52", ~ 
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• rAtes AS A new service. Although M&~-C has ret~its 
original definition, in it$ Statement of ,Position f' ad. July 15" 

• 

• 

1988 ~&T-C had proposed a definition which categ 
calling plana as new services. Because of the pposition t~ this 
modified definition by ORA, MCl, Sprint, and , ~&T-C at 
hearings returned t~ its original definitio , in the rebuttal 
testimony of Mr. Parker. 

M&T-C argues that its propos defitU.t.ion of new 
services is reasonable. edges that it has, committed 
not to introduce a new service throuthe advice letter procedure 
until the COmmission adopts a stan dized costing methodolO9Y .. 
AZ&~-C reqnest$ that the Commissi n adopt its ~efinition of new 
service and address the issue' 0 what standardized. costing 
methodology to adopt, in A.88-0 -0501, the PRO· CalI£orniaproceecl.ing. 
AT&T-C :m.akes. thJ.a, :recommencia on: desp.ite' the fact 'Chat its own 
witness Parlcer acknowledged t PRO California does' not meet 
AT&T-C's recommended defin ion of, 'a new service.. PRO california 
is a discounted optional alling, plan. ~&T-C's rationale for 
doing the costingmeth logy for new services in a proceeding ~t 
is not itself a new se ice is the fact that the costing 
methodology study mua be done anyway both' for the PRO California 
optional CAlling pl and for M&"r:"C' s MEGACOK SO 0' service 
(A.S8-07-020) • -C argues that, since .it will have t~ expend 
considerable resou ces on the presentation of its 'costing 
methodology in PRO CaliforniA proceeding, it is an efficient 
use of AT&T-C'8, esources t~ establish a costing methodology for 
all Advice lett r filing'S for new services that' AX&T-C intends to 
make under the. regulatory flexibility qranted. today. 

2. 
CADr.~urges the Commission torejeet ~&T-C's proposal 

california appliCAtion be the forum foraeveloping 
costing. anclpricing methodologies for, future new 

CALTEL,pointsout that ~&T-C admits that 

- 53 -
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PRO California is not a new service as ~&~-C presently defines 
the term. Add.itionally, CAI.'rEL does not believe that costinif' 
methodology developed in a proceeding such as. PRO Californ.i,J, where' 
the service being evaluated is simply a :t:epricing of an e 
service, will be of any use to the Commission in develo 
procedw:es for cost analysis of a true new service. 'rEL argues' 
that the Commission must evaluate' the cost meth:p0 goy for a new 
service in a proceeding by which ~&'r-c seeks to troduce a new 
se~ice by its, own definition. , 

, CALTEL points to one final reason lr requ.irinq that the, 
application by which costing methodologies e.developed for new 
services. be an actual new service applic ion. CALTEL believes 
that the scope of the definition of new. services itself ~ll need 
additional work. CALTEL points out at AT&'l'-C has recognized that 

. its p:t:oposed definition of new serv,Pes has. not been employed: in, 

any other r99Ulatory prOCeeding~)'!r .• Vol. 2~ p. 234.) " CALTEL' , 
fu:cther asserts that ~&'l'-C .itsG'lf admits that this definition h,as.' 

been. frauqht with con.trovera~:t:nc:e . it was or£qinally pxop<>sed anel 
that the controversy ha~8 no tI' disappeared. CAL'rEL believes it is I 

inevitable that there wil controversy over whether the first . 

"new service" proposed b A'r&~-C actually falls within the 
definition which A'r&~ ASks the Co=mission to adopt in this 
proceeding-. CALTEL kt.uns that the definition will have. to be~ 
refined and quite 06viously that should: be done in aproceedinq' " 
where an actual 
evaluation .. 
adciress both 

W'" service is before the Commission' for 
refora" CAL'rEL believes. that the- Commission shoul(i' 

& refining, of the definition· of new services, and the 
costing me 
submits 

olegy.for new- serVices' in. one application.. ,CALTEL:" 

3. 
PRO californ1a is not the appropriate application .. 

US 'Sprint arquesthAt AT&'l'-C's. new services. definition.;;is 
ed,. 'OS Sprint claims that although .AT&T-C s.ays it has . ': 

, to. its- new.servicea' definition contained.· 1n its.orig':U:I.ai ' 
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app11cat1on, several new elements are added. OS Sprint argues that 
it is not entirely clear why these elements are neces~ or 
advisable and how they fit into the overall picture of new 

services. ~ 
US Sprint joins in the opposition to- the PRO Ca . fOrnia 

applieation as the forum for development of uniform cos q . 

methodology for new services. L' 
4:. XCI" Position 

Mel: asserts. that A1'&T-C hAs only recentl returned to iu 

defini~ion of new services that embodied the pr~iPles laid out in 
0.87-07-017 .MCl supports this definition for ~w servicesth4t ' 
was contained- in AT&T-C's application of Octobdr 30, 1987 and was. 

readopted. by AT&T-C in Mr. Parker's rebuttal/est5JrJ.ony~ At the 
sce time, Mel vigorously opposes A'r&T-C's p:roposal to use its 

:t " 
pending PRO California application as the lest case for cost 
methodology for all future new service f»lings. Mel points out, 
as did all other parties to· the proc~g ,that A1'&T-C has 
acknowledged that PRO California is no:t a new. service under 
A'r&T-C' s reco~ended: definition. w~6essparker acknowledged 1:hat 

it 18 merely a pricing option. MCII'maintains. ,that A1'&T-C, has. 
failed.' to provide any justificati~ fox:: why it 8hould~ depart from 
its own definition and- use PRO. california, rather than a truly new 
service to develop, a unifo:z:m e~t methocloloqy~' " . 

Further, Mel sU9qe~ls th~t in light of the controversy , 
over the def~tion of ne~8&rv1ces, it wou14 make more sense for 
the costing methodology A'rJ'the-- refinement of the definition to' 1>& ' I 

done in an application ~t meets the new service clefini tion as 
currently proposed. Thfs would-~rmit the Commissi~n in MCl'sV'iew 
to ref.ine .and sharpen ,he definition so it would have some- use in 
future proceedings. Tr. vol; 2',p.. 235-.) Mer arques that -if the 
Commission were to e- the PRO Cal:1fornia application as the test 
case for new servi 
of denial of due 

~ 
s, the COmm1ss'ion,might be vulnerable to cl.,j'ms 

Mel. argues that a truly' new service -

- S5 -
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should be the test case, wherein parties will be provided an 
opportunity to- litigate fully the appropriate ,guidelines for new 
services and the appropriate costing methodology. 

s. DBA's Position 
ORA. joins with all other active particip 

proceeding ~ opposing the use of the PRO califo a application as 
the test case for cost and pricing methodology 
ORA. believes its concern 1s qui:te different fr 

r new services. 
those of ~&T-C's 

competitors. ORA maintains, tluLt AT&T-C'$- co 

Sprint and MCI wish to- ensure that the pri 
titors such as- "OS 

of~&T-C's new 
services are not too low. ORA. on the- o~ r. hand, in addition to', 
concerns regarding anticompetitive pric~g, wants to ensure that 
prices are not too high. This- is why,lin its view, a costing and" 

pricing s:tandardmust be developed' i;ithe first application for a 
new service under M&T-C'spropos definition.. ORA. believes it is 
dangerous to attempt to develop a cost',and pricing standard- for a. ' 
pricing option plan such as PRO liforn1a and hope-that it also
applies to new services.. oRA. ges that the COmmission wait until' 
A1'&'r-C files· an application r a· new service that meets its,' own 
proposed definition before costing and pricing st@dard, is 
developed.. PRO Californi view is an inappropriate 
vehicle. 

G_ 

to 
the other parties,. 
application for P 

is' pleased: that AT&'r-C has returned . 
tionof' a new service. However, 'I"ORN, like. 

s dismayed that 'AT&'r-Cproposes to use its 
, california asa -forum- for establishing a-cost 

methodolow for ew- services when PRO california is admittedly not! 
a new- service.. TURN argues' that this' logical: inconsistency is ' , 
particularly ubling when one considers that M&T-C'$ de£:i.nition: . 

- . 
of new serv ces will be mo!!lk1 "g- its ma1den voyage in a' subsequent , 

""', 

applicatio If a cost methodology is already in place as. an -. 
the PRO california application,w~en such a truly new 
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service is introduced, it may prove difficult to apply a costing 
methodology wh~ch did not have to consider the vagaries of costing 

a new service..' ~I 
7.. piscus8ion 

We first turn to D.87-07-017 for guidance on issue of 

new services. ~ 
"We would. want to be sure that the services . 
under consideration are ind.eed new service and 
not merely variations of existing service . 
disguised. in an effort to escape trad.iti 1 .' 
regulation. Explicit and clear definit" n of 
new services must be provided.. The e ent to 
which AX&T-C may automatieally posses market 
power in the areas of new services,. ither 

, because of its market power in oth 
for other reasons, must also be a 
(IdOo, p. 64.) 

We are relieved to see that T-C has retur.ned to its. 
original definition that is consis.tent th the guidelines stated. 
above. However, we sluu:e the dismay: f the other parties in 

~&T-C's recommendation that PRO ifornia is an appropriate 
vehicle to determine the uniform osting methodology for new 
services,. when ~&T-C has acmo edged that PRO Cal.i.fornia does not '., 
meet its defl.nition of new se ices. Therefore, we agree with the . 
position of CALTEL, OS Sprin ,. Mel, ORA,. and TORN· on this issue. 
~'T-C has. made no compell 9' showing of why the costing 
methodology for new s.en: es should. be handled in its. PRO· 
california application. In fact, the only reason A!t'&T-C puts-
forward is since it to do costing methocloloqy".in PRO 
CAlj,forniA, it there ore WQuld. li.lce it to be applicable to all 
future f:Clings. T is not·an adequate reason. While we adopt 

definition of new ~ervice~:, we aqree with CAL'I'EL· 
that, in fact, the f.ir8t application of a new service thi~ 
definition. wil . most probably be refined' and improved.. This.is· 
another reas why we belieVe it. 'i8 imperative 'Cll4t costing' 
methodoloq,y: and oS refinement of" the definition be handled in an 
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application that AT&T-C itself believes ~ts its definition of new 
service. ! 

Additionally, we note that ~ PRO california application 
is moving fo:rward exped.itiously. We ire concerned about the 
ability of other parties to effecti~llY PArtici~te in that 
proceeding. Since the costing methodology will guide future 

; 

applications for new services, we~lieve it is important that the, 
first new service applica~ion, ~ot PRO california, proceed at a 
pace that allows all interestedfparties to participate in an 
effective manner. Therefore,;'e conclude that PRO California is 
not the appropriate vehicle ':(orcostinq methodology to be resolved. 
for new services. However,!we do not intend to invalidateOrde~q 
Paragraph 11 of O.SS-ll-O¥ where we designated PRO california as, 

the proceeding for inter,stea parties to- address the reasonableness' 
and. propriety of M&T-Cj'S interim· rates. for !mGACOM and 
MEGACOM SOO. , 

When AT&T.-~fesu:e8 to. file an application for its. first 
new service under, regulat0l:Y flexibility it will be that '" 
application where ail parties may participate in first, development 

-of costing methodofogy for future neW" sexvices. and second, , . 
refinement of the/new' services definition.. ' 
So. Bow Should JIew Sexvicea be . 

Intxocluceci· ODCe COstiDq 

~:l~*been Resolved 

1. ~~it19n 
OX:ce the issue of cos.ting methodology is resolve<:i,.. AX&'r-C 
~ 

proposes tf file. requests. for new services through the adviee, : 
letter procedure, with some mod:ifications. CUl:rently, the 'advice, 

I ," ',' ' 
letter process as laid out in GO, 95-Aallows for approval of new' 

I 
service. on 40 calenclar days.' notice. In addition to the 

i . 
requirements of GO 96-A, AT&T-C proposes ,to- provicle:s.tand.ard 
cost1'ig data (usingtheun.iform costinq. method~109Y) with all " ' advice letter filings.. However, ,AT&T-C' seeks an amendment to 

I' 
I 

/ 

.'. 
'" 

',',.' 
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GO 96-A requesting thAt A new service or a revision to an 
service that hAS already been approved by the FCC be approved 
only 20 dAYS r notice.. ~&'r-C acknowledges that this would .... _ ........ _ .... 

a waiver of Sections IV and V of GO 96-A. (~&'r-C Exhibit 
13. ) ~&'r-C argues thAt a recluced notice period. as 
appropriate because "'an initial opportunity to review 
nature of the proposAl would already have occurred Quo;r;J.llg 

, p. 
is 

essential 
the 

.. 84-01-037 for review of the filing before the FCC.~ AX&T-C cites 
the proposition thAt the Commission has already ....... J·'U' .. ·n 

sections. for AT&'r-C' S competitors.. AT&'r-C <:U:C;ru~I:I' 

competitors compete ona national level with 
claims that every filing befor~ .the FCC is 

'rhus, M&'r-C ' 
loI.'-oIu.1.o1.Zed'· closely .by 

its competitors. M&T-C claims that the e5:aeIl1;J..~ nature of arry 
proposal that is. part of a national ofAX&T-C would be' 
revealed in AT&T-C' s FCC., filing ~ There 
would be appropriate for the California 

less time • 
For new services that are 

~&'r-c acknowledges that the timef:oeune 
appropriate, i.e.,. 40-dayreview 1Jt::1, ...... ou. 

2. CNi'l'lL'8 Pos1tiQn . 

to be reviewed in 

part of an FCC review,. 
96-A is 

The issue ofA'r&T-C introduction of new services is the ' 
issue of most concern to CAI~'DE:L in this proceeding.. CALTEL· 
believes that M&'r-C required ,to ·introduce new services . 
by application rather. by advice letter.. CAL'mL arques. that 
w1 th the adoption of· bancUs, AX&T-C would have been provided. a 
significant level of flexibility,and co:c:espondingly, the' 
Commission would, have .' provided with the. challenge of observinq 

and evaluating' 's conduct_ with that .rate flexibilit:r. CA'L'::El,. 

believes it is- iate fortbe' COmmission,. consumers,. and , 
A!r&'r-C"S . to De ,burdened with, havinq 'to quickly respond 
to. M&T-C'sof 4dviee letters by.which it seeks to- introduce 

. recog'llizes thAt AX&'r-C h.ai narrowed. its 
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.. 
proposed definition of new ser7ices, but nonetheless believes 
AT&'r-C should bear the burden of proof that the approval 
new service will be in the public interest. 

CAL~points out that as a practical matter, 
placed on AT&'r-C's competitors will be substantially 
~'T-C i& permitted to introduce new services by adv· e letter 
rather than by application. 

CAL'rEL points out that when an applica on is filed, the 
burden of proof falls squarely on A1'&T:-C,. prote ts may be file<i in 

a 30-clay t1meframe, and most importantly the lief requ.ested can. 
only be granted· by an order of the: Commissi By contrast,. CALTEL., 
points out that advice letters filed purs t to· GO· 96-A take 
effect 30 days after filing unless· suspe eel by the CommiSSion, and . .. 
must be protested within: 20 days of fi g. More importantly, the 
practical effect'is that a party pro sting an advice letter bears 
a burden of establishing that the a ice letter should'be 
suspended.. This is unlike the ap 1cat1on situation where the 
burden is on where it, should. bel. on the applicant, or.A1'&T-C •. 

CALTEL· argues that t e advice letter procedure operates 
in praetice to provide even 

. forth under the existing 
to protest an advice lett 

time for a protest thAn that set 
8S. . In addition to- the shortened time 

, parties may not have been advised of 
the existence of the pr sed ad.vice letter until several days 
after the fi.linq itsel.. Unless a particular party has arranged to' 

have all such advice etters- served. on it by the utility, the usual. 
means of obtaining uchnotice is,' tb:r:ough the COmmission" S Daily 
calendar. For e ple, the COmmission's Daily calendar for a 
particular date ontaina notice of advice letter filings for 

9 days.. Parties must also account for the time for 
ndar to· reach the!r "officethrough the mail· .. 

. re&l.ity,. portiea-' have as few as 10 days. to, prepa:re 
otests given these constraints.. .' By contrast, a party 

consider q protesting an application have 30 days from the date of 
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when the application first appears in the COmmission's Daily 
Calendar. ~ 

, Add.itionally, CALTEL points out that while the a lice 
letter procedure places substantial burdens on the protes ants, 
there is no corresponciinq public benefit by the reduced ime 
period. Protests that are frivolous can be rejeeted. der Rule 8.2' 
just as easily as they can under GO 96-A, accordinq 0 CALn:L. 

Finally, CALTEL notes. that the new serv' e proposals 
which A:r&T-C w1shes to 1ntx"ocluce by advice lett , may well have 
been months or even years in preparation. Th , wh.ile U&T-C may 
~e as lonq as, it wants developing the ope t10nal detal.ls and the ' 
pricinq and ~ketinq strateqies for a p 
interested parties are expected to fom a.te a response to that 
proposal somewhere between 10 and 20 d after first being 
apprised of it.. CAL'rEL a:rgues. tha.t . s. does not ID4ke sense. 

CAL'rEL urges that by r ing applications, the 
protestants. will have at least 30 Clays and.: the Commis.sion may have 
as long- as it needs. to' consider hether the new service should be, 

. , 

authorized.. This qives the Co ssion the option to choose in SQme I 

cases. t~disreqard any prote and. approve the application 

• 

expeditiously or in other sesset the matter for formal public. ': .. 
hearing-so CALTEL urges t the' Commission not qive- uJ;> the broad. 
array of options it pos-s sses when the proposal. is in. the fom of 
an application. 

Finally, EL proposes that AT&T-Cbe required-to 
introduce new servic s by application for a' 2~year period.. CAL'rEL 
points out that, co oversysurroundinq new services is . likely to 
exist for some t e until,AT&'r-Cand other. parties: arrive at some 
understanding- of the precise- definit'ion of new· services. 
Therefore, CAL aU9geatsth4t after a 2-year period by which all 
new services· ill be introc:luced. by application, the Commission can' I • 

determine wb ther the- requirement should be' continued. or not. 
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In the event the Commission does no~ adop~ CALTEL~s 
proposal that all new services should be introduced through the 
application process, CALTEL particularly opposes ~&T-C's ~ 
suggestion that the advice letter review time should be reduced to 
a mere 20 days when the FCC has already reviewed such a s ice. 
CALTEL points out that .this proposal of ~&T-C's would 
competitors with only a few days to prepare and file protest to 
any sueh advice letter.. The Commission and CACD WO'll <:i similarly be. 

constrained in CAL'rEL's. view from taking any actio with respect to 
those proposals _ CAL~ argues that we have not et "observed. .. 
enough to per.mit ~&T-C this extreme level of 

MoreOver I CALTEL po~ts out that s Commission has in 
the past,rejeeted state filings by ~&T-C w eh were "consistent 
with the national plan already approved b the FCC." CALTEL 

concludes that this Commission wishes t continue t~ conduct its 
separate review of such plana. CAL argues that it maJces li'ttle 
sense to sharply reduce the opport tyof interested parties to 
offer co=ments to this Commission th respect to such plans. 

3. 'OS Sprint 'If· Potition 
US Sprint does not op, se the use of the advice letter 

process under GO g'6-A forA1'& _CO's introduction of new services, if· 
the services. are truly new d after the costing methodology has. 

been resolved in. the firs new service, application. However, like 
all other parties to the roceeding, OS Sprint· takes strong 
exception to'A1'&T-C's 
alreAdy approved byt 
Sprint argues tb4t 

oposal that the t1me to. review services. 
e FCC be shortened to a mere-' 20 clays:.. 'OS 

&T-C is asking'this Commission to defer its 
power, authority, 
services to the 
demonstrated 
Authority to 

d jurisdict10n over certain of A1'&T-C's 
C.. 'OS Sprint uques th4t M&T-C has not· 

compelling, reason for this Commission to' accede 
e FCC in this. instance .. 
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4. MCI's Position 
MCl does not oppose the notion of advice letter filinqs 

for true new services once coating methodolo9Y has been r~ol ved in 
the f.irst application. However, MCl does oppose the 20-d1.y review 
period for any new service that has already been introduded and 
approved by the FCC. MCl arques that this 20-day notic' period 
conflicts with PU Code S 45$. Section 45$ provides trf.t any 
revision which does not increase a rate: ~Shall beco effective on 
the expiration of 30 days from the time of filing ereof ,with the 
Commission or such lesser time as the Commission y qrant •••• " 

MCl believes that there would have t~ a chanqe in the 
underlying statutes before ,the Sections of, GO&-A which' M&X-C 
seeks t~ have waived, could be allowed .. 

Further, MCl aaMrts that M&T-C s made no showing that 
prior approval of 0. serv1ce propoBo.l by t e FCC justifies a shorter: 
than 40-day review period for advice le er filings. MCl witness. : 

Wand testified· that M&T";'C's assum, , Ptt:0 I that less review time is , 
necessary for new or existing servic salready approved by the FCC." 
is flawed. (Tr. Vol .. 4. p. 421.)~ here is no basis to assume that': 
any review which may have taken p ace at the interstate 

'" 

jurisdiction would be relevan;~: o.n intrastate filing.. MCJ: points 
out that Nr&T-C's intrastate 0 fering- would not have been reviewed : 
before the FCC.. FUrther, Me mainta1ns that the underlying cost :', 
data provided in connectionAn,tho.nFCC: filing would be different , 
than cost data developed: fir o.n'intrastate service .. ' MCI conCludes' •• 
that the different cost/lata provided at each. jurisdiction would, • 
require a separate rev1ew at the' intrastate level even if a prior , 
review took place o.t 1!b.e FCC. Therefore, Mel urges that the 
Commission not allo,",the 20-day shortened: ,period for r~iew .. 

So DI!A -. i-ti.on . 
DRA ur ~ that the time to rev1ew 0. new Mrvice filing 

should be at le"'t 45- days. ORAmainta~ that several tAsks must': 
be accomplished in this timeframe. First',. it must be clete:mined: if 
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the new service meets the definition of a new service. 
must be determined thAt the generAl costing.and priei methodology 
developed in the first new service application, is plicable for 
the new service in question. Th1rcl, that priCing d. costing 
methodology must be applied ~ Fourth, the cost i ormation provided 
by AT&'1'-C must be exam.ined. Fifth, the partie must prepare and 
submit protests if necessary. Sixth, the Co ssion must review 
the fi.nd.ings and positioM of the parties 
that the above scenario, in their view we d take at leAst 4$ days. 
ORA acknowledges that the current Commi sion practice under GO 96-A 
allows for a 40-day period.. However, 
possibility that rates for substitu serviees could go up, a 
possibility that is generally proh ited ~filing under GO S6-A, 
requ1l:es 4 sma.ll amount of addit nal time to determine the cost 
and benefits of a new service. RA beleives its request for an 
Additional S. days is reasonal:> 'arid' will not harm ~&T-C. 

ORA. joins inoppos .:ton, to· AT&T-C."s propoS4l that advice" 
letters become effeetive ·W~...&4oI..u 20 days if that plan has. received. : 
prior FCC approval. ORA 
itself to relinquish i 

gues that the Commission must not allow'; 
authority over intrastate 
to'. the 'Federal. Government. DRA urges the 

Commission to eonsid 'new service advice letter filings as to the· 
coat and benefits t each service' would bring to california. 

necessarily takes time. 
DRA points out that there are sigtU.£ieant 

differences. in ost between the intrastate and the interstate ,. 
telecommunica ons market _ For example, ORA states that access: . 
ch4rqes axe fferent.. ORA argues that there 'llJ4y be othereosts or' 

. I' 

:48 eompetition" technological differences, and legal,: 
that· CU,ffer between the Federal' and St4te 

(ORA closing, brief pp~ 6-7· ... ) 
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6-. '1'QRN'6 Position 
TORN joins ,in the unanimous opposition to AT&T-C's 

request to have new services reviewed in the shorter than 
current advice letter time frame. 'rtmN points' out that 
using an advice letter for the, introduction of a new s ice is a 
major enhancement of AT&T-C's flexibility. TORN fin s AT&T-C's 
distinction thAt several of these new services hav previously been 
reviewed and challenged at the' Federal level to hardly 

comfortinq. The distinctions between the Fede 1 and State 
xequests for new services could be so- frauqh with problems that it, 
would take more tillle to xesolve than the a "tiona! 10 to 2'0 days 
sought by parties for Commission'review 0 any new service. 
Therefore, ~, concludes that the Co sion shoul~ give CACD and 
intexested parties at least 30 tci 40 ys to review any new service 
proposal introduced by AT&T-C. 

7 - DilC11I,lon 
We note that all parti except for CALTEL seem. able to 

live with the introduction of n w services by AT&T-C th:ough the 
advice letter process. This course assumes that standard 
costing' methodology has bee resolved in its. first new service 
application as cU.SCU8Sed CAL'rE:L,r s concern.s. 
do have merit, and there re even though we adopt, the . advice' letter 
process for new,service today we note that for any particular 
advice letter filing retain the option to X'equire A1'&T-C to file 
an applicationinste : if the protests so warrant. ThO' Commission 
will make that dete tion on a case-by-case basis. 

Lilcewis we are persuaded by the parties that A1'&T-C'S 
request to have . shortened time period. for services approved. by 
the FCC is wi ut merit.. M&T-C's.concern for speed. must be 

t the rights of other partiest~ be allowed, 
icipa.tion in our process. That effective 

timing that makespartic1pation 
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Further, MCI and US' Sprint are tw~ of the ve 
that would ordinarily participate in the FCC process. They, like 
all other participants in our proceeding, are a 1y oppo:5ed. to-
a shortened review process. Several parties point ut that there 
may be substantial differences between the intra 
interstate filing's for the same services. We a ee that 'the review 
that the FCC does for anew service may be ve d..ifferent than the', 
review done here at our Commission. 

We d.o not find. DRA's request for 4S-day period 
compelling. We will authorize advice le er filing's for new 
serviees under the rules of GO 96-A, al owing a 40-d4y period 
before the new service is authorized. However, we caution M&T-C 
that advice letters for new services fraught with controversy will' 
be rejected and. inetead. M&'r-C wi'l' be ordered: to file an 
application. ~&T-C must not abu e the flexibility we grant them 
today in introducing new servic For clarification, this advice 
letter process that we' today a rove will not' te.k& effeetuntil 
~&T-Chas presented its stan d costing methodology for new 
services in an application 
Only after the Commission 
M&T-C beq1n to- present 

1. 

r a' neW" service 48 cliseussed ~ve~ 
s, approved that costing methodolO<JY may, 
new service requests through the advice:, 

AT&T-C's roposesth4t, any new service offering be 
allowed. an upward lexibility no greater than 10% above' its. 
original price, d. a downward flex.ibili ty set' at or abov& the ,LRIC ' 

for the new se ce. 'rhis was not an issue ',of particular focus 
during the he lng's, or in the pereies.' briefs ... It .seems reasonable 
to assume tha parties' positions reqardingrate bands for new 
services are the smile as their positions on rate bands for existinq'·' 

sta:ted.' 
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US Sprint specifically argues that any new s 
introduced should be l~ted to the same S% price 
downward.) proposed. by US Sprint for AT&T-C's exist· g se:rvices. 
(Exh. 8, pOo 22 .. ) 

MC~ does not specifically address th appropriate size of 
rate band.s for new se:rvices. We assume that eI believes that the 
rate bands at least should cover costs on element by element 
basis, and does not oppose some upward' fl . ility_ In addition, 
MCI witness, Wand testified that ~The. Co ssion should~ •• use the 
application for the first new service t is consistent with this 
guideline as the test case for dete:rm~g'how truly new services 
should. be requlated. ~ It ( Exhibit 13, t. 7.) It could be inferred ' 
from this testimony, that MCr reco~nds that the issue of width of 

rate bands for new services betde erred until the fu-st new 
services application.. " ' . 

Likewise, CALTEL doe not specifically address the issue 
of rato band. widths. for new ~'rvices.. However,. since CALTEL is. 
quite adtlmtlnt in its. belief , tall new services should be 
reviewed by the formal, app ication process fOr at least the next 
two years, it is reasonab e to assume that CAL~does not endorse 
AT&T-e'a. proposal at thLs time.' • 

Since both _ and ORA oppose any upward flexibility for.' 
existing services, it/is reasonable to infer a similar objection to 

upward flexibil1t~'r new services. 
2. Di1£Q88f.gA 

~ . 
None ofjthe parties, including AT&T-C, spent much t:une , 

developinq the rf~ord on this- issue. Loqica.lly, it makes. sense to· ' 
treat rate banda· for new services. in a manner, consistent with what, 
we have adopted today foX' existinq services.. We do- not ,wish the 
parties to ldigate, fo~ example, the appropriatenese of upwtl%'d' i 

flexibility ery time~&T-C attempts to: introduce a new service •. 
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~ However, the first new service (not PRO-CalifO~) 
~&T-C attempts to. introduce will be through the formal~pplication 
process with an extensive and thorough examination of &T-C's 
costing methodology. Likewise, we have ordered that e definitio~ 
of new services may be refined in that first applic It is. 
reasonable, therefore, to defer the approval of r e band widths 
until that first new services application. 

~ 

Parties are cautioned that we dO not xpect them to 
reli tiqate the overal'l policy regarding rate anas adopted today .. 

Vl:I. 

A. §ackgxo!lJld 

In: D.87-07-017, the Commiss on ordered. CACO' (then the 
Evaluation and Compliance Division):/,o. conduct,workshops and 
develop a monitoring plan which wOjld enable t:he Co%llDli.ssion to 
measure and assess the .impact fl~ility mAy have on A1'&T-C's 
competitors and customers of in~rLA'rA services in California. 
(ld., Ordering paragraph 2.) ;he COmmission believed a monitoring ',' 
plan was an important prereqw!site to any grant of flexibility;. " , " ' 

CACD held the requ.ired works'hops and; filed.' its monitoring plan on 
November 18',' 19'8:.7'. CACD ,~lieves its proposal will help- the ' 
Commission achieve the o~ectives' outlined. in 0.87-01-017 ~ 

CACD held itsjfirBt 'workshop 'on August 3-1, 1987., Prior 
to that elAte, OeD r~ested that AT&T-C distribute its draft, ' 

", ' . 
application for requ.l.0.tory flexibility to all, workshop participants; , 
to he'l~ the developlI~nt of a mOnitorinq plan. The draft 
application (Whie~eventuAllY became A.a:7-l0-0l9') outlined the 
flex:i,J)ility AT&Tf intended te> request: from the Comm1ssionand 
recommended a monitoring plan which it believed woula complement 
the flexibilitY' it was seeking. ' 

CAcrJ reports that all participants emphAsized, that their' . 
involvement in the Workshops should not be construed by the 
Commissionls support for A:r&':-C's requlator:y flexibility. With 
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this. understandinq, CACD believes the participants talke 
constructively about the mOnitoring plan suggested by At 
the conclusion of'the session, AZ&T-C was :.:equested revise the 
monitoring plan it proposea,taking into consiaerat on the numerous 
suggestions made by the workshop participants.. directed 
M&T-C to obtain comments. from the works.hop p submit' 
a revised mOnitoring plan 10 days. in advance 0 

workshop. 
CACD hela the second workshop se 19, 

1987. CACD· reports. that during this sess on, participants. 
thoroughly discussed the revised monito 9 plan ana assessed the 
merits and shortcomings of each measur ment presented in its 
~arious exhibits before they were ad ted, rejected,. or modified·. 
No one requested further workshop$. 

The workshop participanaqreed that only CACO's 
recommendations should be prese ed ill the repOrt to the COmmiss.ion 
filed November 18:, 198.7.. Comm ts. on CACO's proposed' monitoring 
plan were filed. 20 clAys there fter. 

':rbe M..J aete:r:min in her September 16,. 1988: ruling,. that 

the . mOnitoring plan would t be a subject for eross-exeminAtion at -
hearings, but that partie r sugges.tions regarding the-monitoring 
plan as. laid. out in. the position papers and. briefs would. be given 
consideration by the C saion. ':rhus, parties have beenqiven 
several opportunities. (a8 recently as. October 25,.. 198.a in their 
reply briefs.) to upd te the1rpositions on CAeD·'s. p:.:oposed. 
monitoring plan ove the past year.' 

In its port, CACO' emphASizes. that its. proposed. 
monitoring plan " SU9'9'6St ." method, scientific,: 
or otherw1.se,. .isolate chanqesin. specific measures which would:, 

- " 

enable the Co 58-ion to ~aw. causal relationships between such. 
changes and e flexibill.tyexercised. 'bY~&T~~ .. (CACD Report, 
pp. 4-5.) CD believes the Commission rec09XU:,zed this problem -in 
D.8-7-07-017 notl:nq, '"that. the observation of the results of 
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regulato~ flexibility may present difficulties stmilar to those we 

encountered in trying to set criteria for the~e surement of 
cur.rent market power." (ld. .. , p.. 4 .. ) CACD:bel eves the proposed 
mOnitoring plan presents several helpful ind.· ators which, 
collectively, can aid the COmmission in ass saing how well the 
interLA1'A market is working.. cACO believ it should be up to. the 
Commission to decide whether and how the monitoring progr~ results 
can be used' in later decisions. to. eith reduce, maintain, or 

increase the amount of flexibility gr, ted M&T-Ca 
CACD recommends that the mmission require CAcO to 

publish an annual report presentin 'the results of the monitoring 
program. 60 days. after receipt of e first year's mOnitoring 
results. 

The attachments to :'s.monitoring p~an report are 
included in this decision as pendix C. These attachments would 
fo:r:m the basiaof OCD's, ann al, report under its monitoring plan. 

The exhibits are esiq.ned to show data as they would 
appear in the annual repo The attachments to. the exhibits 

(raw) ,clata,tobe submitted, much o.f 
which is confidential;. also· recommends to the Commission which 
carriers should beord red to supply the clatarequested. 

CACO ,believ sinterested parties should be given an 
opportunity to comme t on that annual report:~' CACD proposes that 
the annu41 report S ould thoroughly aggregate or otherwise arrange 
the data submitted. various parties to guard against inadvertent 
release of any" cofifidential information. ' 

CACD Wlievea the.proposed mOnitoring plan, based largely 
on workshop' dis u8sions, is consistent with. theflex.ibility A!'C&-.r-C 

is seeking' in ~a:7-10-039.. (CACO~ Report, p. S· ... ) 
CA ' s proposed monitoring' plan has, two major components. 

The'f:Lrst su geats indicators which ,would help the COmmission 
detect chan es in the .statu~ of AT&1'-C's competitors, after lim.ited.,. 
flexibilit is qranteclto,AT&T-C. The 8econd componentsugges.ts 
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indicators which wou14 help the Commtssion detect importan~hanqeS 
in the degree of customer service and satisfaction. ~ c~ 

In O.S7-07-017, the Co~s$ion recognized th~ it is 
necessary to monitor the impact regulatory flexibili~ ~ have on 
AT&T-C"s competitors.. CACD rec:onnuends in its repo~ ~at the 
Commission adopt the following exb.ibits (andl-e' / associated 
attachments) to help meet this objective: 

EXHIBI~ 1 - Ease of Market En~ an Exit 

EXHIBIT' 2 - Customer Choice Among ubstitutable Services 

EXHIBIT 3 - Competitive capac it to Serve 
(Intrastate Circui Miles Installed 
and Planned) 

EXHIBIT 4 - Competitive Cap, city to' Serve 
(Switching caP. city) 

EXHIBITS - OCC Size an Growth potential 
(Revenueb~ Service Category) 

EXHIBIT' 6- - OCC Size d:Growth Potential 
(Inters te and Intrastate 
Minutes of Ose) 

EXHIBIT' 7 - OCC ket Share 
(Rev nue ,by Service Cateqory) 

EXHIBIT 8: - OC Market Share 
( terstate and Intrastate 

nutea. of Ose) 

a these exhlb1. tIS,. viewed. collectively, should 
ssionabout siqxti.ficant changes in the status 

of inter~compe ition after ~&T-C is granted, some flexibil~ty .. 
CACD emphasizes t it will, :be un diffieu.lt to- analyze whether ," 
chanqes .in the, dicators being, monitoredc:li:'ectly result from the , 
flex£bilityex eisedby ~&T-C_ 

CA . bel.ieves,' the information requested for these' 
not be unreasonably burdensome or onerous ,to the 

ies who woulcl be required to provide them. .. 
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Furthermore, CACD notes that the data shown in these e~its is 
presented in a manner which ensures that confidential inkormation 
is not disclosed on a company-specifiC Dasis. ' 

The Commission recognized that it is neces to· monitor 
the impact regulatory flexibility may have on Calif rnia consumers 
(D.S7-07-017.) CACD therefore devoted a siqnific t amount of 
workshop time explorinq which variable~ should included in the 
mo!U.torinq plan. to achieve this objective. believes the 
following exhibits may be helpful in this r ard: 

EXHIBIT 9 - Private Line 1nsta 
Commitments Met 

EXHIBIT 

EXHIBIT' l1 r 100 Private Line 
oIow...llUo4Qtions 

roubles Reported, on 
'Private Line Circuits 

EXHIBIT 13 - Average ation (HOurS.) 
Per Tr uble (Private, Line) 

EXHIBIT' 14 - Perc nt of' Troubles Fixed in 
Le8 than 48;. HOurs (Private Line) 

EXHIBI~ IS - stomers4tisfaction 
COmmission Complaints) 

EXHIBIT 1& Percent of calls Not 
Blocked (POP-POP) 

- Percent of Calls Not Blocked 
(POP-LSO/Tandem) 

EXBIB . 18" - Average Speed of Answer 

EXlo;aIT 19 - Customer Satisfaction' Su:cvey 

ver, CACD points out'. in its report, only AT&T-C ,has: 

cOmmitted. provic1inq, the infol:mAtion needed for these exh.ib~ts. i 

CACD stat s it is doubtful· from· the workshop,proceedings whether 
Other Co on Carriers. (OCCs) will be' able to. readily' and· 84Sily 

e . 
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( 
furnish the same information. Before imposinq a potentia~y 
burdensome and onerous :eequ.irement on 1:he OCCs, CACD .ree",ommends 
that the Commission adopt a Pilot Proqram suqqested byjORA. Under 
this Pilot Program, DRA would work with AT&T-C over tie course of 
six months to "test~ the overall viability of ~s 9 throuqh 
19. 

CACD recommends that if the Commissio 
Pr09'%'aDl, DRA should. be reql1.i.red. to submit a port to all workshop 
participants within. &0 days. after the end 0 the &-month test 
period.. This report should discuss: 

1. Whether it .was burdensome 0 obtain the 
data. requi:ee<1 in Exhibit 'through 19. 

Z. Whether the data coll 
meaningful results. 

3. Whether OCCs shoul be required. to furnish 
the· same data. 

4 • Whether other m 

5-. Other matters egard.inq the Pilot Program 
that DRA bel vas are .iDiportant .. 

that all parties be. allowed to- comment ¢Jl: 

DRA's report:'" CACD pro ses that comments' be sul:>m.itted· to CACI> and 
served on all parties ithin ZO' days... CACD' proposes thAt the 
Commis5ion shouldth issue a Resolution adopting a set of 
exhibits and attac ents to' be used to help ,the Commissiondeteet 
changes in the ov all degree of customer service and SAtisfaction' , 
after oAX&T-C is anted., lim!ted flexibility": 

Ackno leclging the directive in D-.87-07-017 to consider 
the effect of equlatox:y flexibility on universal service, CACD
believes the \ is no' 11lcely measurable link between the two-. CACD
maintains· i is. difficult to link customers' decisions to al:>and.on, 
retain, or ubseril:>& to local exchange ~elephone service with 
changing' nd1tions1n, the inte:LMA market' wb.i.ch may' be· att:ibuted,; 

The:eforer CACD recommends that specific;" . 
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universal service indicators should not ·be included in the 
moni.torinq plan. 

Finally, CACD believes, that, because of limit 
resources, the Commission should seriously consider uti zing its 
data processing cap.,,))ilitiea to ensure the mOnitoring rogrOlU is 
implemented efficiently and effectively. In its re rt, CACD 

offered to' work with the Commission's Data P:rocess q staff, and 
the various carriers which would be requi:red to mit data, to 

develop the procedures necessary to, achieve th's objective. 
B. ATiT-C'8 Position 

M&'r-C endorses CACD' IS fully 
consistent with the Observation Approach d,. along with other 
reports regularly submitted by M&'r-C,." 11 per.xdt the Commission 
to sufficiently monitor the marketplac and detect impacts on 
customers and competition. 

M&'r~' acknowledges that e Commission relinquishes no 

regulatory authority if it W'ere t grant the pri'cinq flexibility 
proposed by M&T-C. AT&T-C con es that the Commission can modify, 
the flexibilit~ granted at any' time" ~otingthat the Commission 
..... would· not hesitate to' re :trio. the flexibility granted earlier 
if, it appears that the rate ayers are being har.med by the granted 
regulat0l:Y changes. The timate result maybe a completely 
deregulated AT&'r-C, the atus quo-, or some p4X'tial but continuing 
requlatj,on. It (D.87-07- 17, p. 4.), 

AT&'r-C main: ins thAt it was clear from the workshop
discussions that DRA I s pilot program- concept was. intended to be a 
part of the evolvimonitoringplan and not a prerequisite to· 
granting AT&'r-C f xibility. Furthermore, ,AT&T-C a.rgues that the' 
six-month "repo and comment.. procedu:e after the pilot prog:c~ 
recommended by ~_..,' should relate only to. the issue of whetherOCCs.· 
should be re eel to provide the same: conSumer. data as ~&'r-C. 
,AT&or-c cont cia. that while 1t may De' useful 'for DRA. to- assess the 
firSt six ntha·' resultS for trends or impacts,. DRA"s anal:ysis 
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should not be part of CACO'8 proposed six-month ~report 
comment" ,proced.ure, the only appropriate issue being w ther the 

ceCs must' also supply data. A'r&'.r-C supports CACO"s opo~l that 

there will be an. opportunity at the end of one ye s accumulation' 
and evaluation of results to modify and/orenhan the measurement 
tools to ensure their validity, relevance and propriateness as a 
measure of the interexchange telecommunicati market. 

AT&T-C opposes USSprint~s sugge ions for additions to 
the mOni.toring plan (US Sprint's propo.s4 is discussed below) to 
identify M&'.r-C"s ability to' impact in vidual customer q:oups with 
price changes thereby cross-subsid:izi g competitive services with 
revenues from non-competitive servi s.. A1'&T-C describes US· 
Sprint's proposal as "'an elaborat plan that attempts. to monitor 
pri.ce changes for thirty-eight stomer qroups.... (M&T-C Opening 

Brief, p. 41 .. ) AT&T-C argues t this plan would require an 
enormous amount· of data throu 
A'r&T-C c:lai.msacc:umulation 

an extensive sampling process. 
the data would be "extremely, 

burdeXl80me at best, ~ and gues it does not possess. the required . , . 
data to identify the CUB mer groups chosen by OS Sprint· .. 
(Id., pp. 41-42.) AT&T claims that OS Sprint aclalowledges that 
even if the data we::e ollectible, it would not be clear whether 
the changes are a rest ·of competitive fo::cea,' changes in cost, or' 
exercise of monopol power. 
c. 

argues that CACD's. proposed'monito::inq plan 
cont." ins. serious flaws.,. and does. not accurately reflect the 
discussions in eworkahops as it relates to collection and 
reporting of 

US rint filed. comments. regarding the deficiencies of 
the monitor 9 pl"-Il on Decem))er 8",. 1987. OS Sprint alleges the 

exhibits d elop8cl by' the CACD fail to- collect and report al:>solute 

einformation as· well as infor.mation regarding change in ;, 

OS Sprintcontenda informAtionreqardin9' absolute 
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market share is critical t~ a complete evaluatio~ of th ~sponse 
of the market to any flexibility granted AT&T-C. ~: 
according to OS Sprint, the Exhibits developed by CAC fail to 
collect and report market share infom.ation by produ t s~ent. US: 
Sprint argues the Commission, in 0.8",7-07-017, expl" itly recognized 
the need to collect measures of market power by stomer segment. 
us Sprint presented in its December 1987 commen: modified exhibits, 
which reflect its recommended changes to corr t the deficiencies 
relating to collection of market share in£o tion of the 
monitoring plan as presented in the, CACO's eport. 

Additionally, US Sprint propos 
measures for the monitoring plan in a le er cl4ted November 23, 
198-7 to ~&T-C which would monitor the ffects of ~&T-C pricing 
flexibility on distinct customer group qs. US Sprint circulated 
the proposed set of price indices to- 11 parties' participating in: 

the workshops. Because of the very eal possibility of eross-
" ' 

subsidy which arises from the Obse ationApproach, ,US Sprint 
argues the inclusion of these in es in. the monitoring plan is 
essential to, a thorough evaluati of market perfom.ance following' 
the introduction of limited pri lng flexibility. 

'OS Sprint developed price indices to- evaluate ,the 
impact of ~&T-C's pricing' f1 Xibility on different customer 
groups. US Sprint's proposa would require that ~&T-C's custOmers 
be divided into various gro ps based on their location, the amount' 
of calling.. and whether th y are residential or business users. US 
Sprint's plan then calls or a sample of CUS1;Omer billing, I 
information to be drawn or each group. of customers.. Included. in I 

OS Sprint's recommencl4tion, would' be all 
, , , 

calls placed by each ample' ,customer.. US Sprint proposes th4.t 
whenever ~&T-C chan es rates, these calls of customers would ,be 

rerated using the ~&T-C rates to supposedly determine the 
price 1mpa.ct on: d ferent' customer groups .. , 'OS Sprint believes, this, 
procedure would: eate a price index for ~&T-C for each identified 
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/ 
customer gxoup as well a8 4n overall weighted index of 3 

prices for service provided to all customers. us Sprint ma' tains 

thAt these indices can then be compared to determine both 
overall price level for A'r&T-C services, and.: the effect 
changes on the relative prices paid by var10us custom g%oups. 

US Sprint proposes that the s~ples of cu omer billing 
information used to calculate the average prices 0 price index 
values would not be redrawn for each calculation of the price 
levels. US Sprint believes.. the sample bills s uld be drawn only 
once just prior to the gxanting of flexibili and thes&I1e bills 
and calling patterns'would ,be used for subs quent calculations., of 
the index values. us Sprint argues that s approach keeps the 
quantity weights used" to combine incU.vid: aJ. prices to. generate the " 
overall index constant for the duratio of th~ mon.itoring prQ9'ram.. ,. 
In US Sprint"s vieW', thisproeess "wou d" alloW' any changes in the 
index to. be a clear result of chang 
(Exhibit 8., AppencU.x 8:.) 

Finally, US Sprint:bel ves" CACD"s monitoring plan is 
Unclear about the meehanisma t will be in.. place for either thO'; " 

Commission, AT&T-c. or interes "parties to. act upon the info:r.mation.· 
collected.. US Sprint main that the Couun.ie.sion should include' 
clear proceduxes and an e "'tioua timetable following :release of . 
the monitoring" plan resu 
effects of pricing fle 

for the Commission to. consider the 
ilityand whether or not the flexibility 

should be increased, st:ricted., or otherwise modified. 
D. Mel"8 Pos1tion , 

Mel beli es that the mon! toring' plan recommended.:by CAO> 
isconsistentwi the requirement8 ofD" •. S7-07;"017, subject to 
certain qualifi ations. MCl consistently has maintAinecl that' the . 
monitoring pl should not .increase the,regulato:cy burd.en on other- . 
interexchan carriers,. Mel uques that u a consequence of 
grantinq r iefto- A!r&'r-C from current:requlato:z::y proced.ures,· other 
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interexchanqe carriers should not be subjec~ed to inereas 
regulation. 

, MCI urqes the Commission to review care full the 
information requested by CACD to ensure that it i~ ~ess~ in 
monitoring any flexibility granted to ~&~-C, not s· a means of 
simply obtaining more information about the othe interexchanqe 
carriers or their customers. Specifically, MC believes that it 
should not be required to file the inforMAti contained in 
Exhibits 9 throuqh 18· of the' Mo%U. torinq Pl (See Append:ix C to 
this deciSion.) In MCI's view, these e its are designed to 
provide information about the impact of regulatory flexibility on 
AX&T-C's customers, and should not be sed to elicit information 
about customers of MCI mld 'Os Sprin:. Moreover, the Commission 
does not need to review informatio regarding the quality of 
service of the other interexchan co.rriers, accorci1ng. to. MCI. Mel 

argues. this. exercise would incr. ase the regulatory burden on the. 
other interexchange carriers; t the same time" it would reveal 'no: 

useful information on whethe granting rate flexibility to~&T~ 
has resulted. in a deqradat:t<Sn of service to its. customers. For 
these same reasons, MC.I aiso requests thAt its custome:r:s not bQ, .' 

included in the survey'p/oposed in' Exhibit 19 of the mOnitoring 
plan.. With these qualslications, MCI supports the adoption of 
CACD's mOnitoring:L p. . . 
It.. DI!A'8 Pqlition . 

DRA..expr 8e8 concern regarding the adequacy of CACD's. I 

proposed monitori,,(g. plan: •. DRA stresses that the monitoring plan 
should be cons.idlr~ supplementar:Y'. to- existing Commission. sta£f 
access. to the b6'0)cs. and records of ~&T-C.· DRA. recommends. that, the 
adopted moIiit~1ng plan. include lanqu.A9~ clearly affi:rm;ng the . 
COmmiSSion's right to 'continue to-monitor A1'&T-C through 
verificatio auciit8. 

ikewise DRA urges. that it be macle cleAr that the 
9 plan. does. not exempt.AT&'r-C from any current reportillq, 
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requirements.. ( i .. e .. , those reports. currently required by General 
Ord.ers, Statutes, Commission Decis.ions, , etc. ) For exmnple, the 
recent M&T-C general rate case decision (0 .. 8:8:-06-036) imposed 
several specific reporting requi.rements on M&T-C. ORA beci'ieves 
the mOnitorinq plan should be in addition to all current 
requirements, unless sO' specifically stated. .. 

DRA: believes the six-month Pilot Program i will conduct 
with ~&T-C should cover all the exhibits, not jus Exhibits 9-l9 
dealinq with the imP4ct of flexil:>11i ty on Calif 0 a (:OX13'WX1ers.. " . 

Additionally, ORA suqqests that all service an . 
should be collected from ~&T-C on a monthly aSis and. submitted to., 
the Commission on a quarterly b4sis within. days. after the end of., 
each calendar quarter.. ORA points out ~some of the exhibits in' 
the CACD report eall for repor:t:inq time 
year. ORA believes it would severely 

rames o£·as much as a 
t the six-month Pilot' 

Program. 
ORA agrees with 'Os Spr;tnt that some additional exhibit~ 

are needed. for the monitorinq pl ORA believes. CACD'sproposed: ' 
mOni.torinq plan fails to includ away ef monitorinq thestrateqic 
behavior ef M&T-C directly .. 

ORA. would caxxy us I>rint' s- proposal' ,a step further and, 
request that the data neces ary'to, develop·price indices for 
AT&T-C, should also. be pr ided by the OCCs... However, ORA .qives 
little detail reqardinq t these a.dditional exhibits to' the 
mOnitorinq plan should ORA. offers to: work with the OCCs. to' 
"work out the details e~ cellection and compila.tion of this data. 

t .for these' exhibits.. as: they are reported tOo': 
" . 

the Commission ,can worked out between ORA and the affected 
companies." Response to; CACO"sReport,. filed December 8:, 
1987, pp.9-10. 

allow the C 
ORA. recommencis that the monitoring-plan should 

ssion to add or delete' information that it needs. to' 
qinq, market conditions. (ORA Opening Brief, p. 10 ~ ). 
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P. nnw'8 Positicm 
TORN refers to "much needed chang'es" to. CACD s monitoring' 

plan in its brief. (TORN's Opening Brief, p-. 1 .. ) ~ filed. 
/ 

comments on December a, 1987, stating its views on CO"s propoS4.l 
an4 ad~essed the mOnitorinq plan in its opposit n to. ~&T-C's 
Application for Rate Flexibility, dated. August 0, 1988. 

TORN., points out that the Commission onceded that 
monitoring presents the same diffieul ties a thos& encountered in 

attempting' to. measure market power as en £oned'under the 
Prediction Approach. (0.8:7-07-0l7, p .. 4 TORN believes that not 
only will it be difficult to assess th competitive environment, 
the COmmission will also have a diffi~lt time trying' to. measure 

the impacts on ratepayers. TORN aX' es that for states already 
experiencing rate flexibility, the results have been difficult to 
decipher. (TORN Opposition, At chment C,. pp. l-3~) 

'l'ORN JD4.i.nt4ina that llowing' the' "o1?serve and: Mon! tor" 
apprOAch a180. presents. the Co ssron with the unlikely task of '" 

"unrinqinq the 1><>11." WlUithQ Commiss!.on hal< stated: that it wlll,; 

::~ ~:~;t:ot~;:::~d~~~=i:~:::t~::x::a!~::s it is" ' 

parties would be hard p~ssed to. derive enouqh 1ntelliqible d.4ta . " 
from thepropoaed. monr)forinq plan to be able to convince this 
Commission to turn b4ek the clock. .To TlJRN's knowledge, no other 
state has stepped. biekwards from the initial flexibility grAnted. 

AT&T-c.;t . ' 
One of e obvious problems in 'I"O'lW"s view, with 

monitoring an ard/downward flexibility plan is the inability to 
liIlk the upwa:¢l' and' downwarcfmovements in any meaningful fashion. , 
TORN poses ~ following questions which it believes the proposed 
monitoring lan cannot answer •.. If A!'&~-C lowers its WATS rates and 
subsequen y raises some of its~S rates, was that.a response to 
competit on or a perceived change in costs? - If it was a· response 

ge in costs,- wh1ch costs have changed? If it WAS based on 
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a variety of considerations (i.e., a likely scenario), what-1 CACD 
to make of the results? Even more puzzling, how is CACD to ssess 
all of the dozens of likely ~&T-C rate designs which are iltely to 

,unfold :between review peri.ods.? 
TORN acknowledges that on the customer servi 

proposed monitoring plan is seemingly capable of meas 
sid.e, the 

ing the 
cur:ent level of customer satisfaction, although believes 
there is little effort made to differentiate betw n customer 
classes. Just because customers on the whole mi t be pleased, 
T'ORN argues the data provid.ed mAy camouflage s e customer classes .' 
which are not satisfied with the level of se ce provided by 
M'&T-C. 

TORN endorses OS Sprint's propos ~.ad.ditions to, the 
mOnitoring plan.. Further, 'l'O'RN suggests t the Commission 
consid.er requiring both MCI and OS Spr· to provide similar. d.ata 
at some point in the future.. 'l'URN'rea izes, that providing this 
level of detail may be burdensome £0 the· OCCs-, but ,TORN :believes a, 
true asses.sment of M&T-C' 8- competi Ive response cannot 1:>& 

accurately made without a view of hat the competition. is doing- ... 
Finally, TORN argues t'the monitoring plan will, not 

detect potential future impacts on'!!ervice levels. because it cannot' 
4D4lyze those investment!! whic . are not mad.ewhich should be :made 
in order to' mai.ntaill the sam leve-l ,0£ service,' 5-10 years d.own' the " 
road. For instance, TORN 8 qqest~ that it ~&T-C lowers the rates 
of its. most competitive s 
recover those expenees 
the MTS side of the ho 

ces. :below cost, it mAy attempt to' 
foregoing needed' capital investment on 

'l'ORN. points out that the' current 
monitorinq plan makes o attempt to' follow·AT&T-C's investment 
levels or plans. 
G. Di8cq'''iqn. 

proposed. monito gplan. We note'. that the 'ALJ's rejecti.on of 'Os .'.~', 
. First, e commend OeD for its efforts in developing its. I' 

Sprint's oriqi~ proposed add.itionto- the- plan: to monitor the 
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effects of pricing flexibility on thirty eight custome 
prompted US Sprint to modify its proposal in its comm nts on her 
proposed decision. OS Sprint now proposes customer pling of 
either 4 or a qroups. While we aqree with the PJ:o 
that US Sprint's original proposal was too burde ome, we find 
merit in the compromise put forth by US Sprint n it~ comments~ 

AT&T-C correctly points- out in its ply comments that it 
would be inappropriate for us today to· adop US Sprint's new 
proposal raised for the first time in comm ts on the proposed 
decision. However, A'.'C&T-C does express willingness to- meet with 

CACD and US Sprint to cons-ider the feas· ility of adding to the 
monitoring plan along the lines rais 
comments. 

We believe the much more imi ted . proposal made "by US 

Sprint in its comments has merit. Therefore,. we will direct CACD 
to conduct meetings or workshops within 45 of the effective date of 

. . ' 
this order, inviting all part.i , to' develop an addi:tional report . 
for the monitoring plan based, n the' four customersubqroups (M'XS

residential, MTS business, TS, and 800) suggested by US Sprint in, 

its comments. We authort" z CACD to' collect information from A'.'C&T-C' 
for an additional report its- monitoring plan at the same time it: 
begins data -collection f r the rest of the report.. We stxongly , 
encourage the partie:tl cooperate in developing a mutually : 
acceptable add:ition t the monitoring ~lan along the lines laid. out 
in US Sprint'S comme $. . 

. I ' . 
We adopt }oday CACD's mOnitoring plan in full. 

Therefore, the exl)5.bits and attachments. in Appendix C will form the 
basis for CACD'''s/annual report pursuant to its 'proposal, with 
whatever addit¥n.s developed. pursuant to the:., above d.i.scussion. 

¥.
e te thc:l.t parties' fear8 that our regulc:l.tory oversight' 

and authorit over AX&T-C is being: weakened by this mOnitoring 
plan, are ounded. We relinquish no- regulatory- authority over 
A:r&T-C t y. The monitoring plan, in conjunction with all 
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requlatory oversight we currently enjoy,'Will allow us t determine 
if the road toward rate flexibility is indeed the best ne for 
California to take. Today's order gives ~&T-C a tr endous 
opportunity to break from the traditional form of qulation it has 
dealt with in California. In this new era of ra flexibility, we 
expect ~&T-C to, be more cooperative, not less in supplying the 
Commission staff, both DRA and CACD, with res-ted, information. 
Likewise,. unless specifically in conflict w: th an element of the 
authority we grant today, ~&T-C shall co tinue to. meet all o.f its 
existing reporting requirements in effe here at the Commission. 

We endorse the proposal to. ve a ,six-month Pilot Proqr~ 
for Exhibits 9-19, overseen by DRA. e disagree with A1'&T-C that 
the only dete~ation to. be made the conclusion cf that Pilot 
Proqram is whether accs should, a 0. submit data. Refinements and 
changes to those' exhiJ)its, can a 0. be made at the end of the Pilot,' 
Program pursuant to the cO'tIll4er/. and resolution process' CACD , ' ., ' 

proposes. Thus, MCI and 'Os, jP', rin~ need., not supply information at ,,', 
this time as part of the m~~orinq' plan. The issue remains open"" 
whether they and other OCc.a will h4ve to, do', so- at a future date. " 

We agree wi~fCD that its proposed monitorinq planw111 ' 
present us with severat::1Pful indicators which collectively can " 
aid us. in assessing', h~ well the interLATA market is dcing. If , ' 
after obtaininq resuJ/ts 'we find, that, more information is needed, we' 

• 

can change the moniloring pl'an-. ':, 

~~~~~~c~ 
details will~e to be worked. out among the,' parties as to. ho~ data 

is actually go g to., be- gathered', and processed. CACD has ' , 

reco'tIll4ended t our data processinq capabilities be used to' assist ", 
CACD in qa~rinq data under, the 'plan. We delegate to- CACD ,the 
implementat!ion of its proposed plan, and instruct CACD to work' with,i, 
our DatajxoC&SSinq Staff and: the parties to dete:cnine how ,the data 

should be submitted. " 
"", ,,', : 

, .., 
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The results of the mOnitorinq plan will be' reco~ded data, 

I 
which may be up to a year old. 'rhus,. the resulti:' ill ~ after the 
fact. It is not appropriate to withhold rate fl . ility pending 
the implementation of the mOnito:r:ing plan, part· larly the Pilot 
Program which will be in effect for six months! We believe the 
limited flexibility granted today will resultfin relatively small 

chanqes occur.rinq over .... extended per5.~t5JAe. 

VIII. M.wtion of Non-co'!!~ Issue' 

AX&'r-C offered'several addit~nal commitments as 
conditions on its regulatory flexibi~;1 g'ranted today.. Since 

these commitments are not disputed * the other parties5 and we 
believe they are in the puDlic in~est, we adopt them today .. 
Therefore, as cond:itions. of the a thority we grant today, A:r&T-C 
shall: 

1.. maintain statewide average rates; 

2.. introd.uce all uk services on a statewide 
basis; / 

3. make a maximum: of four revisions. within. 
approved. l:~ bands per service per yeu: 

4. not impose restrictions on the resale an¢ 
sharing 0 its services; . 

/ ' 

5.. not on any service except· by fo:r:mal 

6. 

7. 

app11c ion to· the CommiSSion; 

k to' withdraw any service from. a 
~m.l.ty on aqeographically 

iminatory basis; 

the formal application process for any 
. service subm£ssion or for the revision 

S CAL~ectJ$. to- conclition3. requesting only tw<> ·revis5.ou 
per year. However, we find its objection without merit. 
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of existing service where that submission 
or revision departs from the approved 
standard costtng methodology~ 

use the formal application process for any 
service submission that utilizes a 
combination of existing tariff services 
discounted in order to provide a 
competitive response to a specific 
CUS1:omer. 

lS.ndincm of lA£t 
, 1. No party has objected ,to, the admission 

Exhibit 17 into evidence. 
2.. Upward pricing flexibility is ""\JI • .I.l:I-..... ~ 

Observation Approach the Commission created 
with the 

0.8'7-07-017 .. 
3. At no time in D.8:7-07-017, did Commission suggest 

that only downward pricing flexibility WLA,LLLL be appropriate, under 
the Observation Approach. 

4' • , M&T-C has adequately relbu1::1'e!Cl' the' arquments of 1'TJRN and 
ORA regarding the alleged illeqal of, upwaxd pricing flexibility .. ·, 

,5.. Because of concerns, the potential ad.verse 
impacts if ~&T-C uses rate 
is reasonable t~grant 

5. The purpose of the J<)l:l.8e:r:vl!lLt 
~&T-C'8 behavior once 

Approach is to. moni.tor 
..... ~.11~.&. .......... tyis granted-

7 .. Public witness ...,..:LL· ... ....u.u 

granting M&T-C some' 
are' not;necessary prior to 

'upward.' flex1bil!ty~ 
S. It is the "'\J1~1.0;:l''''''\Ju' S intention to. car~fully monitor the •• 

effects of rate , both upward and., downward, granted. 
today. 

9'. The COIIDllll1I.Se~l.on stated in D'.87-07-017 that it would not 
hesitate the flexibility granted., to-M&'r-C if it appears " 
that are being harmed by-the granted regulatory changes .... 

the pU%pOses.' of the Observation Approach was to 
'DrICJQ1J,C1:.:I.Oln of detailed, cost studies by AT&T-C • 

- as-
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11. The ALJ made a reasonable resolution of the ~ies 
discovery disputes over the level of detail of cost da that was 
required by ~&T-C, in ordering production of Long Run Incremental 
Cost Studies on a service-by-service basis. 

12. The coat data provided was adequate for 
for changes to the width of ~&'l'-C" s rate bands. 

13. The Commission intended that only limit regulatory 
flexibility be qranted~&'l'-C under the Observat' n Approach. 

14. Assymetrical rate bancis are consisten with the 
Observation Approach. 

lS. In order to alleviate the concerns f other parties and 
comply with the directive that the rate ban 
reasonable to alter AT&'l'-C's proposed. rate band.s. in some instances •. 

16·. 1'hex:e is merit .in the suggest.i of several parties thAt .. 

the rate bands should be tied. to percen: 9'e points of increase and 
decrease •. 

17. AT&'r-C"s argument that it st establish. its rate bands 
in at least penny increments. is.. rea 
billing structure. 

18:. Many of AT&'l'-C's· propo rate b4nd.s are in the 5-10\ 
range. 

19 • Some of A:.'r&'r-C's pro 
substantidlly higher perc en e change in one or both. clil:ections. 

20. The parties" sU9'g tion that the all rate bands be 

• 

limited to 5-10\ c:hanqe is too limited. 

21. for AT&'r-C to adjust its bands so that/ 
no rate band changes.mo . than 15\ in either direct1on" except when . 
necessary to round to e nearest penny. 

22. It is not r asonable to qive A:.'r&T-Cpermission. to adjust 
all it5 rate bands t ±15%. 

23. AX&T-C's roposed. referenee rates will be chanqed. by 
other decisions. ted' today • 
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24. It is reasonable to require ~&T-C to file an adVi~ 
letter reflecting the new reference rates and rate bands 
with tbJ.s order,' showing' both percentage and cent bands 

2S.. It is not reasonable to incoxporate whateve refund 
mechanism that is finally adopted in the rehearing 0 0.8:8:-06-035 
into the reference rates for ~&T-C's authorized r e bands. 

2&. It is reason~le to allow the rate ban . to. remain the 
same absolute size in cents as they are on Jan 1, 1989, after 
the January 1, 1990, SPF' to SLU ad.juetment. 

2:7._ A'r&T-C's requ.est to. m.a.ke changesJ.thin its approved rate 
bands on five days' notice through advice etter filing'S is 
reasonable so long ae such a~vic&'lette are served by any party 

requesting it by overnight mail. 
28:. It is. reasonable to- requi.r AT&'r-C to send out a customer 

notice, developed with the Public :visor"s Office, regarding the 
flexibility granted today during efirst practieable billing 

cycle. 

• 

29. A'r&T-C hAs not made convincing show1ng th4t the lower e."' 
ends of its rat& bancisshoul be approved. throug'h the advice letter: 

process. 
30. to require AT&'r-C to make adjustments to. ' •• 

the upper or lower end 0. its rate·bancis by foxmal application. 
31... A:r&T-C'S def tion of a' new service as. an Qffering which, 

customers perceive as. new service· and which has a· combination of 
technology, access, 8atures, or functions that distingu1shes it 
from any existing rvices., meets, the quidelines stated in· 
D.87-07-017. 

32". By it . own admission, AT&T-C's PRO california application 
pending bafor the Commission is, not a new service. 

33 ~ AT -C has made no compelling showinq,why unifom costing" 
methodol for new s8xViees should be d.eveloped. in the . PRO 

Californi application. 
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34. It is reasonable to assume that the definition of new 
services adopted today will, be :efined in the first new service 
application that will also 'determine costing methodology. 

35. It is important to allow all interested p"-l:ties 
effectively participate in the first new service appl .... <:J.:"'~~u. 
costinq methodology for futuxe fi.ling's will be ae'ee~r:m.:I.ne1Zl 

3&. Once un1formcost1nq methodology is 
firs.t new service application, approval of future 
advice letter filings is reasonable, allowingthe·_~ •• v_ 

the new services 4 a days after filing unless 
by the Commission. 

37. If the protests to these advice 
indicate, the Commission may require the 
instead. 

.... 'LT-__ = filings 500, 

••• ~~.of,an application 

3S. AT&T-C's proposal to shorten review time to twenty 
days for new services already approved the FCC is without merit 
because th.is. Commission has a .strong l.D}~ex:est in ll14inuinin9 its 
independent review for intrastate se:~J.ce's 

39. The appropriate widthQf for new se:r;viees is 
new services applieation since appropriately deferred· to the 

the record- is minimal on this. ",ol;)~a 

40. CACO'. proposed 

guidelines expressed- inD.S7-
in. Find.1nq of Fact No.. 44 e' 

41. The Commission 
authority over AT&T-C by 
flexibility today. 

plan· adequ4tely addresses our 
except for the area discussed 

relinquishing any requlato:ty 
9X'Ant of limited regulatory 

42. 4~.~O~J~~.V to conduct a six-month Pilot Progr~for 
Exhibits 9-19 of. monitoring, plan, overseen by DRA. 

43-. US Sprint oriqinal suggested. adciitio1l.$ to' the 
monitoring plan 1mli1JO!te too great a burden on' A'r&T-C .. arid CACD· 
relative tOo the ful infox:mation that could 'be· obtained. 
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• 

• 

44. US Sprint~s modified proposal to add to the moni orinq 
plan, first presented in its comments on the proposed cia ision, has 

merit. 
45. It is reasonable to require CACD to condu 

workshops to develop anaciditional report for the 
meetings or 

nitoring plan 
based on the four customer subgroups (MTS residen ial, Mr.S 

business, WATS, and SOO) suggested by US- Sprint its. comments.. 
46. It is necessa:ty for OCD to. work out the final det4ils of ' 

implementing the monitoring plan, in consul 
Processing staff and interested parties. 
COnclu8ions of Law, 

1. Since no party objected to the receipt of late filed 
Exhibit 17 into evidence" it should be eceived. 

2.. Upward pricing flexibility, onsistent wl:th this ciecision 
is just and reasonAble and should be adopted by the Comm1ssion .. 

3. The Commission shouldre ind or alter the flexibility 
qranted today if it appears rate 

4. Under the Observation pproach, the Commission should not 
require detailed cost studies. 

5. M&T-C"s propoSedr e b4nds should be limited· .in keeping: 
with the directives of D .. a.7~ -017. 

5.. M&T-C should. est lish its rate bands both in penny 
increments and percentage 

7.. M&T-C should: just its proposed ,rate bands. so. that no. 
rate band changes more, an 1St in' either direction, except when' . 
neces8ary to. round, to-,' e nearest penny for billing pul:poses.. .' i, 

8. AT&'r-C'8, rate bands thAt change less th4n lSt in either," 

\ 

direction should be_'dopted a8 proposed. " :, 
9. The 15t cip!floor should-, not preclude assymetrical rates..' 
lO~ Since AT T-C"s reference rates will change due to other: 

pend.inq Commi.ssio mattera, a eompliance<filinq should" be ordered • 
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11. Whatever refund mechanism adopted in the re~arinq on 
D.88-06-036 should not be incorporated into ~&T-C's eference 
rates • 

. 12. The Janu~ 1, 1990 SPF to SLU aajustme ts shoula not 
change the range of flexibility as expressed in ollars and cents ' 
granted today. 

13. At&T-Crs proposal to make changes thin rate bands 
effective on five days' notice th:rough adv e letter filinqs should 

,be adopted provided that A'r&T-C serves it advice letters on any 
party so requesting by overn.i.ght lilail. 

14.. Sections IV and V of GO 96-A hould. be waived in 
accordance with the preceding conclus on of laww 

15.. A'r&T-Cshould· provide cus ,mer notice' through a bill 
insert developed with the'Public A isor's Office regarding, the 
flexibility qrarltecl'today during he first practicable billing 
cycle. 

1&. AT&T-Cshould be ord ed'to make changes to the rate 
bands adopted today through t e' fo~ application process. 

17.. AT&'r-C's definiti of new' services as descril:>ect in 
Finding of Fact 29 should: adopted: ... 

lS. A:r&T-C's reques that ,PRO CAlifornia be the, application 
where uniform costing m odology for new serv!ces is established 
should be denied. 

serviees application that meets our adopted 
definition should es' lish unifo:rmcosting methodolcxr.r, refine the 
new service def1nit n and allow all 'parties to effectively 
partic1pate .. 

20.. Once orm costing methodology is. established in 
AT&T-C's first n service applieat:£'on, fU1::ure, new ser,viee filings 
should be handl 'through the advice letter process with the . 
effeetive date f the tar:£.ffs 40 days after f1linq. 
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21. The Commission should order the filing of'an application 
instead of an advice letter for new services if ~anted by the 
protests. 

22. The Commission should not adopt ~& -C's proposal to 
introduce new services approved by the FCC twenty days' notice 
in California. 

23. The appropriate width of rate ands for new services 
should be deferred until the first new ervice application is filed 
by A!r&T-C. 

24. The Commission should adop AX&T-C's monitoring plan in 

full, including additions referenc in Conclusion of La~No. 27, 
including the six-month Pilot Pro ram to be overseen by DRA. 

2S. A!r&T-C should continu' to, meet all reporting requ;il:ements 
c:urrently in effect by Commiss n decision, statute or rule. 

26. 'OS Sprint's ori9'i:0.4 proposed' adclition$ to CACD,'s 
monitoring plan should not adopted. 

27.. CACD, should hold eetings or workshops to consider what ' 
, I, 

additions. should be made the monitoring plan as raised in, 'Os ' 

Sprint's comments on the proposed decision.. 
28.. CACD should rk out the final details' of implementing 

the monitoring plan consultation'with our Data Processing staff 

ORDER 

EREJ) that: 
1. 1100 Exhibit 17 shall be received in evidence. 
2 ..:is qJ:anted' limited .requlato:ey flexibility 

consistent wi th1s decision and subject to the following, 
conditions: 

A!r&'r~ shall adjust its proposed: rate bands 
80, that no rate band' changes more than l5% 
in either direction, from, the reference 

I , 

" rate,. except when necessary to round to the . ' 
nearest penny .. 
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b. ~&T-C sh~ll adjust its reference rates 
discussed in section (~) above pursuant 
other year-end Commission actions. 
Whatever refund mechanism adopted in 
rehearing on O.aa-06-036 shall not be. 
incorporated into ~&T-C's reference ~tes. 
The January 1, 1990, SPF to SL'O' adj tment 
shall not affect the range of fle . ility 
as expressed in dollars and cents anted. 
today .. 

c. Sections IV and V of GO 96-A s 11 be 
w~ived to· allow ~&T-C to mak changes 
within its approved r~te ban effective on 
five days' notice through a ice letter 
filings, provided ~&T-C s es such ~dvice 

1 

letter :fil~IS on any r st.ing party by t 
overnight 1. A'l'&'t-C 11 notify its 
customers of the flexib' ity granted. tod~y 
through a bill insert veloped. w.i.th the 
Public Advisor's Offi during the first 
practicable billing le ... 

d. A'l'&T-C shall be. r ired to use the fo:mal 
application proce . to make any changes- to 
the rate bands a horized today .. 

e. A'l'&T-C shall no use its PRO ~lifornia 
~pplieation to develop a·· uniform. costing 
methodology f r future new service fil~gs. 

f .. 

g .. 

h. 

The advice terprocess approved t~y 
for new se ices· shall not take·effect 
until AT&has filed. a new service 
applica n.where unifo~ costing 
methodol gy shall be establ:1.shed,. the new 
service def1n.1tion. shall be refined: and 
all p 1es. shall be allowed to effectively 
part! pate. 

Afte wU:form. cost.inq methodology is 
es lished ~ the first new serv:1.ee 
ap ication,. future new service f:1.1ings 
s '1 be'· handles through the advice letter 
p ocess Under Gener~l Order 96-A. 

&'.r-Cshall maintain' statewide average 
rates; 
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i. AT&T-C shall introduce all new services on 
a statewide basis: 

j . AT&T-C shall make a maximum. of four 
revisions within approved rate bands per 
service per year; 

k.. AT&T-C shall not impose restrictions 0 
resale and sharing of its services; 

1. AT&T-C shall not abandon any servi except 
by formal applieationto· the Co . sion; 

m. AT&T-C shall not seek to- withdr 
service from a community on a 
geographically diseriminatory 

n. A1'&T-C shall use the formal application 
proce8s for any new aervic submission or 
for the revision of exist g service where 
that submission or'revis on departs from 
the approved standard c sting methodology: 

o. AT&T-C shall use the ormal application 
process for any serv: ce submission that 
utilizes a combina on of existing tariff 
service. d1oC1in order to provide a 
competitive res e to a specific 
customer.. . 

3. CACD shall implem t· its proposed monitoring plan in 
full.. CACD shall hold wo hops with.i.n. 45- days of the effective 
date of this order to de e:r:minewhat additions should:be ma.de to 
the monitoring plan, 1 tlld· to. the proposal made by 'Os Sprint in. 

its. comments to the p oposed.' decision.. In addition, CACD shall 
inform all parties. letter of the final details of implementing. 

and the date ··for commencement of data' 
collection for monitoring plan. 

4... AT&T ahall continue to'- meet all·· Commission reporting: 
requirements ently in effeet~ 

5.. Wi . ten day:s of the effective date of this order, 
file an advj,ce letter, tariff sheets·. reflecting,· all the' 

conditions Cliseussed'in this order.. For administrative' l 
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convenience, M&T-C shall consolidate the rate changes in the Phase 
/ 

I opinion on the rehear1ng of D.8:8-06-03& and Advice Letter 1~ 
with changes in this decision to preclude a set of consoli /ed 

tariff sheets. These tariffs sheets shall be effective 0 

January 1, 198:9. 
This order is effective today. 
Dated "'DEC 1 9 1988· , at San Franci 
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On september 1&, 1988 the ALJ issu a ruling resolving 
both discovery motions 
addressed in hearings. ing that cost data was 
irrelevant under the Observation Approa , AT&T-C offered to 
provide eost data restricted to long ~ incremental costs (LRIC) 
on a service-by-service basis in tb~spirit of compromise. The ALJ 
adopted AX&T-C's suggested com1-pom.se regarding the motions to 
compel. 

Based on evaluation 0 the position papers tiled by the 
parties, the ALJ ruled that ~ee issues would be addressed in 
hearings and were the proper /subj eot for rebU,:ttal testimony.. 'I'hose, 
issues were: (1) should u~ard flexibility be allowed in the rate' 
bands? (2) what is the ap~opriate width of the rate bands? and 
(3) what conditions sho~ control AT&T-C's offering of new 
services? Other issues~egarding ~&T-C's proposal, were belieVed 
by the A!,;1 to be adequately addressed by the parties' position 
papers.. However, pa~ies were allowed to- file additional comments 
on these issues in -deir final briefs in this proceeding-

I ' Hearings commenced· on october 3, 19$3 and concluded on 
October 6-, J.988. orhis matter was submitted upon the filing of 
concurrent openincj briefs on oCtober 18, J.988 and concurrent reply 
briefs on OctObe12S, 1988.. The, parties filing briefs in this 
proceeding included A'1'&T-C, 1J'S'Sprint, MCI, ORA, CAL'l'EL,. and 'l'ORN. 

Finally, in com~liance with the AI;t's order, AT&T-C submitted late-', 
tiled Exb ibi t -/.7.. No party has objected to. the admission of 
Exhibit 17 int~. evidence.. M:r.. Sidney Webb, while participating in .. 

the hearingsjldidnot,!i~e ei~er opening or reply brie~s. 

i XI. IDDPMry Of ATiT=C'sCgrrent PJ::9posal 

order to understand better the sections to· follow we· 
will now iieflY describe AT&T-C's current proposal.. our smmn"ry 

of A1'&T-C s proposal here is not an endorsement of the entire 
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/ 
package. Our endorsement or rejection of each of th~elements of 
~&T-C's proposal will be discussed in later sections o! this 

decision. ~ 
Fundamentally, AT&T-C seeks approval of rate bands around 

the rates adopted by the Commission in AT&T- . , s current rate ease 

(A.85-11-0Z9), and the ability to change r~es and introduce neW' 
services through established advice lettef filing procedures. 
~&T-C maintains that this would afforal1tsome relaxation of 
present regulatory restraints while s~ll providing sUfficient 
protection to AX&T-C's california ~tomers and competitors. 

The first component of A~T--C~S proposal are rate bands 

for each rate element of its Mes~ge Toll Service (MTS), Wide Area 
Telephone service (WATS)., 800 s/rvice, and Private Line service, 

including a limited band for n'w services. AT&T-e's proposed rate 
bands for its.. MTS, WA'I'S, and Joo service are set forth in 
Appendix S to this decisionf _ AT,&T--C proposes. a rate ):)and of plus 
or minus 10% for all private line service elements. Additionally", 
A'r&T-C proposes that any ~w service offering will have an upward 

I 
flexibility no greater than 10% above its original price,. and a " 
downward flexibility sed at or above the LRIC for the new service.', 

I. . ..' 
The second b,u.e element of AT&T-C's proposal i.s the 

flexibility to, introduce new services, in a manner whieh.A'r&T-C 
believes is more consistent with the streamlined. proced.ure ' 
currently allowed all! of AT&T-C's interexehMge competitors. 
A'r&T-C has returned~o the definition of new services of its 
original apPlicatiof" meaninq an of!eringwhieh customers perceive,' 
as. a new service aljld which has a combination C?f technology, access'" 
!eatw::es,. or functl.Lons that distinguishes it from any existing '., 
service. I ' ' 

The th;./rd basic' element of AT&T-C's proposal is the 
I 

adoption by the Commission of a·standardized costing methodology 
which AT&T-C wil~ use in support of fUture advice letter filings." 

I 

Following the adoption of this standardized methodology,. AT&T-C 
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while o~ers ao not. AX&T-C contenas that an aajUS~o rate 
bands for aecess eosts fails to. recoqnize the con~ibution above 
cost built into various rate elements and thus o~erstates the rate 
band width relative to. cost when access costs;(re excluded. 

The second assumption implicit i~the parties' analysis 
is that no rate element is currently set /elOW cost. .AT&T-C 
rem.ar~ that this is obviously untrue. /AT&T-C maintains that the 
commission has long refused to, allow ~&T-C to- raise certain rates 
to a level which recovers cost in co£sideration of various social 
goals. The proposed access co~t 'djustlnent in such a case is pure 
fantasy in AT&T-C's view. For e ple, AT&T-C points out that M'l'$" 

directory assistance is current y priced below its aecess cost. An 

adjustment to limit the proposed rate band to- a percent of· 
nonaccess cost would make no/sense in AT&T-C's view because such a ' 
band would never permit these rates to recover all costs. . 

7 _ DiSC!lSs12n / ' 
We agreo with ?e parties that the dispute over the width. 

of the rate bands cent~~ on what we meant when we used the term 
Nlimitedw rate flexibi?Aty in 0.87-07-017. We are sympathetic to 
the arguments of the trrties that the rate bands are too- broad in 
some instances. On the other hand, we wish to give AT&T-C' enough' 
flexibility today tol tulfill its desire to responel more quickly in: 
its markets and have something tor our monitorine; plan to. monitor.' 

We aqree/With A1'&'I'-C that asymmetrical rate bancls are i" 

consistent with tljie Observation Approach. We dc> not take the tem 
m.idpoint as literally as some parties propose.. We tind M&T-C's . 

. I 
development ot~e. term. Nreference rateW .as reasonable and' .' .•. 
consistent with 0.87-07-017. We note that the as~etrical rate . 
bands are the esult ofAX&T-C"s attempts to. accommodate other 

I . 
parties' concerns- Therefore,.. we will adopt AT&'r-C's rate l>ancls ~s: 

proposed', with/certain limitations. We' believe the limitations. we 
are ilnposinq I ould alleviate the concerns of the other parties. . ; 
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First, we find merit in tying the ra e ~ands to 
percenta~e pOints of increase and decrease a suqqested ~y several 
parties. However, we believe AT&T-C's desute to establish rate 
bands in penny increments is reasonable ~en its current billing 
structure.. Even thouqh AT&T-C has prese~ted its proposed. rate 

/ 
bands in cents instead of percentaqes~see Appendix B), we can 
determine that many of the proposed l:)anc:ls are in the 5-10% range. 

I 
However, as pointed out by ORA. and j!:fJIm', other rate bands present a 
much. higher percentage change.. w,f will order AT&T-C to adjust its 

rate bands so. that no rate band /s qreater than ± 15%. We do· not " 
give AT&T-C permission to· increase or decrease any rate band which. 
is currently at a lower level;1n either or both directions up to 
that 15% level.. The ± 15% i'P'/floor will only apply' to. rate bands 
that are currently larger tlian that.. Likewise,. we are not 
requirin~ symmetrical rate/bands in all instances.. 'rbe 15% 
cap/floor can be applied In one direction only.. ',' 

In keeping wi~ AT&T-C'sneed to bill by penny increments 
we will allow AT&T-C tol increase this ± 15% band only if it is " 
necessary to round to fhe nearest penny .. 

We realize this deqree of flexibility is greater than 

that ad.vocated by molt parties and less, in certain instances, then," 
I 

that requested by AT&T-C. We are convinced that our compromise is : 
a reasonable one .. riven the evid.ence, we believe our approach will, 
produce just and. reasonable rates. , 

We ba;tnot attached our adopted rate bands. as an '" 
Appendix to. this decision because other proceedinqs we will decide ' 
this year will pact the reference rates that torm the basis tor . 
the rate b1J:J:J.d.S/ 

The fbase I opinion on.therehearinq of 0.88-06-036 also 
beinq issued today will impact those reference' rates. Likewise,. 
the year-end!SPF toSLcr,and access' flow throu~h cost adjustments 
will alter the reference rates. 

/' 
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~ We therefore will order AT&T-C t~ file an adVJ>~er 
within ten days of the effective date of this order w'~ tariff 
sheets reflecting reference rates whioh inoorporat the changes 
discussed above. In addition, AT&T-C's tariff sets shall include 
tables of rate bands both in cents and peroen es for each of its· 
rate elements oonsistent with the limitation discussed above. 

• 

• 

Finally, whatever refund meoh7fran. . is adopted in the 
rehearing of 0.88-06-036, shall not be in orporated into the 
referenoe rates for ~&T-C's rate bands 
c. Rov Should Cb.anqes 

Within and Belov The Ac:loptecl 
Rate Bands Be IJIpleaentecJ? 

1.. AVcT=C's Position 

~&T-C requests that it e al~owed to· change rates within 
an approved rate band on five da s' notioe through advice letter. 
filings. ~&T-C acknowledges that this would ,require a waiver of 
Sections IV, v, and VI of Genefal Order COO) 96-A. AX&T-C points 
out that this waiver has already been granted toAT&T-C's 

. .. I . compet1tors. ~&T-C re.ers Ito 0.84-01-037 statl.ng that "'The 
provisions of GO 96-A are waived only to the extent o~ Section XV, . 
relating to tiled and effecftive dates; Section V ,procedure· in . 

fili~g tariff sheets W~iO~.d~ no~ increase rates or charges~ and 
Sect10n VI, procedure 1n jt'J.11nQ l.ncreased rates. In all other 
respects, tariffs shall Pafiled in accordance with GO 96-A. 
Tariff filings will be ~ffective· five days atter tiling'" 
(Id., p. 7). For chanc}es within. its rate bands approved by this 

I • 

decision, AT&T-C is s~ekingonlY what its competitors alreadyha~e,: 
fi ve-day effective dates for tariff· changes.. .• 

AT&T-C' see~ 20 days' notice for a reduction in existing" 
I .. 

rates below the approved rate bands. kT&T-C maintains that 
. I 

currently' under GO 96-A they would be entitled to reduce rates , 
using the 40-day no~ice period. 

I 
I 
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2 - :oS SJ>rint' s Position 
US sprint proposes that if its rate bands (5~ upward and 

/ 
downward) are adopted by the Commission, then US Sprint would a~ee 
that rate changes within their proposed ban~could be approved 
upon five-day notice.. (Exhibit s, p'. 20.Y. However, if greater 
flexibility than US Sprint has recommended is approved, OS Sprint 
urges the full review period curre:n.tl~:rovided under GO 96-A 
should be required to allow the Commi'Ssion staff and interested 

/ 
parties adequate time to verify that AT&T-C's price change would 
not result in rates set below cost'. , 

us Sprint is adamantl~opposed to allowing rate bands to, 
be lowered by the advice letterl process. US Sprint poses the 
question of why should the' Co~ission bother setting bandS if the 
lower limit has n~ meaning?~US sprint points out that the 
testimony in this proceed~g has focused on the relationship 
between the flexibility :z:equested in one service and the 
flexibility requested irI another service _ In particular, US Sprint 
claims that concerns h/.ve been raised reqardinq the possibility Of . 
predatory pricing and! cross-subsidization. us Sprint ax'9Ues that' 
the limited banding ~oncept of: the' Observation Approach will be " 

destroyed if AT&T-c'is not required to- justify ehanqes be they 
downward or upwarctf in the rate bands through the application 
process. / 

3. MeT's Positign 
MCI likewise is concerned about A'r&T-C's proposal to 

I 
change the lower bound of rate bands approved by this decision via: 

( , 

the advice letter process. MCl argues that the rirst tiDe ~&T-C 
proposed suc:h ja plan regarding lowering the rate bands was in its 
rebuttal testimony. MCl disaqrees with AX&'I'-C's attempt to 
characterize/this recommendation as a clarification of AT&T-C~s 

I 

proposal tor revision· to existing 'services.. . Further, MCI believes. 
this propos~l is inconsistent with the Observation. Approach and 

I 

should be rejected • 

/ 
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MeI agrees that under the Observation APproa~:T-C 
can request limited pricing flexibility, including r&{axation of 

/ 
certain procedures currently in place. However, MC~ believes that 
AT&T-C's proposal goes tar beyond that and in fae£ makes the lower 
end of any approved rate band illusory. MCX w~ess Wand testified 
/PI don't understand the purpose of a lower ba* if (AT&'I'-C is) . / 
lowerl.ng the rates below that band. 1F (Tr. ~l. 4, p .. 42l.) 

MCX agrees with Sprint witness PUrkey who testified that 
allowing the lower end of the rate bands /0 be lowered by advice " 
letter violates the concept of the, Observation Approach. This is 
particularly true if the purpose of tbi Observation Approach to. 
monitor the results of the' granted prfce bands. Xf AT&T-C is 
allowed to price outside of those bands,. whether it is upward or 

, I 

downward pricing flexibility, thenpe monitoring plan will, have 
little effect. MCX urges that any;! change in the rate bands 
approved by this de.cisiontoday ~y be allowed through the 
application process where the fUll impact of those proposed new 

. I 
rate bands can be deter:uu.ned,. and any changes that may be necessary' 
to the monitoring plan can be~Cliberated .. 

4. CALTEL'S Posi3:ion / 
CAL'I'EL disagrees with A1'&'X'-C's. proposal that changes 

I 
within preapproved rate bands be effective'on 5-days notice. 

I 

CAL'l'EL believes that the e,tfective date should, be no less than 14 I 

days after the date of tiling. CAL'I'EL argues that even in' an era, 
of 1P1imited regulatory fiexibilitT",. the nation's dominant long- .,' 
distance carrier should /not be, permitted. to change rates without , 
some opportunity for review by affected consumers and. competitors. 

I . 

CAL'I'EL, asserts that a. f4-d.ay effective date- would permit those ' 
entities an ad.equate period. of time to review the tariff changes : 
and. raise issues of doncern with CACD should they be warr~tecl~By 
contrast, with the sfaay effective date,. CAL'I'EL argues that any 
party wishing to express concerns with" regard, to such a tariff 

, filing would have to. do so practically on thed.ate of recei-nngthe 

',' 
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tariff filing through the US Mail. (CALTEL's Statement of 
Position, dated AU9\lst 26, 1988, pp. 2-3.) 

CALTEL also, disa9rees with AT&T-C's proposal to reduce 
the lower end of its approved price rate bands byadvice'letter. 

/ 
CALTEL suggests that the Co~ission should evaluate AT&T-C's 

/ 
proposal in light of all of the requests set forth?n AT&T-C's 
application. CALTEL draws a distinction betwee%~/a company like 
AT&T-C seeking limited: rate flexibility in th~orm: o'! rate bands 

and a company like Southern california Gas Company still subject to

:rate base, rate of return re9\llation and wntmay not alter its " 
rates without a formal order of the CO~ion. CALTEL, sugqests 
that A1'&T-C is seeking to have the best/Of DOth worlds, i.e., to
escape the rate base, rate ot returnr-:lation applicable to 
monopoly utilities while at the same tme enjoyinq the ~nefits of . 
filing procedures designed for rat reductions by monopoly 
utilities.. CALTEI. argues that whi1.e an abbreviated procedure 1!or ' 
rate reduction (below aUthOriZe~rates) may be appropriate for an 
entity that solely provides monopoly services, it is'hArdly 
appropriate for an entity sud/as AT&T-C whiehprovid.es services in. 
many markets and enjoys quas~monoPOlY status in some. 

CALTEL suqqests ~t AT&T-C's request is inconsistent 
with the notion of l.imiteCYrate flexibility. CAL'I'EL beli~es that 
the Commission should haL~ some time: to. *observe* AT&T-C,s conduct , 
in setting rates within Ie rate bands tor existing services. betore.' 
it permits ~&T-C to ~roducepriCinq Pl~ and rate reductions 
below the lower e~d o~ the rate band by adV1ce letter. ~ 
proposes that a 2-yea period of observation be adopted and that 
AX&T-C be required tc:> tile application. for new' 'pricinq plans for 

that same period.. ~_ . 
s_ %QRN's ~tiOD 

As discu$sed· previously in an earlier section, TORN 
• I • • 

bel1eves that the~~:::sed rate Dands should cont1nue 1n eftect 
unchanqed until a~t 12 months o~ monitorin~ data has been 
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gathered by CACO. In addition, 'l'ORN believes that the Commission 
staff should be satisfied that all of the necessary data has been 
provided by AT&T-C. TURN suggests that no less than 90 days 

following this determination, AT&T-C may file an advice letter 
proposing additional flexibility. 

6.. DRA' s Position 
ORA has no objection to allowing changes with~~ the 

approved rate bands on S-days notice through tariff t!linq. 
However, ORA believes it is imperative that changesitOthOse rate 

bands, including reductions, be done thrOU9h~ur application 
process. ORA argues that the intent of establ' shing rate bands was 
to allow AT&T-C to have flexibility within c in constraints.. , 
ORA points out that the Commission made it}lear that any widening: 
of existing rate bands would be predicated on the result of the 
Observation Approach. (D. 87-:-07-017 , P.j14.) DRA urges that any 
widening, either upward. or downward, c:Y! the rate band be 

accomplished through an application ,(0 that the Commission can 
, I· " 

reflect on the outcome of the fl . ility already granted" before 
approving any greater flexibility. 

7.. Discussion 

We find it reasonable or AT&T-C to be allowed to make 
changes within rate bands approved by today's decision on short 

I 
notice through advice letter ~linqs. ' '. 

While we are sympathetic to CALTELls argument that s. days 

allows for virtually no checJling by other parties of AT&T-C's .' 
submission, we are hopeful that only requests that fall within the ' 

rate ban~ a~proved today ~ll be sought. Therefore, we.order that 
changes Wl.thu the rate bapds may be made on S days' notl.ce and' ", 

will waive GO 96-A accord:ilnglY.. We note that if the, $-day notice; 
I ' " 

provision is changed for fhe non dom) nant interex~~e carriers' 
pursuant to Pur'Rul~q (R~)85-08-042,. it "shOUld likewise 
change for A'l'&'I'-C.. AT;~C shal.l serve such. advice letters by 

express mail on a:ny P" j who so requests •• We are concarneci with 

- SO -
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the problems raised by other parties with AT&T-e's proposal to 
lower the rate bands through the advice letter process. We believe 
it is necessary for us and the parties to obtain data through the 
monitoring plan of AT&T-C's behavior before increased flexibility 
is allowed. Therefore, we agree with the parties who< recomm~ded 
that during this initial stage of limited rate flexibil~: the 

,/ 

flexibility is limited to what is approved today. AT&'r-C must use 
the formal application process it it wishes to' mak~djustments to 
the lower end or the upper end of its rate ban~/ As AT&T-C's . 
reference rates are altered over time by othe~ommission actions, 
the proportional size of the rate bands, around those reference 
rates m.ust re:main consistent with today's ai'eision. 

vx. What CoDditiOllS Should Ll AT~s 
otterinq·· 0: Uft §exyi.ces? 

A. What Should< the De:fi:nition 
or New services be· and 
Wbere Sho1ll.d the Costl.Dq 
Methodology tor New services 
be Deyeloped? 

1.. ATiT=C's Positlsm 

AT&T-C has returned t its original definition for "new 
I I' '!It 

services," found in its oriqinaf application of october 1987. 
A1'&T-C defines a new service a$ an offering which customers 
perceive as a new service and~/hich has a combination of 
technolocnr, access, features, or functions that distinguishes it 
from any existing services. In D.87-07~017 the commission directed.· 
that for purposes Ofg.rantin~ .. initial re<JUlatory flexibility, 
repricinq or repackaging of existing service would not be 

considered a new' service .. 
Thus, AT&:T-CacJcnQwledqes that the d.efinition does not 

classify an optional eallin1 plan which discounts existing service 
rates as a new service.. Al ouqh AT&'l'-C·has returnecl to its 
original definition, in its statement of Position filed. July 15, 
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1988 AT&T-C had proposed a definition whioh oateqorized optional 
calling plans as new services. Because of the oppodition to this 
modified definition by ORA, MCI, Sprint, and ~~~&T-C at 
hearings returned to its original definition, i~ the rebuttal 
testimony of Mr ... Parker. / 

AX&T-C argues that its proposed ~finition of new 
services is reasonable. AT&T-C aCknOWle~es that it has committed 
not to, introduce a new service through~e advice letter procedure 
until the commission adopts a standarlized costing methodology. 
A'r&'r-C requests that the Commission idoPt its definition of new 
service and address the issue of w~t standardized costing 
methocloloCjf to 'ad~pt in A.SS-0:t-o, l, the PRO 'california proceeding., 
A1'&T-C makes this recommendatio despite the tact that its own '. 
witness Parker acknowledged th PRO California does not meet 
AT&T-C's recommended det"initicf. of a new service. PRO California 
is a discounted· optional ca[" g plan. AT&T-C's rationale for 
doing the costing methodol ,tor new services in a proceeding that, 
is not itse1t a new service is the fact'that the costing " 
methocloloqy study must be one anyway both for the PRO california . 
optional calling plan and/for AT&T-C's MEGACOM SOO service 
(A.8S:-07-020). AT&T-C a~es that' since it will have to. expend 
considerable resources on the presentation of its costing , 
methodology in the PRO dalifornia proceeding,. it is an efficient 
use of 'AT&T-C's resourc~s to establiSh a costing methodology for 
all aclvice letter filirJgs for new services that A'l"&T-C intends to' 

, I, 
make under the requlatory flexibility granted today. 

. I 

2. gLm,'s Posjj:ion 
CALTEL urge~ the Commission t~ reject AT&T-C's proposal 

that its PRO caJ.iforn a application be the forum for developing 
standardized costing d pricing methodologies for future new 
service applications~ CAL'rEL points out thatAT&.'r-c admits. that 
PRO california is not a new 5er.rice as , AT&'S:-C presently ciefines 
the tem.. Acl<li tional. (' CAI.= does not believe that eosting 

\ 
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methodology aeveloped in a proceeding such as PR California, where 
the service being evaluated is simply a repri~g of an existing 
service, will be of any use to the eommissi~in aeveloping 
procedures for cost analysis of a true~ew. service. CALTEL argues 
that the commission must evaluate the co t methoaoloqy for a new 
service in a proceeding by which AT&T- seeks to introduce a new 
service by its own definition. / 

CALTEL points to- one final reason tor requirinq that the •. 
application by which costingmethQdoloqies are" developed for new 
services be an actual new service/application. CALTELbelieves " 
th4t the scope of the definitio' of new services itself will need . 
additional work.. CALTEL point' out that AX&T-C has. recognized that 
its proposed aetinition ot neJ service~ has." not been employed in ' 
any other regulatory proceeding. (Tr.. Vol. 2',. p. 234 .. ) CAL':mL 
turther asserts that AT&T-C!itselt admits that this definition has ' •. 
been fraught with controversy since it was originally proposed and . 
that the controversy has Jot disappeared. CALTEL believes it is 

" I . 
inevitable that there wi71 be controversy over whether the first 
·new service· proposed by ~&'r-c" actually talls within the 
detinition which AT&T-c!as'ks the commission" to-adopt in this 
proceedinq~ CALTEL mainta~ that the definition will have" to- be 

refined and quite obviJusly that should be "done in a proeeedinq 
where an actual new setvice "is betore the Commission for 
evaluation. 'rherefOr,,. CAL'rEL-believesthat the commission should" ' 
address both the refining of the definition. of new services and" the . 
costing' methodoloqy fbr new services. in one applieation~ CAL'I'EL- '" 
submits. that PRO cal~fornia is not the appropriate application_ • 

3. TJS Sprint'~ Position 
'Os sprint ~rques that AT&T-C's new services detinitionis 

ill-d.etined. 'Os $pint claims that although A1'&T-C says it has 
returned to its new ervices.definition contained in its ori~inal 
application, several new" elements are- added.. as Sprint argues that,'. 
it is not entirely ear why these elements are necessary or " 

\ " " 
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advisable and how they fit into the overall Pict~:ew 
services. ~ 

us sprint joins in the opposition t~the PRO California 
application as the forum for aevelopment/Of ttriitorm costing 
methodology for new services. 

4. xc:r's Position 
MCI asserts that AX&T-C has ~y recently returned to its 

definition of new services that embod:L.ed the principles laid cut in: 
0.87-07-017. Mel support$ thi$ de~~tion for new services that 
was contained in. AT&T-C's apPlieat~o'n of October 30, 19$7 and was 
readopted :by AT&T-C in Mr. ParkerF rebuttal testimony. At. the 
salIle time, Me! vigorously opposes! AT&T-C"s proposal to use its 
pending PRO california applieat~n as the test ease for cost 
:methQCloloqy for all fUture newfervice filings.. MCI points out" 
as did all other parties to, the proceeding, that ~&T-C bas 
acknowledged that PRO califo~ia is not a new service under , 
AT&T-C's recommended detinitton. Witness Parker acknowledged that, 
it is merely a priCing option.. Me! maintains that A:r&'1'-C has. ~. 

tailed to provide any justification for why it should depart from '. 
its own definition and usJ PRO california,. r~ther than ~ truly neW:' 

I ' 
service t~ develop a uniform cost methodology. 

Further, MeX sdggests that in light of the controversy 
over the definition ot nkw services, it would make more sense for '. 
the costing method.oloqy/and the refinement of the definition to- ~ •. 
done in an application ,rthat meets. the new. service definition as ; 
currently proposed. ~is would permit the Commission in MCI's view 
to- refine and sharpen 'Fhe de~inition so it would have some use in.'" 
tuture procee<1inqs. ~"rr. Vol. 2, p'. 2-35.), Mel argues. that if the 
commission were to., us~ the PRo. california applic:a.tion as the. test;' 
ease for new servicest the commission might be vulnerable to. claims 
of denial of due process. MeI argues.· that a truly new service , 
should :be the test eJse'r wherein parties will be provided an 

f .. 
I 
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opportunity to litigate fully the appropri e guidelines for new 
services ana the appropriate costing meta~ology. 

5.. DBA's Position I 
ORA joins with all other aotive participants in this 

proceeding in opposing the use of t e PRO' California appliCation as 
the test case for cost and pricin methodology tor new services. 
ORA. believes its concern is qui different from those of A1'&T-C'S 
competitors. ORA. maintains thA1'&T-C's competitors such as us 
Sprint and MeI wish t~ ensure that the price ot ~&T-C's new 
se~ices are not too low. 0 on the other hand, in addition to 
concerns regarding anticomp, titive pricing, wants to ensure that 
prices are not too high. his is why, in its view, a costing and 
pricing standard must be eveloped in the tirst application for a 
new service under A'1'&T- 's proposed definition. ORA believes it is. 
dangerous to attempt t 
pricing option plan s 

develop a cost and pricing standard for a 
as PRO california and hope that it also, 

applies to new servic $. ORA. urges that the commission wait until • 
AT&T-C files an appl cation for a new service that meets its own 
proposed definition fore a costing and pricing standard is 
developed. PRO Cal in ORA's view is an inappropriate 
vehicle. 

6 .. 
it is pleased that A'!'&T-C has returned, 

to its original efinition"of a new service. However, 'l'O'RN, like 
, is dismayed' that M:&T-C proposes to· use' its' 

application, for RO california as a forum for establishing a cost 
methodology to;,; new services when PRO california is adm.ittec:lly not 
a new service.. 'l"O':RN ar9Ue~ that this loqical inconsistency is 
particularly t oubling when one considers that AT&T-C's definition' 

.' , I 

of new service will be making its maiden voyage ~ a subsequent 
application. ~ a cost methodology is already in place as an, 
outcome of the PRO California application, when such a truly new 
service educed, it may prove ditficultto apply a costinq 
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methodology which did not have to consiaer e vagaries of costing 
a new ser"lfice. 

7. Discussion 
We first turn for guidance on the issue of 

new ser"lfices. 
'We would. want to be sur that the services 
under consideration ar indeed new services and· 
not merely variations f existin9 services 
disguised in an effo t~eseape traditional 
regulation. Explic' and clear definition of 
new services must~ provided. The extent to 
which AT&T-C may tomatically possess market 
power in the area of new services ,. either 
because of its ~ket powe~ in,other areas or 
for other reaso~" must also be addressed. H 

(Id., p. 64.) !. 
We are relieved to see that AX&T-Chas returned to, its 

original definition ~ is consistent with the guidelines stated 
above. However,. we s re the dismay of the' other parties in 
AT&T-C's recommenclati n that PRO california is an appropriate 
vehicle to determine the uniform costing methodology for new 
services., when AT&'r has acknowledged that PRO, california does not 
meet its definitio of new services_ Therefore·,. we aqree with the 
position of CAL'l'EL, 'OS Sprint, MCl, ORA, and 'l."O'RN on this issue. 
A1'&1'-C has :made n compelling showing o'f why the" costing 
methodology for n w services 'should be handled" in its PRO 

california appli tion. In fact,. the only ,reason AT&T-C puts 
forward is since it has. to do· costing methodology in PRO 

califOrnia, it erefore would like it to~be applicable t~ all 
future filings. i This is not.an adequate reason. While' we adopt .: 
A'r&T-C's proposed definition of new services, we aqree with CALTEL; 

I I 

that, in tact,. in the first application of a new service this. 
definition Will/most probably be refined and'improved. T.his is 
another reason/hY we believe it is ilDperativethat costinq 
methodology an a refinement of the definition be handled in an 

\ 
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application that AT&T-C itself believes t'ts its definition of new 
service. 

Aaditionally, we note that e PRO· California application 
is moving forward expeditiously. Ware concerned about the 
ability of other parties to effect vely participate in that 
proceeding. Since the costing m odoloqy will guide future 
applications for new services, e believe it is important that the 
first new service application, not PRO California,. proceed at a 
pace that allows' all interes d parties to participate in an 
etfective manner. Therefor, we conclude that PRO California is 
not the appropriate vehicl for .costinq method.ology to l::>e resolVed.: 
for new services. When A: &T-C des:l.res to. file an application tor ',' 
its first new service un r regulatory flexibility it will be that', 
application where all pies may partiCipate in first, development 
of costing methodology or future new services and second,. , 
refinement ot the new ervices clet:l.nition. 
B. How ShouJ.d· New cea be 

Introduced 'once C stinq. 
JIIethoclol~ bas Resolved. 

1. 

Once the ssue of costinq methodology is resolved,'AX&T-C 
proposes to tile r quests for new services through the advice 
letter procedure" ith some modifications. CUrrently, the advice: 
letter process as laiCl out ,in GO 96-A allows for appro:val of' new ,'," 
services on 40 ca endar days' notice. In addition to· the 
requirements ot 96-A,A!r&T-C proposes to. provide standard 
costing data (us' q the unifoX'lll costing· methodology) with all 
advice letter firinqs:. However, A'r&T-C seeks an amendment' to. 
GO 96-A requesti ~ that a new service or, a revision to. .an existinq 
service .that has already been. approved by, the FCC be approve~on , 
only ZO days' notice. ~&T-C aCknowledges that this would require 
a waiver of sections IV and. V of GO 96~A. , CAT&1'-C Exh.ibit 4,l>a I, 

13..) AT&1'-C arcr&es that a. reduced notice period. as ,requestec1is " 
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For new services tha 
AT&T-C acknowledges that the 
appropriate, i.e., 40-day rev. 

2. CALm.'S Eositi,sm 

are not part of an FCC review, 
etrame set out in GO 96-A is 

ew period. 

introduction of neW' services. is the 
issue ot most concern to in this proceeding'. CALT.eL 
believes that AT&T-C ShoUlf be required .to introduce new services. 
by application rather th~ by advice . letter • CAL'l'EL arques. that 

with the ad.option of ratel band.s,. A'l'&T-e would have been provided. a 
si9Uitieant level of r~tr tlexib;lity and.' correspond~glY,. the .• 
Commission would. have been provided. with the challeng'e of observinq 
and. evaluating' AT&T-ers/conduct with that rate tlexibility. ~ 
believes it is inappropriate tor the Commission, consumers, and 
A'l'&T-C's competitors t~ be burdened with havin9 to quickly respond 
to M&T-C's filing' ot ~dvice letters by which it seeks to introduce 
new services. CALTEL . thatAT&T-C ~s narrowea, its 

proposed detinition new services, but nonetheless believes. that 
AT&T-C should. bear burd.en ot proof that the approval of such a 
new service will be the public interest. 

CALTEL !.IV .... ,l ... "'~ out that as a practical matter, the burden 
placed. on AX&T-C's com~e~~'tor$ ~ll be substantially qreater if 
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.... AT&T-C is permitted to introduce new services ~ce let~r 

• 

• 

rather than by application. / 
CALTEL pOints out that when an app~cation is tiled, the 

burden ot proof falls squarely on AT&T-C, ~;!otests may be filed in 
a 30-day timefr~e, and most importantly ~e relief requested can 
only :be qranted by an order ot the commi:;Sion. By contrast, CALTEL 
points out that advice letters filed pu;suant t~ GO 96-A take 
effect 30 days. atter tiling unless sus~nded by the Commission, and 
m.ust be protested within 20 days of flAinq. More importantly, the 
practical effect is that a party protksting an advice letter bears 
a burden of establishing that the~ ace letter should be 
suspended. This is unlike the app1 cation situation where the 
burden is on where it should be, 0 the applic:ant, or AT&T-C. 

CALTEL argues that the vice letter procedure operates 
iDe for a protest than that set. in practice to provide even less 

forth under the existing. rules. In addition to the shortened time 
to protest an advice letter, pa ies may not have been advised o~ 
the existence of the proposed a ice letter until several days 
after the filing itself. Unles~ a particular party has arranged to ' 

have all such advice letters. se~ed. on it by. the utility, the usual' 
means of obtaininq such notice is tbrouqh the commission's Daily . ' 

. '. 

calendar. For exa:mple, the Commission's Daily calendar for a ' 
particular date contains notic~ of advice letter filings for ' 

I . ,: 
several preceding days. Parties must als~ account. for thetilne tor, 
the Daily Calendar to reach ~ir office through the mail. . 
Theretore, in reality, partie~ have as few as 10 clays t~ prepare 
and file protests qiven these/constraints. By contrast, a party 
considering protesting an appllieation have 30 Clays from- the date. of . 
when the application tirst'ap~ars in- the Co~ission~s. Daily 
calendar. I . 

Additionally, CALTEt points. out that while the advice 
, I 

letter procedure places substantial burdens on the protestants, 
there is· n~ correspondinq publiC. beneti tbythe reduced ·tiloe 
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period. Protests that are frivolous can be ~jected under Rule 8.2 
just as easily as they can under GO 96-A, ~eordinq to CALTEL. 

Finally, CALTEL notes that X th~w service proposals 
which AT&T-C wishes to introduce by adv'ce letter, may well have 
been months or even years in preparat n. 'l'b.us, while AT&T-C may 
take as long as it wants developing the operational details and the 
pricing and mar:keting strategies to I a particular new pro<:luet, 
interested parties are expected to formulate a response to that 
proposal somewhere between 10 an ZO days atter first being 
apprised. of it.. CAL'l'EL argues t this does not make sense. 

CAL'l'EL urg'es that by 

protestants will have at leas 30 days and the Commission may hav~ 
as long as it needs to consic;er whether the new' service should. be , 

authorized. This gives the commission the option. to choose in somel, 
cases to- disregard any protJst and ,approve' the application ,. 
expeditiously or in other dases set the matter for formal public: ' 
hearings. CAL'l'EL urges th~t' the .commission not give up the broad 
array of options it possedses when the proposal is in the form ot 
an application. I 

Finally, .CALTEt: proposes that AT&T-C be required: to 
introduce new services' b~ application for a 2-year period. CALTEL, 
points out that controvJ"rsy surrounding new services is likely to· 
exist for, some time until AX&T-C and other parties arrive at some 
understanding of the pr~cise detinition of neW services. 
Therefore, CALTEL suggelsts that atter a 2-year period by which all 
new services will. beirltroduced by application" the commission can· " 
determine whether the Jequirement Should. be continued or not. 

I . . 
In. the eventlthe Commission does not adopt CAL'rEL's . 

proposal that all new services should be· introduced through the. 
I . 

application process,. CALt'EL particularly opposesAT&T-C'S· 
sUg'qestion that the ad~ice letter review time should be reduced to 
a mere 20 days when th~ FCC has. already reviewed $ueh a service. 
CALTEL points out that .this proposal of A,1I&T-C's would leave. its 
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competitors with only a tew days to prepare and til~t to 
any such advice letter. The Commission and CACO wO'uld similarly be , 
constrained in CALTEL's view from taking any action with respect to 

those proposals. CALTEL arques that we have ot yet wobservedw 

enough to per.mit AT&T-C this extreme level fle)Cibility. 
Moreover,. CALTEL points out tha this Commission has in 

the past rejected state tilings by AX&T- which were wconsistent 
with the national plan already approve :by the FCC .. W CALTEL 

concludes that this Commission wishes to, continue to conduct its 
separate review of such plans. CAL L arques that it makes little 
sense to sharply recluce the opport . ty ot interested parties tOo 
offer comments to this Commission 

3. Jl$ Sprint's Posi.j;iQD 
US Sprint does not op se the use of the advice letter 

process under GO 96-A for AT&'1Cr s introclu,etion of new services,. if' 
the services are truly new an, after the costing lDethodology has : 

been resolved in the first new service application. However, like 
all other parties to the prJceedinq,. 'oS' sprint takes stronq " 
exception to ,AT&T-C"s prop1sal that ,the t,ilne to review services 
already approved by thejF C be shortened' to a mere 20 da, ys. 'OS 

Sprint arques that AT&T-C is asking this commission to- defer its 
power, authority, and j, isdiction over certain of AT&T-C'S , 
services to the FCC. US/. Sprint has not' demonstrated any compellinq " 
reason for this Commiss±on tOo accede authority to the FCC'in this . 
instance. I ' 

4. !lex's Pos;U:;ioD 
MCI does not/oppose the notion of advice letter tilings . 

for true new services once- costing, methodology has been resolved.' in ' 
the first apPlication1 Howeve~,!'ICI does' oppose the 20-Clay review . 
period for any new service that has already been introduced and 
approved by the FCC .. {Mel argues that this 20-4ay notice· period 
conflicts with PO' Code § 455. sec:tion45S provides that any 
revision, which. does not increase a rate: "Shall, become effective on, ,. , 

! 
I 
\ 
1 
1, 
I 

\ 
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the expiration of 30 days from the time of fi ng thereof with the 
Commission or such lesser time as the commi~on may qrant.: •• * 

MCI believes that there would ha~' to be a change in the 
I 

underlying s:atutes before the Sectionsz GO 96-A which AT&.'l'-C 
seeks to have waived,. could be allowed. 

Further, Mer asserts that AT T-C has made no showing that 

prior approval of a service proposal iy the FCC justifies a shorter 
than 40-day :review periOd. tor advicJ'l~tter filings. Mel witness " 
Wand testified that AT&T-C's assUlD~ion that less review time is 
necessary for new or existing serv.{ces already approved by the FCC 
is flawed.. (Tr. Vol .. 4. p. 421.1 There' is no- basis to assume that 
any review which may have taken /place at the interstate' ' 
jurisdiction would be relevant;t0' an intrastate filing- Mel points 
out that A'!&T-C's intrastatetfering would not have been reviewed, '," 
before the FCC. Further, Mel maintains that the underlying cost 
data provided in connection ith an FCC filing would be different 
than cost data developed fod an intrastate service. MeL concludes 

~ 
that the d.ifferent cost d.ata. provided at each: jurisdiction would 
require a separate review ~ the intrastate level even if a prior 

J 

review took place at the FCC. Therefore, Mcr urges that the 
commission not allow the, iO-day shortened period for review. 

s. PRA's P9siti.9n ! . 
ORA. urges that ~e time to review a new service filing, 

should be at least 45 cla~s., ORA maintains that several tasks must , 
be accomplisheclin this timeframe. First, it must be determined U' 

: 
the new service meets. th~ definition of a new service. Second,. it,,· 

v . .' 
must De d.etermined. tha.t ~e general costing and priCing' methodology: 
developed in the first new service application, is applicable for , , . 

the new service in question. 'rhird.,. that pricing and. costing . 
methOd.ology must be app~ied. Fourth;. the cost intonnation provide<1 :' 
by AT&'l'-C- must be examined'. Fifth,. the parties must prepare and 

~ , . 

submit protests if necessary. Sixth,. the commission must review 
, I 

the findings and, positiOns of the parties in vol vea.. DRA argues 

I 
\ 
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/ 
that the above soenario in their view woul-Q. take at le.ast 4S d.ays. 
DRA. acknowlec1ges that the current commidion practice unc1er GO 96-A 
allows for a 40-c1ay perioc1. However, ~ believes that the 
possibility that rates for sUbstitut servioes could. 9~ up, a 
possibility that is generally pro ' itec1 in filing under GO 96-A, 
requires a small amount cf addi ti al time to. determ.ine the cost 

RA belei ves its request for an 
and will not harm. AT&T-C. 

and benefits of a new service. 
additional S days is reasonabl 

ORA joins. in opposi on to AT&T-e"s proposal that ac1vice 
letters become effective wi 'n 20 days if that plan has received 
prior FCC approval. DRA ar es that the commission must not allow 
itself to. relinquish its a ority over intrastate telecommunica
tion policy to the Federa Government. DRA urqes the commission t~ 
consider new service ad: ' e letter filings as to. the oostand 
benefits that each servi e would bring t~ california. This· review 
process necessarily takJs time. 

Finally,. DRA~Oints. out that there are· si91lificant 
• differences in cost be een the intrastate and the interstate 

telecommunications ma ket. For exalllple, ORA. states that aooess 
charges are c1itteren ORA argues that there may be. other oosts cr 
factors such as comp tition, technoloqical differences,. and leqal 
restrictions that d fer between the Federal and State 

• 

jurisdictions. clOSing brief pp. 6-7 .. ) 
6. 

in the unanimous ,opposition to. AT&T-C's 
request services reviewed in the shorter than the 
current TORN points. out that sil:lply 
usinq an advice le ter for the introduction',Qf a new service· is a 
majQr enhancement t AT&'l'-C's flexibility. TORN finds AT&T-C'S 
distinction that veral Qf these new services hav.e previously been ',' 
reviewed and ehal enq~d at the Federal level to be ~dly 
oom~ortin9' .. ':the iatinctions ~etween the Federal and State 
requests for new ervices could be· so. trau9'ht with p~oblems that it': 
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/1/ 
would take more time to resolve than the additional 10 to 20 days 
sought by parties for commission review o~any new service~ 
Therefore, TURN concludes that the comm~ion should give CACO and 
interested parties at least 30 to 40 days to review any new service 
proposal introducecl by AT & 'l'-C • / 

7.. DiSCjlSsion 

We note that all parti~excePt for CAL'l'EL seem able to 
live with the introduction of new services by A'l'&T-C through the 
adviee letter process. This ot, ourse assumes that standard 
costin9 methodology has been reJolved in its first new service 
application as discussed in thelprior section. CALTEL's eoncerns 
do have merit, and therefore ~en though we adopt the advice letter 
process tor new services todat we note that tor any particular , 
adviee letter filing we retain the option to- require A'X&T-C to, file 
an application instead it tf protests so' warrant. The commission ,", 
will make that determination on a case-by-ease basis. 

Likewise we are Jersuacled by the parties'that A'l'&T-C's 

request to have a shortened tilDe period for services approved: by 
the FCC is without merit. f A'l'&'l'-C's concern for speed must be 

balanced against the ri9'htsot other parties to- be allowed 
effective participation ih our process. That effective 
parti~ipation necessitat~s timing that, makes participation 
meaningtul. . I 

Further, MCX and O'S Sprint are two. of the very parties 
that would ordinarily pakticipate in, the FCC process. They, like 
all otn.er participants lk, our proceecling, are adamantly opposed to' 
a shortened review proe~ss. seVeral parties point out that there 
may be substantial dittJrences between the intrastate and . .'. 
interstate filing'S for the- same serviees. We agoree that the review .. 
that the 'FCC does for a i new service may be very different than the 
review done here at our~Commission. 

We do not :find DRA's request for a 45-day period , ' 

compelling.. We will authorize advice letter filing'S tor new 
1 

\. 
\ 
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• services under the rules of CO 96-A, allowing Ly period 
before the new service is authorized. Howev~ we caution AX&T-C 
that advice letters tor new services traUg~~with controversy will 
be rejected and instead AX&T-C will be or4ered to file an 
application. ~&T-C must not abuse th~lexibilitY we grant them 
today in introaucing new services. Fo clarification, this advice 
letter process that we today approve '11 not take effect until 
AT&T-C has presented its standard co~ing methodoloqy for new 
services in an application. for a ne),' service as discussed above. , 
only after the Commission has approved that costing ~ethodoloqy may 
AT&T-C begin to, present its new sJrvice requests through the advice 

• 

• 

letter process. 
c. Wbat Rate .BaDds Should be' 

Adopted tor H$W Services? 

1. Parties~ Positi2ns 
'. AX&T-C's proposes, at any new service offering' be 

allowed an upward flexibilit~ no greater. than 10% al:>ove its- : 
original price, and a downward. flexibility set at or ~ve the, :t.RIC' 
for the new service ..This .Jas not an issue ot: particular focus ' 
during the hearings or in ~e parties' briefs.. It seems. reasonable': 

~ , 

to assume that parties' po$1tions regarding rate bands for new 
services are the same as t!:leir positions on rate bands tor existinq', 

~ " 

services unless otherwise stated .. 
) 

us sprintspeci~icallyarCJUes that any new service 
introduced should be limited t~ the same 5%, price band (upward and 

" downward) proposed by US Sprint tor AT&T-C's existing services .. 
'I 

(Exh. 8, p. 22.) t 
MCl d.oes not s~ei!icallY address the appropriate size of.' , 

, ~, --rate bands tor new servl.ces.. We aSSWDe that NCI bell.eves that the' 
4 ' 

rate bands at least, shouJ!d cover costs on- an element by" element 
( 

basis, and does not oppose some upward' !lexibility- In addition, 
Mcr witness Wanel testifi~d that-The Commission should ...... use the 

I ' ' 
application for the tirst. new service that is consistent with this 
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guideline as the test case tor determining how truly new services 
should be rec;;ulated." (Exhibit 13, p'. 7.) I~oUld be interred 
from this testimony, that HeI recommends thAt' the issue of width. of 
rate bands tor new services be deferred unt'il the first new 
services application. ~ 

Likewise,. CALTEL does not speeifically address the issue 
of rate band widths for new services. However, since CALTEL is 
quite adamant in its ~elief that al new services s~ould be 

reviewed by the fo:onal application recess tor at" least the: next 
two years,. it is reasonable to- as WIle that CALTEL d.~s not endorse 
A1'&T-C's proposal at this tilne. 

Since both ~ and D oppose any upward flexibility for 
existing services, it is reasopable to- inter a similar objection to' 
upward flexibility for new seivices. . 

2. 'QiscusfliOD /. 
None of the partiJ.s., including A'r&T-C, spent much tilne 

t 
developing the record on tbAs issue. Logically, it makes sense to 
treat rate bands for new sJrvices in a manner consistent with what. 
we have adopted~ today for !existing services. We do- not wish the 
parties to litigate, for ~xample, the appropriateness of upward. 
flexibility eve~ time Ai&T-e attempts to introduce a new service. 

I 

However, the tfrst new service (not PRo-california) 
A1'&'r-C attempts t~ intr~uce will be through the formal application 
process with an extensiye and thorough examination of AT&T-C's 
costing methodology- ~'kewise, we have ordered that the definition 
of new services may be refined in that first applieation~ It, is 
reasonable, therefore, to defer the approval of rate band widths 
until that :first new services application. 

1 
Parties are ¢autioned that we do not expect them to-

relitigate the overall policy regarding ratebancls adopted today • 
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• VIX. Should the commission Adopt L 
Proposed Monitoring P1M? 

• 

• 

A. Bj)ckgroJmd / 
In 0.87-07-017, the Commission o~ered CACD (then the 

Evaluation and compliance Division) to. co ~uct workshops and 
develop a monitoring plan which would e le the Commission to 
measure and assess the impact flexibil'ty may have on ~&T-C's 
competitors and customers of interLA~ 
(Id., Ordering Paragraph 2.) The C 

services in calitornia. 
ission believed a monitorillg . 

plan was an important prerequisite 
CACO beld the requiredworksbops 

o any g'%'ant ot flexibility •. 
d tiled its monitoring plan on 

November lS, 1987. CACO· believe its proposal will belp the 
Commission achieve the objectiv s outlined in 0.87-07-0l7. 

CACO held its first orksbop, on August 3l, 1987.. Prior 
to that date, CAeO requested t AT&T-Cdistribute its draft 
application tor regulatory flkxibilityt~ all workshop participants 
to help the development of a monitoring plan. The dratt 
application (wbich' eventual y became A.S7-10-~39) outlined the 
flexibility AT&'r-C intende to. request from the Commission and 
recommended a monitoring p an which it believed would complement 
the flexibility it was se "nq. . . 

CACD reports ~t all participants emphasized that their 
involvement in the works-Jops sbould not be construed. :by the 
Commission as support fO~AT&'l'-C'S re9ulatory flexibility.. With 
this unClerstanClillq, CA~ bel.ievesthe participants talked . 
constructively about th monitoring plan suggested. :by AX&'r-C. At 
the conclusion o.t the s ssion, A1'&T-C was requested to. revise the ' 
'monitoring plan it pro sed, taking into consideration the nu:m.erous 
suggestions made by th workshop· partiCipants.'. CAct> directed. 
A1'&T-C to obtain comme ts. from tbeworkshop, participants and submit 
a revised monitorinq p an 10 days in advance of the second 
workshop • 
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CACO held the second workshop session o~ OC ~ 19, 
1987. CACO reports that durinq this session, parti~~ 
thoroughly discussed the revised monitoring plan ~d assessed the 
merits and shortcomings of each measurement pre;'nted in its 
various exhi:bits :before they were adopted,. rejected, or modified. 
No one requested further workshops. 

The workshop participants agreed t at only CACD's 
recommendations should :be presented in the eport t~ the Commission 
filed November 18,. 1987. ~s proposed monitoring 
plan were filed 20 days thereafter. 

The ALJ determined in her Sep er 16,. 1988 ruling, that 
the monitoring plan would not :be a sub for cross-exalUination at 
hearings, :but that parties' suggestio regarding the monitoring 
plan as laid out in their position pa ers and :briefs would :be 9iven 
consideration :by the commission., Th s,. parties have :been given 
several opportunities (as recently s October 25, 1988 in their 
reply :briefs) to update their posi 10ns on CACD's proposed 
monitorin9 plan over the past year 

CACD emp sizes. that' its proposed 
monitoring plan " ..... .lIr.IIIC ....... .x.x_~jIIIM,-..,.::'»O''''' suggest a method,. scientific:, 
or otherwise,. to isolate in specific measures which would 
enable the Conanission to draw sal relationships between such 
changes and the flexibility' exe cised :by AX&'r-C." (CACD Report, .' 
pp. 4-5.) CACD :belie~es the Cofmussion recognized this problemin'i 
0.87-07-017 noting "that the o~servation of the results of ': 
regulatory flexibility may pre~ent difficulties similar to. those' we ' 
encountered in trying to. set c, iteria for themea~urem.ent of ' 
current market power.1f" (Id., .,4.)' CACD believes the proposed 
monitoring plan presents sevelral helpful indicators which, 
collectively,. can aid the Co~ssionin assessing how well the 
interLATA market is working. I CACD :believes it should :be up·,to the;, ' 
commission to, decide whether .tmd how the monitoring program results 
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~ can be used in later decisions to either redu~tain' or 
increase the ~ount of flexibility granted ~~T-C. 

CACD recommencls that the COmmis,ton require CACD to 
publish an annual report presenting the results of the monitoring 
program 60 days after receipt of the f~st year's monitoring 

• 

• 

results... ! . 
The attachments to CACO's lZionitoring plan report are 

included in this decision as Appen~ C.' These attachments would. 
form the basis of CACO's annual r40rt under its monitoring plan. 

The gxhibits are desi d t~ show data as they would 
appear in the annual report. T attachments to the exhibits 
clearly specify the actual (raw: data to. be suhmitted, much of 
which is confid.ential; it also recommends to the Commission which 
carriers should be ordered to supply the data requested. 

CACO believes inte ested parties should-be given an . 
opportunity to comment on t:r:Jt annual report. CACO proposes that 
the annual report should thJroughlY aggregate or otherwise arrange- . 
the data submitted by varjs parties to guard' a9'ainst inadvertent, 

release of CAa:.~:~~!:::t~ ~~~;=:i:~~itoring plan, based largely 

on workshop discussions, is cons:Lstentwith the flexibility AT&T-C' 
is seekinq in A.87-10-039' -(CACOReport,. p." 6.). 

CACO's propose 
The first sugqests indi 

monitoring plan has two, maj.or components. 
tors'whiehwould-help- the Commission 

detect ehanqes in the s tus ofAT&T-C's competitors, after limitect 
flexibility is granted t AT&T-C. The second component suqqests 
indicators which would lp' the Commission detect important changes 
in the clegree of custom 

:en 0.S7-07-0l 
necessary to monitor th 
AT&T-C'scompetitors. 

r service and satisfaction. 
, the Commission recognized that it is 
imJ?act regulatory flexib~lity -~ have on' 
CD recommends in its report that the 

commission adopt· the to lowing exhibits (and their associated 
attachlnents) to help: :me t this objective': 
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EXHIBIT 1 - Ease of Market Entry ~ Exit 

EXHIBIT 2 - CUstomer Choice Am~ Substitutable services 

EXHIBIT 3 - Competitive capa~ty to serve 
(Intrastate C

2
ircuit Miles Installed 

and Planned) 

EXHIBIT 4 - Competitive aeity to Serve 
(Switching ~acity) 

EXHIBIT S - OCC Size an~. Growth Potential 
(Revenue bj1service catego~) 

EXHIBIT 6 - OCC SiZjJe.. and Growth Potential 
(Inters e ancl Intrastate 
Minutes fUse) 

EXHIBIT 7 - OCC Ma*et Share 
(Reven\\e by service catego~) I . 

EXHIBIT 8 - OCC Market Share 
(Interstate and Intrastate 
Kinu-te$ ot 'Ose) 

I 
CACD believes ~ese exhibits, viewecl collectively, should 

help intorm. the Commission about signit'icant changes in the status' 

of interLATA competition/after AT&T;"C is granted some.flexibility_ 
CACD emphasizes that it rill ,be ~ clitticul t to analyze whe~er •• 
changes in the indi~tors being monitored directly result from the' , 
flexibility exercised ~ AX&T-C. . , 

CACO believe~ the information requested for these 
exhibits will not be ~easonablY burdensome or onerous t~ the 
various parties who wOhld be required to- provide them. . 

J 

Furthermore" CACD noteS that the data shown in these e."<h:ibits is 
presented in a manner ~hiCh ensu.res'that confidential information, 
is not disclosed on a tompany-specitiC bas~ 

Thecommiss:i!on recoqnize~that--i t is necessary to monitor 
the impact regulatory ~lexibilit~may hav:e on california consumers:, 
(D.87~07-0~7.) CACD theretore devoted a signiticant amount of 

.' 1/ 
workshop. time exploring- which variables should be inclucled in the 

\ 
\ 

\ 
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monitoring plan to achieve this objective. CACO be1ieves the 
following exhibits may be helpful in this regard:/ 

E~BIT 9 - Private Line Installation 
Commitments Met. / 

EXHIBIT 10 - Private Line Held ord~s 

EXHIBIT 11 - Failure Rate Per 100J,Private Line 
Circuit ~er.mination$l 

EXHIBIT 12 - Number ot TroUbles Reported on 
Intrastate Privat Line Circuits 

EXHIBIT 13 - Average DUratio (HOurS) 
Per TroUble- (Pr'vate Line) 

EXHJ:BI~ 14 - Percent o,~ Tlrles Fixed in 
Less than 48 ours (Private Line) 

EXHIBIT' 1$ - CUstomer sat'staetion 
(Commission/comPlaints) 

EXHIBIT 1& - Percent of. Calls Not 
Blocked (POl?-POP) 

EXHIBIT 17 - Percent odcallsNot Blocked 
(POP-LS01':Pandem) 

/ 
EXHIBIT 18 - Average Speed, ot Answer 

EXHIBIT' 19 - CUstomer I Satistaetion Survey' 

However, ,CACO points- rut in its' report, only AT&T-C has 
committed to providing the intfr1llation needed for these e.vhibits., , 
CACO states it is, d.oubtful frOrthe workshop, proceedings whether , 
Oth~r Co~on carriers, (OCCs) '1ill be able to readily and easily 
furnish the salDe.intorm.a"tion. Be~ore imposing a potentially 
burdensome and onerous requirement on the occs, CACD recommendS
that'the Commission adopt 'a P~lot Progru'suggested by ORA.. 'tind.er 
this Pilot Proqru, ORA. wou14 work with AT&T-C over the course ot., 
six months to 'test" the overall viability of Exhibits 9 through 
19. '! ' ' 

( 

• \ 

\ 
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~ CACD recommends ~t if the COmmi$Si~pts this Pilot 

• 

• 

Progr~, ORA should be requirea to submit a r~ort to all workshop 
participants wi thin 60 days after the ena o:el the 6-month test 
period. This report should discuss: / 

1. Whether it was burdensome to. obtain the 
data required in Exhi~it 9;1thrOU9h 19. 

2. Whether the data collect provided 
meaningful results. 

3 • Whether OCCs should be 
the same data. 

4. 

S.. Other matters regard. nq the Pilot Proqram 
that ORA. believesar. ,important .. 

parties be' a11o~ed- to comment o~ 
comments be submitted to. CACOand 

ays. CAeD proposes that the 

CACO recommends that al ' 
ORA's. report.. CACD proposes tha 
served on all parties within 20 
commission should then issue a 
exhibits and attachments to be 

esol ution adopting a set ot' 
ed to_hel~the Commissiondeteet 

chan9'es in the overall deqree t customer service and satisfaction: 
atter AT&T-C is granted limite flex!bility. 

Aclalowled9'in9' the~ d' ective in 0 .. 87-07-017 to consider 
the effect of reg'Ulatory fle ility on universal service .. CACO

believes there is no lilcely' m asurable. link between the two.. CACI>~' 
I 

maintains it is difficult to link customers' decisions to abandon,', 
retain, or subscribe to- locall exchan9'e telephone service with i 

chanqin9' conditions in _ theinjterLA1'A market which may be attr!butedi 
to theaetions ot AT&T-C... nderetore, CACDrecommencis that speCific', 
universal service indicators should not be included in the 
monitoring plan. 

Finally, CACD beli es that,. because ot lilnited 
resources, the Commission sho d seriously cOnS-ider utilizing its 
data processingc~pabilities 0' ensure the monitoring program- is 
ilIlplemented etticiently and eftectively In its' repore, OeD-v· 
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offered to work with the Commission's Data Pro~essing statf, ana 
the various carriers which would ~e required/to submit data, to 
develop the proceclures necessary to aCh7ie,V~ this objective. 
:B.. ATiT=C's E2siti9D 

AT&T-C endorses CACD's monitoring plan as being fully 
consistent with the Observation APpro~ch. ana, along with other 
reports regularly submitted by AT&~C, will permit the Commission 
to sufficiently monitor the marketplace and detect impacts on 
customers and competition. ~ 

AX&T-C acknowledges ~t the Commission relinquishes no 
requlatory authority if it wer, to· grant the pricing tlexil:>ility 
proposed ~y ~&T-C. AX&T-C COncedes that the commission can modity 
the flexibility granted attY time, quoting that the comm1ssion 
* ••• would not hesitate to r seind the flexibility qranted earlier 
it it appears that the rat ayers are being' harmed by the granted , " 
requlatory changes. The ultimate result may be a completely 
deregulated AT&T-C,.. the sJatus quo, or some partial 'but continuing"'· 

J 

requlation. * (D.87-07-~' p. 4 .. ) . ' 
AT&T-C maintai that it was clear !ro~ the workshop 

discussions that ORA's ilot program concept was' intended to be a 
part of the evolving mo itoring plan and not a prerequisite to
granting A'l'&T-C flexibiP.,ity.. Furthermore,. AT&T-C argues that the .' 
six-month ""report and c/ommentlP procedure atter the pilot progrmll I. 

recommended ])y CACl) Sh~uld. relate onJ.y to. the issue of whether. OCCS' 
should be required to, 'rovide.the same consumer data as ~&T-C.. I 

~&T-C contends that ile it may be useful for ORA to. assess. the 
first six 'months' res ts tor trends or impacts, ORA's analysis 
should not be part ot CACO's. proposed six-month. *report' and. 
comment* procedure,. e only appropriate issue ))e-ing.whether the 
occs must also supply clata.. AX&T-C supports CACD's proposal that 
there will :be' an opportunity at the end o~one year's. accumulation 
and evaluation of resh\ts to- modify antI/or enhance the measurement 
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I 

tools to ensure their validity, relevance and appropriateness as a 
I' 

measure of the interexchange telecommunications market. 
AT&T-C opposes US Sprint's sugqe~iions tor additions to 

I 

the monitoring plan (O'S Sprint's proposal}.s discussed :below) to· 
identify AX&T-C's ability to impact ind~vidual customer groups with 
price changes thereby cross-subsidizing{competitive services with 
revenues from non-competitive servicesf. AT&T-C describes US 
Sprint's proposal as wan elaborate pian that attempts.to monitor 
price changes for thirty-eight custcimer qroups.* (~&T-C Opening 
Brief, p. 41.) A1'&'r-C argues that/thiS plan. would re~ire an 
enormous amount of aat~ through ar extensive sampling process. 
AT&T-C claims accumulation of the data would be *extremely 
:burdensome at best,* and arques/it does not possess the required. 
data t~ identify the customer qroups chosen by US Sprint. 
(Id., pp. 41-42.) AT&T-C cla~that OS Sprint acknowledges that 
even if. the data were cOllect.i.bl:e,. it.would not be clear whether 
the changes are a result of Jompetitive torces,. changes in cost,. or 
. exercise of monopoly power .. /.. . 
c. US SPrint's Position I 

US Spr±nt arqueslthatCACD's proposed monitoring plan 
contains serious flaws, and does not accurately reflect the 
diseussions in the worksh~s as it relates to collection and 
reporting of market sna~e indicators. 

US Sprint file comments reqardinq the deficiencies of . 
the monitoring plan on camber 8,. 1987. OS Sprint alleqes the 

t. 
e:"(.b:ibits developed by th~ CACO tail to collect and report absolute' 
market share information! as well' as information regardirlgchange in 
market share.' 'Os. sprinJ contends i~ormation reqardinq absolute·· 

I . , 

market share is critical to- a complete evaluationO! the response 
of the ~ket t~ anYfl~x£bility qrantedAT&T-C. Further, 

;" " 

accordinq to- us. sprint,1 the Exhibits developed :by CACO tail to· : 
collect and report market share .intormation' by product segment. US 

I , 
sprint argues the 'Commission" in 0.87-07-017,. explicitly recoqnizec1 

. \. . . 

, 
~ 
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the need to collect measures of markQt power by eustome~egment. 
US Sprint presented in its Oecember 1987 comments moai~ea exhibits 
which reflect its recommended changes to correct the deficiencies 
relating to collection. of market share information1the 
monitoring plan as presented in the CAeD's Report. 

AdaitionallYr US sprint proposed an addi onal set o~ 
measures for the monitoring plan in a letter aatedfNovember 2~, 
1987 to AT&T-C which would monitor the effects ottAT&T-Cpricing 
flexibility on distinct customer groupings. us;'print circulated 
the proposed set of price indices to all parties participating in 
the workshops. Because of the very real Possrfility of cross
subsidy which arises from the Observation A:i:poacn, US Sprint 
argues the inclusion of these indices in: the monitoring plan is 
essential to a thorough evaluation of marke performance following 
the introduction of limited pricing flexiblAity • 

. I 
US Sprint developed its price in~ices to evaluate the 

impact ofAX&T-C's pricinq flexibility on/different customer ' 
groups. US Sprint's proposal would re;:equ. e that AX&T-C's customers 
be divided into various groups based on eir location, the ~ount 
of ~lling, and w.llether they are resid ial or business users.. us 

I 
Sprint's plan. then calls for a sample Of customer billing· 
i~ormation to be clrawn for each grouPL~f customers. Included in 

::~~s~:~:t~;n:a~d::m;~eS~!~:~:r~~~:m;;:::!O;~o;::!: ::a~l' 
whenever A.1'&'I'-C changes rates, these /callS of, customers would be 

rerated using the new A.1'&T-C rates to' supposedly determine the " 
price impact on different customer i,roups. US Sprint believes this •. 
proCedure would create a price inde~ .tor AX&T-C tor each identifiec1 

I ' 

customer group, as well as an overall weighted index,o~ AX&T-C's 
prices tor service provided to. ,all'customers. US Sprint maintains 
that thes~ indices can' then, be compared.' to detennine both the 
overall price level forAT&T-C services, and the effect of price 
changes on the relative prices paid by-various eustom.er gxoups. • 
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,/ 

/ 

us Sprint pr?poses that the samples of;l~stomer billing 
information used to calculate the average prices or price index 
values would not be redrawn for each caleulatx6n ~f the price 
levels. 'O'S Sprint believes the sample bills! should l:>e drawn only 
once just prior to the granting of flexibilA.ty and the salIle bills 
and calling patterns would be used for stU/sequent calculations of 
the index values. TJS Sprint argues. that/this approach keeps the 
quantity weights used to combine individual prices to generate the 
overall index constant for the duratiop of the monitoring program •. 
In US Sprint's view, this process w0uf~ allow any changes in the 
index to be a clear result of cbange$ in AT&T-C's rates. 
(E}chibit 8,. Appendix. 8:.) - / 

Finally, t1SSprint belieJes CACO's monitoring plan is 
unclear about the mechanisms thatill be in place for either the 
Commission, AX&T-C or interest paies to act upon the information 
collected. 'Os Sprint maintains t the commission should inelude ' 
clear procedures and an expedit us tilDeta])le following release of . 
the monitoring plan results .. for the Commission· to consider the 
effects of pricing flexibility and whether or not the flexibility , 
should be increased, restricte , or otherwise modified. 
D. EX's Positism 

. , 

Mc:t believes that e monitoring plan recommended by CACD: 
is consistent with the requi ements of 0 •. 87-07-017, subject to 
certain qualifications. Mel consistently has. maintained that· the 
monitoring plan should not i crease the regulatory burden on other 
interexchanqe carriers. M . argues that as a consequence of 
granting relief to AT&T-C tfom current regulatory proce<lures-, other'· 
interexchange carriers Shoutd not be su))j'eeted· to increased· 
requlation .. 

MCI urges the Commission t~ review caretully the 
information requested by CO to· ensure that it is necessary.in 
monitoring any tlexibility granted t~AX&T-C, not as a means o! 
simply obtaining more in! tion about the other interexchange 
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~ carriers or their customers. Specifically, Mel beli~~t it 
should not be required to file the information contained in 
Exhibits 9 throu<;Jh 18 of the Monitoring Plan.. c;1e Appendix C to. 
this decision.) In Mel's view, these exhibits ~e designed to. 
provide infor.mation about the impact of regul.,iory flexibility on 
AT&T-C's customers, and snould not be used tcf elicit information 

. I . . 

• 

• 

about customers o·f MCI and 'OS Sprl.nt.. MorijOver, the Co:mmJ.SSl.on 
does not need to review information re<;Jar~ng the quality of 
service of the other interexehangc carri/rs, ,according to' HCI. Mel 
argues this exercise would increase the/regulatOry burden on the '. 
other interexchan<;Je carriers; at the ~ame time, it WOuld reveal nO' . 
useful information on whether granti~ rate flexibility to. AX&T-C 
has resulted in a degradation of se~ice to' its customers.. For 
these same reasons, MCl also reques s that. its customers. not be 

included in the survey proposed in Exhibit 19 of the monitoring 
plan. With these qualifications~ eI supports the adoption o~ 
CACO's monitoring plan • 
E. DBA's PositioQ 

ORA expresses concern regarding the adequacy of OCO's 
proposed mOnitoring plan.. ORA /stresses that the monitoring plan 
should be considered supplementary to' existing Commission staff 
access to the ~lcs and recorJ.s. of . AT&T-C.. ORA. recommends that the 

I 

adopted monitoring pl~ inelu~e language clearly affirming the 
Commission's right to. contin~ to monitor AT&T-C throuqh . 
verification audits.' 

Likewise ORA. urges 
monitoring plan does not ex pt AX&T-C from any current reporting 
requirements.. (i.e •. , those reports currently required: by General 
Orders., Statutes.,: commissior oeeision~, ete.) For exam~le, the 
recent AT&T-C qeneral rate case decisJ.on (O.8S-06-036) .:unposed. 
several specific reporting ~~quire:ments on AT&T-C. ORA. believes 
the monitoring plan should ~ in addition to, all current 
requirements,. unless so specifically stated • 
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ORA believes the six-month Pilot Program it will conduct 
with A~&~-C should cover all the exhibits~ not just ~ibits 9-19 

dealing with the impact of flexibility on California,,'consumers. 
Additionally, ORA suggests that all service and fi£ancial data 
should be collected from ~&T-C on a monthly ba~s and submitted to 

I 
the commission on a quarterly basis within 30 pays after the end of 
each calendar quarter. ORA points out that ~me of the exhibits in 
the CACD report call for reporting time fr~es of as much as a 
year. DRA believes it would severely lim.ii the six-month Pilot . 
Program. 

ORA agrees with US Sprint tha . 
are needed for the monitoring plan. 
monitoring plan fails to include a w 
behavior of AT&T-C directly. 

some additional exhibits 
believes CACO'S proposed 

of mon! torinq the strategic, 

ORA. would carry US sprintj sproposal a step fUrther and 
request that the data necessary to/develOp- price indices for 
AT&T-C~ should also be provided by the-OCCs. However, DRA gives 
little detail regardin9 what the1e additional exhibits t~ the 
monitorinq plan should be. DR:A:fffers to, work with the ocCsto -

*work out the details of collection and compilation of this data. 
In addition, the format for thJse exhibits as they are reported- t~ 
the Commission can be worked jb.t be, tween DRA. and the affected' ' 
companies. * (ORA Respon~ to/CACO'S Report, tiled- December a, 
1987, pp. 9-10.) !. 

Finally, ORA recommends that the monitoring plan should 
allow the commission to addfr delete information that it needs to 
adapt to chanqinq market conditions. (ORA Openinq Brief, p. 10.) 

~ 

F.. 'l"PBN"1 Position j . 
'1'ORN refers. to *much needed chanqes* to CACO's monitoring-

~ . . 

plan in its brief. ('I'ORN's·Opening Brief', p-. 1.) TORN filed , 
comments on December S, 1987 ~ stating· its views on CACO's proposal. 
and adclr~ssed the monitor1nqplan in its opPosition to. A'l'&'r-C'~ . 

- i .. 
Application t:or Rate Flex~ility, dated August 3¢, 1988. 

f 
! . 
\ , 
I 
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TURN points out that the Commission conceded that 
monitoring presents the same difficulties as those encountered in 

/ 
attempting to measure market power as envisioned under/the . . . / 
Pred~ct~on Approach. (D.87-07-017, p. 4.) TORN bel~eves that not 
only will it be difficult to assess the competitiv~environment, 
the Commission will also have a difficult time tr.fing to measure 
the impacts on ratepayers. TURN argues that f~ states already 
experiencing rate flexibility, the results ha~ been difficult to' 
decipher.. (TORN Opposition, Attachment C, p I. 1-3.) 

TORN maintains that following th ""Observe' and MonitorH 
approach also presents the Commission wi the unlikely task of 
""unringing the bell. "" While- the Commiss' n has stated that it will' 
not hesitate to rescind the flexibility ranted TORN believes it is 
not liJtely to happen. ORA, CACO, and other 
parties would be hard pressed to deri", enough intelligible data 
from the proposed monitoring. plante- able to convince this 
Commission to· turn back the clock. 0 TORN's knowledge, no-other 
state has stepped backwards from th$ initial flexibility'granted 

AT&T-C. L 
One of the obvious pro]:)l in TORN's view, with -

mOnitoring an upward/downward tle,lu,ility plan is the inability to· _ 

link the upward and downward move~ents in any meaningtul tas~on. -
TURN poses the following Cf)lestiorj.s which it believes the proposed 
monitoring plan cannot answer.~f A'1'&'1'-C lowers ,its WA1'S rates and
subsequently raises some of its M'rS rates, was that a response to . 
competition or a perceived chan e in costs? It it was a response 
to a change in costs,. which co s have changed? If it was based on 
a variety of considerations (ite.,. a likely scenario.), what is CACI> 
to make ot the results? Even ~ore puzzling,. how-is CACD' to assess 

. allot the dozens ot likelYA'7'&T~C rate designs 'Which are likely to: 
untold between review periodsr 

TORN acknowledges that on the customer service side, the 
proposed monitorinq plan is !"emiDqlY capable or measurinq the 

I - 7~ -
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// 
current level of customer satisfaction, althoug~ TORN believes 
~ere is little effort made to differentiate bet~en customer 

I 
classes. Just because customers on the w~ole mig~t be pleased, 
TORN argues the data provided may camouflage ~ome customer classes 
w~ic~ are not satisfied with the level of service provided by 
AT&T-C. / 

TORN endorses US Sprint's propo/ed additions to ~e 
monitorin~ plan. Further, TORN SU9gest:tt the Commission 
consider requiring both MeI and us Spri t~ provide similar data 
at some point in the future. TORN rea izes that providing this 
level of detail may be burdensome forjChe OCCs~ but TORN believes a 
true assessment of U&'r-C's competi t~ve response cannot be 

accurately:made without a view ot what ~e competition is doing. 
Finally, TORN argues that the monitoring plan will not' 

detect potential future impacts on service levels because it cannot 
analyze ~ose investments which. a:t not made which should be made " 
in order to maintain the same level ot service, 5-10· years down the 
road. For instance, ,TORN sugqest4. ,that it A'l'&T-C lowers the rates> 
of its most' compet'itive services/belOW cost, it may attempt to· 
recover those expenses by toregding needed capital investment on . 
the M'rS side of the house.. TT1tdt points out that the cul:rent ' 

I . ' 

monitoring plan makes no- attemr to follow A'l'&T-C's investment 
levels or plans. . 
G. Discussion . 

We commend CACO tor its efforts in developing its 
proposed monitoring plan. We ~o ~ot tinel the parties' arguments 
tor additions or changes to ~CO's proposal compelling at this 
time. We adopt today CACO's ~onitoring plan in full. Therefore, 
the exhibits anel attachments :iln Ap~ndix .c will form the basis tor: 

I . 

CACD's annual report pursuant Ito its proposal .. 
We note that parties' tears that our regulatory oversight· 

and authority over .ra&'r-C is being weakeneel· by this monitorinq 
I ' 

plan, are unfoundeel. We relinquish no regulatory authority over 
L 
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• AT&T-C toclay. :rile IIIonitorinq plan, in conjunction with / 
requlatory oversiqht we currently enjoy~ will allow us/t'o aetermine 
if the roaa toward rate flexibility is indeed the best one for 
california to take. Toaay's oraer qives AT&T-C a ~mendOUS 
opportunity to break from the traditional form 0t;requlation it has 

dealt with in california. In this new era of r~e flexibility, we 
expect ~&T-C to be more cooperative, not less;fin supplying the 
Commission staff, both DRA and CACD, with re ested information. 
Likewise~ unless specifically in con~iet w' an element of the 
authority we qrant today, AT&T-C shall con nUe to meet all of its 

• 

existinq reportinq requirements in,effect 
We endorse the proposal to· hay 

for Exhibits 9-19, overseen by ORA. We 

ere at the Commission. 
a six-month pilot Proqr~ 

isaqree wi th. ~&T-C that 

the only determination to be made at conclusion of that Pilot 
Proqram is whether OCCs should also s mit data. Refinements and 
changes to those exhibits can also- be :made at the end' of the Pilot 
Program. pursuant to- the comment and· esolution process CACO 

proposes.. Thus ~ MCI and 'Os sprint. ed not supply information at 
this tilne as part of the monitoring plan.. The issue remains open, 
whether they and other occs will h e to ao so at a future date. 

The suqqested additions:-' 0- the inoiu.torinCJ plan by US 

Sprint and endorsed in some fashi n by ORA and 'l'O'RN, ilIlpose too 
qreat a burden on A!r&T-C and CACD when balanced aqainst the -
"'useful'" ~or:mation that could, ~e derived. We aqree with. CACD ", 
that its proposed,monitoring pl,Will present uS,with severa1 . 
helpful indicators which colle 'vely can aid us in assessing how 
well the interLA1'A lDaX'Jc:et is do' n9' ~ If after obtaining results we. 
find that more information is n eded, we can change the mol'litorinq 
plan: 

We recognize that eve withtoday's adoption ,of CACD's 
monitoring plan, certain: detai s will have to be worked out a:mong 
the parties as to how data is ctually CJoingto De qathered and 
processed.. CACD has recommend d that our data processing 

• y 
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'1" '" / eapabl. l. tl.es :be used. to assl.st CACO l.n gatherl.n1 d.ata under the 
plan. We delegate to CACD the implementation of its proposed plan 
and. instruct CACD to work with our Data Proce'sing Staff and the 
parties to determine how the data should. be 'ubmitted. 

~he results· of the monitoring pla~ will be recorded d.ata, 
which may be up to a year old. ThUS, the !esults will :be after the 
fact. It is not appropriate to withhold rate flexibility pending 
the implementation cf the mOnitoring Pla7' particUlarly the Pilot 
Program which will be in effect fcr siX'ronths.. We believe the 
limited flexibility granted today will pot result in any sudden . 
ccllapse cf the interexehange marketplace, but rather, if changes 

I 
do. occur, they will be relativelysmalA and occur over an extended. • 

periocl of time. I. 
VXJ:X. Adg'Ption of NoDrntested Xssu~ 

AT&'r-C c·ffered several add.iticnalecmmitments as 
conditions on its regulatory flexibflity granted today_ Since 
these commitments are not disputedibyth.e other parties!> and we 
believe they are in the public interest, we. ad.opt them tociay_ 
Therefcre, as eOnd.iticns. cf the auJtncrity we grant tod.ay, AX&T-C 
shall: 

1. maintain statewide verage rate$; 

2. introduce all new sJrvices on. a statewid.e 
basis; '. I 

3. make a maximum. of four revisicns within 
approved rate bands/per service per year; 

4~ not impose restricticns cn the resale and 
sharing of its services; 

I 

5 CALTEL cbjects to.- condition 3 requesting· cnlytwo. revisicns 
per year .. However, we find itsobecticn·w1thout merit .. 
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/ 
./ 

/ 
S. not abandon any service excep~y tormal 

application to the commissio~ 

6. not seek to withdraw any service from a 
community on a qeOo/raphical~y 
discriminatory bas~s; ;I 

7. use the formal application process for any 
new service submission ,or tor the revision 
of existinq service where that submission 
or revision departs from the approved 
standard costin9methOcloloqy; 

8. use the formal apPli:tiOn process for arry 
service submission t utilizes a 
combination of exi,tingtarif: services 
discounted in order t~ provide a 
competitive response to a specific 
customer. I 

E';indings Of Pac:1: 
1. No party bas objected to the admission of late filed 

Exhibit 17 into evidence. / .' . 
z. Upward pricinq flexibility is consistent with the 

Observation Approach the CoJmission created in 0 .. 8:7-07-0l7. 
I 

3. At no, time in 0"t-07-017, did the Commission sU99'est 
that only downward pricinq flexib.· 11i ty would be appropriate under 
the Observation Approach. . 

4 • A!r&T-C has adequately rebutted the arquments of TORN and • 

ORA reqardinq the alleged/ illegality of upward pricing. nexibility." 
s. Because' of concerns regardinq the potential adverse . 

ilDpacts if AT&T-C uses r~te flexibility to- wield· market power, it' . 
I 

is reasonable to-grant relatiVely limited:rate flexibility. 
~. The purpose 01 the Observation Approach is to 1II0ni tor 

AT&T-C',s behavior once lexibility is granted. . 
7. Pul:>lic witnes . hearinqs are not necessary prior to , 

granting AT&'l'-C some limited upward flexibility. 
8.. It is the CoxJis~ion's intention to· carefully monitor the; ." 

. I " .. 
effects of rate flexibility, both· upward and downward,. granted 
today. 
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9. The Commission state4 in 0.87-07-017 ~t woul~ not 
.I 

hesitate to rescind the flexibility 9'ranted. tc;.tAl'&l'-C if it appears 
that ratepayers are being harmed by the granted regulatory changes .. 

10. One of the purposes of the Obse:rv~ion Approach was to 
I 

avoid the production of detailed cost stud~es by ~&T-C .. 
11.. The ALJ made a reasonable res~tion of the parties 

discovery disputes over the level ot d~il of cost data that was 
required. by A'X&T-C, in ordering produrtion of Long Run Incremental, 
cost Studies on a service-by-service/basis.. ' 

12. The cost data provided wad adequate for parties to argue 
for changes to the width of AT&T~-CJS rate bands. 

13. The commission intended that only limited'regulatory , 
tlexil:>ili ty be granted M&'r-C un er the Observation Approach.. " 

14.. Assymetrieal rate banc& are consistent with the ' 
Observation Approach. / 

150. In order to alleviate the concerns of other parties and 
comply with the directiVe thai the rate- bands be limitecl,. it is. " 
reasonable to' alter A1'&T-C's. proposed rate bands in some instances., 

16-. 'l'here is merit in the suggestion of several parties that ' 
the rate bands should be tiJd to percentage pOints of increase and '. 
decrease.. j - ' 

17. AT&T-C's argumen ,that it must establish its rate bands 
in ~.t least penny increment I s is reasona:b1e because of- its eu:rrent 
bi1linq structure. 

18.. Many of A'l'&T-C'S proposed rate bands are in the 5-10% 
range. I 

19.. Some of 'AX&T-C'{s proposed rate bands indicate' a 
substantially higher per'Tentage change in one or both directions .. ~ 

20. The parties' SU9'gestion- th~t the all rate bands be 
I 

limited to 5-10% change is too limited~ 
I 

21. It is reasonable tor AX&T-C to adjust its bands so,that 
no rate band changes mork than 1St in either direction, except when 
neeesary to round to the \ nearest penny. 

\ -
) 

\ 
\ 
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" /' 
/ 

, -""1' I'd' 22. It ~s not reason~ e to q~ve AT&T-C pe~~ss1on to a just 
all its rate bands to ±15%. / 

23. AT&T-C's proposed reference rates wi~l be changed by 
other decisions granted today. ~ 

24. It is reasonable to require AT&T-C to· file an advice 
letter retleetinq the new reference rat~~7and rate bands consistent 
with this order, showing both percentage! and cent bands. 

25. It is not reasonable toinco~orate whatever refund 
mechanism that is tinally adopted in ~e rehearing on 0.88-06-036 
into the reference rates for AT&T-C,i authorized rate bands. 

I ~'" 26. ~&T-C's re~est to make changes ~th~ ~ts approved rate 
bands on five days' notice through advice letter filings is 
reasonable so long as such advice letters are served by any party 

requesting it by overnight mail. 
27. M&T-C has not macle a convincing showing that the 'lower 

:=e:~i~t r:~ ::nab::[~:O:::::a::~::' . 
the upper or lower end of it:1~atebands by formal application. • 

f 
29. ~&T-C's definition of a new service as an offering which 

customers perceive' as anew !service and which. has a combination of . '. 
technology, access,. feature~, or functions that distinguishes it . 
from any existing services{ meets' the guidelines stated. in 
D.87-07-017. I 

30. By its own acllniSsion, AT&'I'-C's. PRO california application 
I 

pending before the commission is not a new service. .,.'" 
31. M&T-C bas ~del no, compelling showinq why uni~ormcosting : 

methodology tor new serviees sh.ould· be developed in the PRO . 
california application. r 

32. It is reasonable to assume that the de~inition of new 
services adopted toClay w~ll be retined. in, the first new service 
application that will aro ~eterxnine costin~ methoClolocr.r .. 

I 
I 

I 
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33. It i$ important to allow al~ interested parties to 
effectively participate in the firsj/new service application where 
costing methodology tor future til~gs will be determined. 

I 
34. Once uniform costing me~hodology is established in the 

first new service application, ap~roval of future new services via 
advice letter filings is reason~le, allowing the effective date of 
the new services 40 days after/filing unless otherwise authorized .. 

by the Collllnission. ~r 
3.5. If the protests to- ese advice letter filings so 

indicate, the Commission ma require the tiling of an application . 
instead .. 

36-. AT&T-C's proposal to shorten the review time to twenty 
days for new· services alrJady approved by the FCC is without merit· 
because this Commission ~s a strong interest in maintaining its 

t 
independent review for intrastate services. 

37. The appropria~e width of rate bands for new services is , 
appropriately deferred to the first new· services application since 

. 1 

the record is minimal o~ this issue • . , 
38. CACD' s proposed moni torinq plan adequately addresses our·· 

I 

guidelines expressed in 0.87-07-017. 
) 

39. The Commissibn is notrelinquishinq any regulatory 
I . , 

authorl.ty over AT&'l'-C 4by its grant o'! limited requlatory 
I 

flexi~ility today. ~ 

40. It is reaso~le to conduct a six-month Pilot Program for 
I • 

Exhibits 9-19 of CACD(S mOnitoring plan, overseen by ORA.. 
4l. US sprint'~ suggested additions to the monitoring plan 

! . 
impose too great a burden on AT&T-C and CACo relative to the use!ul·. 
information that coul~ be obtained. . 

I 

42. It is nece~sary for CACD to work out the tinal d.etails of· 
implementinq the mon~~orin9' plan, in consultation with our Data 
ProcessinC] staft and. !interested.-parties • 
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// 

QRuClUsions 2t Law ~ 
1. Since no party objected. to the receipt of late filed. 

Exhibit 17 into evidence, it should. be re6eived. 
2. Upward pricing flexibility, cdrisistent with this decision 

I 
is just and. reasonable and should be ~oPted by the Commission. 

3. The Commission should resctnd or alter the flexibility 
granted. today i~ it appears ratepay~s are being harmed. 

4.. Under the Observation Ap¢oac:h, the Commission should not 
require detailed cost studies. /:: 

$. AX&T-C's proposed rate ds should be· limited in keeping 
with the directives of )) .. 8-7-07-0 7.. ' 

6. AX&T-C should establish its rate bands both in penny 
increments and percentage poinJs. 

7.. AX&T-C should adjUstl its. proposed rate bands so that not . 
rate band. changes more than 15% in either direction, except when 
necessary to round to, the ne*est penny for bil'ling purposes. 

I ., . 

8. A'l'&T-C's rate bandS. that change less than 15% in either 
direction should be adOPte~das proposed.· . 

9. The 1S%. caplfloor should not preclude assymetrical rates. 
10. Since AX&T-C's r erence rates will change due to other 

pending Commission matters} a compliance filing should be ordered .. 

11. Whatever retund. feChanism adopted in the rehearing on 
D.$8-06-036 should not be 'n. corporateCl into- AT&T-C's reference 
rates. 

12. AT&T-C's proposal to' make changes within rate bands 

effective on ti~e days' nftic.e thro. ugh ~dvice ~etter filings should 
be adopted' prov1ded thattT&'l'-C serves lots adnce letters on any 
party so requesting. by overnight mail_ ' 

13'. Sections. ~IV anJ V . of GO 96-A.·should be waived in . 
accordance with the preCerinq conclusion of 'law.. . . 

14.. AX&T-C should' br' ordered to malcechanqes to- the rate 
bands adopted' today throu h the formal application process. 
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/ 
/ 

I' 

l'" 

15. AT&T-C's definition ot new services as c.tescril:led in 
Finding of Fact 29 should be adopted. ;I 

16. AT&T-C's request that PRO, california;lbe the application 
where uniform costing methodology for new se~ices is established 
should be denied. . / 

17. The first new services app1icat~n that meets our adopted 
definition should establish uniform costi~g methodology, refine the 

new service definition and allow all parties to effectively 
participate. ! 

lao Once uniform costing methodology is established in 

AT&T-C's first new service apPlicatidn, future new service filings 
should be handled through the advicJ letter process with the 
effective date of the tariffs 40 dJ.ts after filing .. 

19. The Commission should o';'er the filing of an applieation 
instead of an advice letter for new services it warranted by the ' 
protests. 

20. The Commission should ot adopt AT&T-C's proposal to 
introduce new services approve by the FCC on twenty days~ notice 
in california. 

21. The appropriate width, ot rate bands for new services 
• I 

should be deferred until the first new service application is tiled 
by A'l'&T-C. / ' . ' 

22'. The Commission should adopt A:r&T-C'S monitoring plan in 
full, including the six-month. Pilot Program to be overseen by DRA. 

23.. AT &T-C should contue to. meet. all reportinq reqtti.rements', 
currently in effect by comm£ssion decision, statute or rule. ' 

24.. US Sprint's propo~ed additions to CACO's mOnitor;i;:nq plan 
, should not be adopted.. I ' . , 

2$. CAct) should work out the final details of ilnplem.entinq 
the monitoring plan in conshltation with our Data Processing statf 
and interested parties • 
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/ 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

QRDER /' 

1. Late filed Exhibit 17 shall be rec~ved in evidence~ 
2. AT&T-C is qranted ltmited requlatofy flexibility 

con~istent with this decision and sUbject tt~ the following 
conditions.: / 

a. A'r&T-C shall adjust its pr~osed rate bands. 
so that no rate band c:hanc;es more than 15% 
in either direction from the reference 
rate, except when neces~ t~ round to the 
nearest penny. ix 

~. A'r&T-C shall adjust its reference rates 
diseussed in section ( ) above pursuant to 
other year-end comm~on actions. 
Whateverre!undme 'sm adopted in 
rehearing on D.88-06-036-'shall not be 
'incorporated into- AT&T-C's reterence rates. 
'. I 

c. Sections IV and V otl GO 96-A sb~ll be 
waived to· allow AT&~-C t~ make changes 
within its approved/rate bands eftective on 
five days' notice ~ough advice letter 
filings, provided ~&T-C serves such advice 
letter tilinCJs on any requesting party by 
overnight mal.l. ! . 

d. AX&T-C shall be r,quirecl to' use the tOrJD,al 
apPlicationproce~to make any changes to 

e. :::T::t:~::a:o:ulu~:r~::d~~::~ifornia 
applic~tion to- d velop a uniform costing 
methodology tor tuturenew' service filings. 

i 
1: • '!'be ~d.vice, lett~ process approved. today 

tor new services shall not:take.etfect 
until AT&T-C has tiled a new service 
applicationwhe!1e uniform costing 
methodology sha~l be established, the new 
services definition shall be refined and 
all parties shall be allowed to- effectively 
participate. ' 
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<:]. Mter uniform costin9' methodolo9Y is 
established in the first new service 
application, future new service filings ,/ 
shall be handles through the advice letter /' 
process under General order 96-A. /' 

h. AT&T-C shall maintain statewide average 
rates: 

i. AT&T-C shall introduce all new services on 
a statewide basis; / 

j. M&T-C shall make a maximum of four 
revi~ions within approved rate bandsjPer 
serv1ce per year: / 

k. AT&T-C shall not impose restrictions on the 
resale and sharing of its serviceS; . I 

1. M&T-C shall not abandon any service except 
by tormal application. to the c:olmnl.ssion; 

, I 
111. A'r&T-C shall not seek to- witb.draw any 

service from a community on a 
geographically diseriminatoiY basis; 

n. AT&T-C' shall use the formal application 
process for· any new servi~ suDmission or 
for the revision ot exis~ng service where 
that submission or revis!on departs from 
the approved standard coSting methodology: 

o. A'l'&T-C Sha~l use. the 'tdrmal application 
process for any service $Ubmission that 
utilizes a cOmbinatio# ot, existing taritf 
services discounted itl' order to· provide a 
competitiv~ response .. Jt o· a specific 
customer. I 

3. CACO shall implement its proposed monitoring plan in 
full. CACD shall inform all partdies by letter of the final detai)::,' : 

/. 

of ·implementing the monitoring· plan' 'and the date tor commencement· . 
I 

of data collection for themoni~orin9 plan., 
I 

. 4. M&T-C shall continue! to meet all, Commission reporting 
j . 

requirements currently in effeet. 

I 
I 
I 
{ 
i 
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s. Within ten days of the effective date of this order, 
AT&T-C shall file an advice letter tariff sheets reflecting all the 
conditions discussed in this order. These tariffs sheets shall be 

l, 1989. /,/ effective on January 
This order is effective today. ;' _ 
Dated ___________________ , at San Francisc~, california. 
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